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ÀBSTRACT

The following social work practicum was undertaken to plan,

implement and evaluate an interdisciplinary team development

intervention in a Geriatric Psychiatry setting. The inter-

vention was developed to address the interaction between the

task and socioemotional activities of the team, within the

context of program and organizational goa1s.

The writerts rationale for this intervention and the

approach taken is based on a theoretical framework drawing

on Iiterature selected from team and team development

theory, Geriatric Psychiatry, organization theory, adult

education theory and group theory.

The team development program is based on the premise that

task accomplishment will be facilitated by cohesive and

effective team functioning. and that teams need to develop

certain skiIIs and attitudes in order to work together

effectively. The need for a catalyst, or change agent. in

this process is substantiated.

This report outlines a framework for team development, and

describes the intervention which was implemented in ten two-

hour sessions with team members of the newly-formed

Department of Geriatric Psychiatry at Deer Lodge Centre.



The objectives of the practicum were twofold:

(1) To facilitate improvement in the team's ability to

work together, within the context of having to provide

service to clients; anq

(2) To help team members deal with ambiguity, change'

conflict and complexity inherent in the work situation,

in a way which would promote progress for both the team

and service delivery.

An evaluation (formative and summative) utilizing a range of

measures provides both subjective and objective data on

which is based an assessment of the impact of the inter-

vention in relation to the stated objectives.

As asses,sed by the team members and the writer in process

evaluation, the impact of the intervention $/as positive in

terms of the stated objectives. In addition, the writer's

objectives for learning and skiII development in relation to

planning and implementing a team development intervention

were met. Evaluation was also helpf uI in identif ying \,tays in

which such an intervention could be strengthened and applied

to other settings.
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CHÀPTER ONE

INTRODUCT]ON

1. FOCUS OF STUDY ÀND RÀTIONALE FOR INTERVENTION

The focus of this practicum is the interdisciplinary team

approach to service delivery in a Geriatric Psychiatry

program. The intervention involved the planning, implemen-

tation and evaluation of an interdisciplinary team develop-

ment program based on a model for planned change '

The practicum was completed in Deer Lodge Centre with the

newly-formed Department of Geriatric PsycLriatry, which

consists of two programs the Day Care for the Cognitively

Impaired, and the Geriatric Psychiatry Program. Over a

period of five months, preparatory meetings and a series of

ten two-hour team development sessions ldere heId, involving

five team members initially and incorporating three ne$/

members äs theY joined the team'

The rationale for the undertaking of the team development

intervention in this practicum was based on a theoretical

framework drawing on literature selected from the following:

(1) team and team development theory;

(2) Geriatric Psychiatry theory and research;

(3) organization theorY;



(4) adult education theorY, and

(5) group theory.

In brief, the interdisciplinary team has been viewed as the

most effective approach to assessing the needs of the

elderly with mental health problems, and effecting positive

change through the use of various treatment modalities

(Thomae, L9B0; Busse and Pfeiffer, L977¡ Gatz et 41, i-980)

To accomplish this task, it is vital that the team members

work together in a cooperative and collaborative manner.

Despite the popular usage of interdisciplinary teams in the

health care setting, health care professional-s do not

routinely receive. training on how to function effectively

within a team. Due to the interaction of numelous internal

and external factors intrinsic to interdisciplinary team

functioning, and the lack of training for teamwork, it can

happen that the individual and collective sk iIl-s of all team

members are not fully recognized or utilized'

Further to the above, the literature suggests that if

difficulties are being experienced within the team there may

be a detrimental impact on service delivery. Conversely, if

a team learns to communicate, manage, support, grow and

problem-solve, there are indications that there will be a

Bositive impact on service delivery (Fry, Lech and Rubin,



L97 4) .

This practicum r¿as based on the premise that improved

utilization of the interdisciplinary team approach would

promote greater cohesion and collaboration among team

members, and lead to improved service delivery.

The need for some kind of intervention is consistent with

the theories of Schon (1983), Brill (1976), and Pankowski et

a1 (l-9?3), among others, who indicate that despite concerns

or conflicts within a team there is stilI a strong

motivation to maintain the status quo and resist change.

Thus, team development requires a catalyst/ Someone who is

willing to intervene in the status quo and promote change,

and also has an idea of how to accomplish this change

effectively.

The method for the intervention was based on the premise

that an action-oriented, interactive process utilizing

concepts from group, organization and adult education theory

would best meet the needs of the interdisciplinary team. The

intervention rr¡ã,s planned and implemented within the context

of the needs of each team member, the team as a whole,

service delivery, and the external environment of the team

including the organization and the community.



2. OBJEETTIES

There vtere two sets of objectives for this practicum, the

first related to the impact of the planned intervention on

the interdisciplinary team involved, and the second related

to my learning objectives within the M-s.!1. program of

study,

Objectives for the intervention

(1) To facilitate improvement in the team's ability to

work together, within the framework of providing

an optimal tevel of service to clients.

(2) To help team members deal with ambiguity' change,

conflict and complexity inherent in the work

situation, in a way which promotes progress for

both the team and service delivery.

Objectives for learninq

In completing this pracÈicum I hoped to acquire a greater

understanding and working knowledge of the value, structure

and dynamics of interdisciplinary teams, and how to promote

improved team functioning within existing program and

organizational constraints .



The specific skills I hoped to acquire and develop were:

(1) an ability to complete an assessment of need in

team development,

(2) an ability to plan and implement an effective
approach to team development which would be

appropriate to the time, setting, and

c i rcumstances

(3) an ability to facilitate interdisciplinary
discussions in a manner which would promote growth

and learning and enhance team development,

(4) an ability to evaluate the results of the inter-
vention in a meaningful and accurate wäy, and

(5) an ability to re-define the situation and make

observations regarding \.¡ays in which the inter-
vention could have been strengthened, and ways in
which it could be used for other situations.

3. OUTLINE OF THE REPORT

This introductory chapter has briefly stated the rationale



. and objectives for this practicum. Chapter Two consists of a

selective literature review with the purpose of formulating

a theoretical and conceptual framework on which to base the

intervention. This includes:

a) a definition of team and a distinction between types

of teams,

b) a discussion of the value of the interdisciplinary

team approach in general, and in particular as it

relates to Geriatric Psychiatry,

c) an exploration of the nature of teams in terms of

structure, internal dynamics and external relations,

and

d) a discussion of the rationale for intervention.

Chapter Three focusses on the planning and implementation of

the team development intervention carried out in this
practicum. The first section, designing the intervention,

consists of:

a) a review of team development efforts discussed in

the Iiterature,

b) a review of theories relevant to the planning and

implementation of a team development intervention

including stages of team development, adult education

theory, group theory and change theory,

c) a discussion of the role of facilitator in team

development, and the validity of this role for social



9/Ork, and

d) based on the above, the presentation oE a framework

for team development.

The second section of Chapter Three consists of a

description and discussion of the team development program

carried out in this practicum, utilízing a model for planned

change as a framework for the process. It should be noted at

this point that in order to ensure confidentiality for the

team members who r..¿ere involved in this practicum, certain

aspects of the actual intervention will not be described or

discr¡ssed in detail. lfhere necessary, issues wiIl be

discussed in general terms rather than directly related to

this particular teamrs issues.

Chapter Four provides a descriptive evaluation of the team

development intervention in relation to the stated

objectives. Results obtained from various evaluation

measures are reported and discussed.

Chapter Five provides a summary and overall conclusions to

the practicum report.



CHAPEER TS¡O

LITERÀTURE REVIETI

1. O\¡ERVIETÙ

A review of the literature has been completed in an attempt

to gain an understanding of (1) the nature of interdis-

ciplinary teams, (2 ) the dynamic processes involved in

teamwork, and (3) the role of the facilitator in improving

the team's ability to work together. The purpose and goals

of this practicum were based on a theoretical framework

derived from a variety of sources. In addition to literature
' on teamwork and the interdisciplinary team approach to

service delivery, there is a consideration of relevant

concepts selected from adult education theory, group work

theory and organization theory.

2. TEAI'ÍT{ORK

À. Deflnlnq team

The concept of teamwork, in both its theoretical and its

practical- aspects, has been receiving increasing attention

in the literature. during the past two decades. BriIl (l-976)

perceives teamwork as a dynamic concept in the process of

development and change, and provides a definition which

includes principles basic to aIl teamwork:



rrÀ team is a group of people each of whom posses-
ses particular expertise; each of whom is respons-
ible f.or mak ing ind ividual dec is i ons; who together
hold a coÍrmon purpose; who meet together to
communicater collaborate, and consolidate knowled-
get from which plans are made, actions determined
and future decisions influenced.rt (p.22)

The 'rmeeting together to communicate, collaborate, and

consolidate knowledge" (i.e. the process of teaming) is seen

by this writer as a crucial element in the concept of

teamwork, and one that requires more careful attention. This

element is addressed by Francis and Young (1979) in their
discussion of an approach to improve work groups. Francis

and Young point out that an effective team will attempt to

skiIlfuIly combine the individual talents of its members

with a positive team spirit to achieve results. They offer
this definition of a team:

rrAn energetic group of people who are committed to
achieving common objectives, who work well
together and enjoy doing sor and who produce high
quality results.'r ( p.8 )

The study of interdisciplinary teams adds another dimension

to the concept of teamwork. The interdisciplinary team

concept requires not only that the above characteristics of

teams be addressed, but in addition that the nature and

interaction of the various disciplines represented on the

team be taken into consideration.

It would be helpful at this point to differentiate the types

of teams utilized in the helping professions. Bailey (1984)

9



describes four levels or types of teams:

1. Level one, unldløclplLnaty, in which one group of

professionals deals with clients in an autonomous

fash i on :

2. Level two, multldlsclplinary, in which different
professionals meet as a group for diagnostic or

planning purposes, but each discipline remains indepen-

dent and is affected very litt1e by contributions from

other team members;

3. Level three, lnterdlsclplLnaxy, in which accomplish-

ment of the outcome depends upon contributions from

each discipline and an interactive effort among aII
professionals on the team; and

4. LeveI four, transdlsclpllnary, which is character-

ized by a joint team approach, staff development

regarding the expertise of individual team members, and

role release, in which roles and responsibilities are

shared by more than one member. (Bailey, p.19)

BaiIey notes that interactions, tasks, and problems in team

functioning may differ depending upon the level or type of

team, thus suggesting the importance of considering these

distinctions when planning a team development intervention.

For the purpose of this practicum I have chosen to utilize

the term interdisciplinary team because I believe it most

accurately reflects the most necessary and effectÍve form of

10



interaction for a Geriatric Psychiatry setting.

B. The team aE a group

The nature and process of teamv¡ork can be more ful1y
understood by the application of principles from group

theory. It is my sense that the study of teams ought to

address not only the abilities and contributions of each

member, but also the individual characteristics and personal

needs of each member as well as the nature of interactions
betveen members. These considerations would be consistent
with those taken into account in group theory, which

stresses the importance of individual needs and interaction
patterns (cibb, L964; De Lamater, L974). These points are

reflected in the definition offered by cibb (l_964):

'rThe term functional group refers to two or more
organisms interacting. in the pursuit of a common
goal, in such a way that the existence of many is
utilized for the satisfaction of some needs of
each. rr 1p. 25 )

Viewing the interdisciplinary team as a task-oriented,
problem solving group allows the incorporation of a wide

base of theory and knowredge into the reratively new study

of teamwork. variabres such as group deveropment, composit-

ion, structure, individual needs, interaction patterns,

environment and task are all important considerations in the

analysis of teams and teamwork. lfhile it is beyond the scope

of this report to attempt a major review of group theory

t_ t-



literature, it is helpful

which are relevant to the

to look at some specif ic areas

team as a group.

Shaw (1976), in his review of

studies of groups, provides a

hypotheses, some of which are

of teams:

data obtained from empirical

useful summary of plauslble

direcLly rel-evant to the study

1. Groups usually produce more and better solutions to

problems than do individuals working alone. (p. 7B)

2. Individuals contribute differently to the group

product, depending upon the particular other individ-

uals in the group. (p. 233)

3. High-cohesive groups are more effective than low-

cohesive groups in achieving their respective goa1s.

(p.234)

4. Other things being equal, groups composed of members

having diverse t yelevant abilities perform more

effectively than groups composed of members having

similar abilities. (p. 2351

5. On difficult tasks, group performance is facilitated

to the extent that group members can freely communicate

theirfeelings of satisfaction (or dissatisfaction)

with the grouprs progress toward goal achievement. (p.

331_)

5. Goal clarity and goal-path clarity are positively

related to the motivational characteristics and the

L2



efficiency of group members. (p. 333)

7. Homogeneous group goals facilitate effective group

functioning, whereas heterogeneous group goals hinder

effective group functioning. (p. 333)

(Selected from statements of

plausible hypotheses, Shaw, 1976)

lfhi1e some aspects of group theory will be incorporated into
this study of teams and team buirding. the application does

have one potential limitation which warrants discussion.

trfhereas in group theory (particularly in regard to therapy

groups) individual growth and sel-f-actualization are usually
viewed as the ultimate goal of the group process, the

ultimate goal of interdisciplinary teams is the accomprish-

ment of a particular task i.e. efficient and effective
service delivery. rt is arguabre that the individuar needs

of team members, although crucial in the process and output

of the team, are of necessiLy seen as secondary to the

overall purpose and objectives of the team. Bales (1953)

developed an equiribrium hypothesis in which he viewed the

accomplishment of task and group cohesiveness as tr+o

opposing forces which had to be balanced by the group. He

hypothesized that groups tend to fluctuate back and forth
between task and socioemotional activities, and that
attention to one leads to a deterioration of the other.

t3



In contrast to Bales, other models of group development

proposed by Bennis and Shepard (f956) and Tuckman (l_965)

emphasize the importance of the interaction between task and

socioemotional activities of the group. Both models place

considerable emphasis on the socioemotional dimension, while

stilr identifying task accomprishment as the final stage of

group development. rn his discussion of the rerationship
between task and interaction effectiveness, Bass (j-960)

points out that each is influenced by the other. He cites
studies which demonstrate that group productivity is
affected by group harmony, morale and process, and also

indicates that successful or unsuccessfur accomprishment of

task will have an impact on interaction ef f ectivene-ss.

The socioemotional activities of the group may be partic-
uIarly important for \¡¡omen who tend to place ä great deal of

importance on rerationships in the process of achieving the

group task (Shaw, 19'16; Aries, 1,976; cilligan, LgBZ; Schaef,

l_985).

\fith regard to the individual needs of group or team

members, Schein (1-965) concludes that groups have both

formal and informal functions, and that they can serve the

needs of both the organization and its individual members.

Schein defines the formal, organizational functions as

f' those which pertain to the accomplishment of the organiz-

t4



ationts basic mission...the tasks which are assigned to the

group and for which it is officially held responsible'r.

1p.70) In addition, Schein points out that the group can

fulfill a number of psychological, personal functions for

its members: a) an outlet for affiliation needs; b) a means

of developing, enhancing. or confirming a sense of identity
and maintaining self-esteem; c) a means of establishing and

testing reality; d) a means of increasing security and a

sense of po\^'er , and_ e ) a means of gett ing some j ob done

which members need to have done. (Schein, L965, p.70)

For the purpose of this practicum, the interdisciplinary

team will be vier¿ed as a task-oriented group, and inter-
vent i on__ wi 11 be baserl on the hypothes i s that the team needs

to be involved in both tas'k and socioemotional (interactive

activities in order to achieve maximum effectiveness.

C. The team approach

Use of teams in the human services

In the 1960rs there was an emergence of literature which

emphasized the importance of the group or team concept in

organization and management theory.For example, McGregor

( i-960 ) noted the signif icance of unity of purpose and

collaboration in a highly effective management team (pp.22B-

l5



229'), and Likert (1961) identif ied the characteristics of

the nideal" effective work group (pp.f66-159). Since that

timer äs discussed by Bril1 (I9761, Hoxwitz (L970), and

valletutti and christoplos (L977)t the importance of

interdisciplinary teams in the human services has become

more evident in many sectors. The team approach is increas-

ingly chosen in health care, rehabilitation services and

family intervention, and has in fact been m.endated in the

field of special education in the united states (the

Education for AIl Handicapped Chilrlren Act, 1975, äs

discussed in Courtnage and Smith-Davis, L9B7).

The growing use of interdisciplinary teams in the human

services emeïges from two societal trends increased

specialization, and holism. !ùith improved technology and

increased knowledge regarding the complexity of client

systems, there has been ä tendency towards specialization in

the human services. The result has often been a fragmen-

tation of service delivery in which the client seeks help

from various professionals and agencies. none of r¿hich

address the client as a complete entity. The holistic

approach to service delivery stresses the importance of

viewing and treating individuals as a whole, and within the

context of their environment. As the needs of those seeking

help are usually complex and multifaceted, it is recognized

both by the providers and by the recipients of service that

l6



in many situations no one discipline has all the knowledge

or expertise required to meet the whole range of needs

presented. Thus the interdisciplinary team, which utilizes

the knowledge and expertise of various disciplines, is

gaining increasing favour as a method for providing a

holistic approach to service deliver,y.

As with any approach to service delivery, there are both

advantages and drawbacks to the team approach. The benefits

of team practice will be addressed here, and drawbacks will

be discussed later in the chapter (seerrpotential diffi-

culties in the team approachrr) .

Beneflts of team practlce

The major assets of team practice in the human services are

outlined by Brill (L976):

1) Demand for the services of certain specialists
outstrips supply, particularly in certain areas,
such as medicine, and team practice affords a
medium for wider use of their expertise than does
individual practice.

2) Team practice affords an opportunity for
greater use of paraprofessionals in close rela-
tionship with the professionals whose core
knowledge they are supporting.

3) Team practice is an experience in participatory
learning for team members.

4) Team practice not only increases the effective
use of specialized knowledge but also provides a
more comprehensive but integrated range of
service .

5) Team practice promotes focus on total problems

L'I



rather than on segmentsr äs well as thinking about
how the parts fit together into the whole.

6) In order to coordinate specialized knowledge.
teams must focus on goals that provide a necessary
direction for mutual efforts, thereby producing
more meaningful work.

7) The team provides a forum for examination and
evaluation of ideas in light of the differing
frames of reference of the various members.

B ) The process of team practice possessesItemergentrrgualities, which lead to self-
actualization and self-renewal. It is a dynamic
procedure, promoting personal and group growth.

(BrilI, p.26)

Kane (I975), in her review of rationales for and against

interprofessional teamwork in the literature. summarizes the

rationale for teamwork in terms of benefits to the cl-ient
and benefits to the professional. For the crient, teamwork

can facilitate coordinated and skilred service, avoidance of

duplication, management of interdependent problems, a

systems äpproach to problems, additional insights, conven-

ience, elimination of the burden of integrating services and

the potential for preventive services to be introduced along

with direct services. For prof essionals, teamr,¡ork can

provide simplified access to other professions, enhanced

communication among professionsr ät opportunity for
learning, an opportunity to practice best skitls most of the

time¿ âil opportunity for less estabrished professions to
gaÍn entry to crientere, the "shared guirt' phenomenon and

the facilitation of oners own work by other professionals.
(Kane I P .L2')

1B



Àn additional benefit of the team approach¿ äs discussed by

Fry, Lech and Rubin (L974), is synergism, or "a process by

which individual pieces summed together produce an outcome

which exceeds the sum of the individual partsrr. (p.55) This

refers to the process within well-functioning teams in which

the outcome achieved is superior to the sum of the individ-
ual interventions and their subsequent results. It suggests

not only improved service delivery, but al-so a fulfilling
group experience for the team members. This benefit and

those discussed by Brilt and Kane depict the interdis-
ciplinary team as an effective and efficient äpproach to

delivering a high quality, integrated service to the client
system, while at the same time addressing the socioemotional

aspects of the team.

The team approach 1n Gerlatrlc Psvchlatrv

As with other client systems, the needs of the elderly are

multifaceted. A complicating factor in the provision of

services to elderly persons with mental health problems is

the interrelationship among numerous variables which have an

impact on the overall status of the older adult. The study

of aging emphasizes the need for unity of the sciences

biochemistry, physiology, psychology. sociology, and

ecology --rather than compartmentalization of their respect-

ive areas of knowledge and expertise.

t9



It is becoming increasingly evident that services to the

elderly must encompass a multidisciplinary, holistÍc
dpproach to assessment and treatment. The mental health

problems of older adults cannot be separated from the total
person, nor can the persons be separated from their total
environment. As discussed by Thomae (1980), process-centered

approaches to the study of aging place individuals within

the context of their personal history a¡rd their situation.

They address numerous factors including loss of ro1es,

decreased econornic resources, loss of significant others,

housing and transportation problems, health and pharmaco-

logical problems, sensory or cognitive deficits, decreased

mobility, and the resultant loss of independence, lack of

participation in meaningful activities, and social isolation
(Thomae, 1980, pp.293-295). These physiological. psycho-

logical, social, emotional and environmental factors are so

intertwined that they often affect each other in a cyclical
pattern, making it difficult to detect and treat the primary

problem. Assessment and treatment of the elderly with mental

health problems, to be effective, must necessarily focus on

rnore than one variable in this cyc1e. It is also important

for teams working with this population to recognize the

strengths and positive chararateristics (e.9. knowledge,

experience, coping skil1s) t¡hich the elderly bring to their

current situation,
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As summarized by Busse and Pfeif f er (J-977 | p.L69 ) and GaEz,

Smyer, Lawton and Powell (1980, pp.B-9), the needs of the

aged mentally iIl have not been adequately met by tra-
ditional mental health programs or services to the e1derly.

This group is characterized by a high rate of institutional-
ization and custodial care¿ ds well as a great deal of

neglect in the community. In recognition of the special

needs of this population, the field of Geriatric psychiatry

has evolved in recent years. The goals of a geriatric
psychiatry program, simply stated, are:

1). to assist the elderly person in achieving his

optimum potential in physical and mental function-
ingi

2) to maximize the individualrs self-esteem. integ-
rity, dignity and quality of life; and

3) to minimize intrusive treatments and

institutionalization, and facititate reÍntegration
into their community and social network (Seven

Oaks General Hospital Planning DocumentrlgB3).

Towards the accomplishment of the above-stated goals, a

geriatric psychiatry program utilizes a combinaLion of

treatment modalities. These include milieu therapy, medical

treatment, nursing intervention, individual counselling and
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psychotherapy, family and group therapy, pharmacotherapy,

and behaviour mänagement. Occupational. physical and

recreational therapies are also ¡ vital part of ,1 geriatric

psychiatry program. Tn recognition of the intermingling of

biopsychosocial factors and the need for a number of

disciplines to address these factols, the interdisciplinary

team approach is favoured for assessment and interventiotr.

The importance of an effective interdisciplinary team

approach in geriatric services is summarized by Skelton

(1986):

rrTo contribute the maximum benef it to our aged
patients vte must practice as interdisciplinary
team members. The therapeutic team consists of
professionals, trained in complementary discip-
1ines, who function interactively to ensllre the
optimum expression of skills and to assist the
elderly lo find the most acceptable solutions to
their problems. There is no place for individual
philosophies t or personal and professional
jealousies, which may override or rlistort this
f undamental goal . rr (p .22)

This statement also reflects a recognition of the important

role that socioemotional factors within the team play in the

accomplishment of task, with the suggestion that poor team

functioning as reflected in rfindividual philosophies, or

personal and professional jealor:sies" mayrroverride or

distort'r accomplishment of task.
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Orqanlzatlon Theorv as It relates to the team ln the

hospltal settlnq

.As discussed by Horwitz ( 1-970 ), Beckhard (L97 4a) , Likert
(L961) and Knowles (L970)t the relationship between workers

and the organization is an important determinant of moraLe

and effectiveness. Likewise, the existence and functioning

of an interdisciplinary team is greatly affected by the

nature of the organization withÍn which it practices.

Likert, in developing patterns of management based on human

relations theory, stated that:
rrthe leadership and other processes of the
organization must be such as to ensure a maximum
probability that in all relationships with the
organization, each member, in the light of his
background, values, desires and expectations, will
view the experience as supportive and one which
builds and maintains his sense of personal worth
and importance't. (Likert , L96lt p.103 )

In discussing the team approach to care of the elderly, Rao

(L977) also noted the important role of the organization:
rrln developing and facilitating a healthy,
integrated relationship of the team of different
health care professionals in the care of the
e1derly, the role of the managers or adminis-
trators is of supreme importance. The creation of
a suitable functional environment, the
coordination of interdepartmental and interdis-
ciplinary activities, and the knitting of cohesive
relationships requires great tact and wisdom....
Under suitable conditions, the productivity of the
team can be greatly enhanced . 'f 1p.9 6 )

The characteristics of innovative organizations,is described

by Knowles (1984) are viewed by this writer as compatible
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\'rith the development and enhancement of an interdisciplinary
team approach. Some of these include flexibitity, multiple
linkages based on functional collaboration, a willingness to
take risks, emphasis on personnel and resource development,

relevant participati.on by all those affected, and an open,

multi-directional flo\,¡ of communication in which feelings
are allowed to be expressed. (Knowles, p.100)

The hospital setting is one which depends heavily upon the

interdisciplinary team äpproach, but this does not negate

the possibility of conflicts arising. Coe (L970), in
discussing hospitals as professional bureaucracies, states:

frThey are designed to be most ef f icient where
tasks are both uniform, requÍring a highly
formalized administrative authority, and non-
uniform, demanding a high degree of professional
autonomy....hospitals have a hierarchy of
positions and clearly marked, formal channels of
communications, along with an elaborate set of
codified procedures for the conduct of affairs of
the organization. Concommitantly, the structure of
the hospital is permeated with professional
persons in several disciplines, each of whom
retains a degree of autonomy with respect to work
within his area of expertise.,...thus as organiz-
ations, hospitals tend to be both resistant to
innovations, yet at the sðme time¿ uñiquely suited
to permit such changes . rr ( p. B )

The professional bureaucracy model shows how a hospital
combines formality and informality, rigidity and

flexibility, and centralization and decentrarization in its
structure in order to be responsive to both its internal and
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external objectives, As noted by Coe, this organizational

structure of hospitals provides both barriers to, and

Ðpportunities for change and innovation. The implications

for interdisciplinary team practice are that the organiz-

ation defines the team, its members and its tasks, and also

sets the parameters within which the team must operate.

Organizalional characteristics such as structure, formal and

informal lines of communication, goa1s, and power and

authority with regards to decision-making are all
influential in the development and ongoing functioning of

the team.

!Íithin the interdisciplinary team, individual professionals

have a degree of autonomy with regards to their input with

the client system. However, considerable coordination of the

efforts of all team members is required in order to ensure

effective and efficient service delivery. This coordination

of team effort requires structural flexibility, open

communication, participatory decision-making, and goal

congruence. As discussed by Bril1 (l-975) and Ducanis and

Golin (L979), among others, difficulties often arise in

meeting these requir.ements both within the team itself and

in the team's relationship with the parent organization.

Some of these difficulties would have to be kept in mind

r¡hen planning and implementing a team development inter-
vention, and so,tre noted here briefly:
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izes professional autonomy and

team must sti1l function within

bureaucrat ic.

2) The goal-s of individual

may be in conflict with the

and,/or the goals of some or

signif icantly from certain

professionals on the team

goals of other disciplines,
all team members rnay differ

goals of the organization.

3) Àlthough the team concept implies that each member

participates equally in the decision-making process, in

reality participation is determined to a large extent

by personal characteristics, interdisciplínary percep-

tions, and relative status in the organization. (For

example, in the hospital where the medical model

prevails, the physician and psychiatrist may exercise

veto pobrer even when there is consensus among other

team members ) .

4) Lines of communication between team members and

between the team and the parent organization are often

blurred or poorly defined due to the complexity of the

str ucture .

The potential difficulties listed above suggest that it is

important f or the team to develop an a\¡/areness of the

organizationrs characteristics and the impact that these
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have on the development and ongoing functioning of the team,

3. POTENTTÀL DIFFICUTTIES IN THE TEAM APPROACH

A. Desired characteristics of teams

As discussed previously, two functions must be addressed by

the interdiscÍplinary team:

(1) the task (or service dei.ivery) functlon, which

refers to the accomplishment of the teamrs goaIs,

(2)

and

the team (or group malntenance) function, which

refers to those internal processes by which the

team accomplishes its task. There is evidence in

the literature to indicate that if certain
conditions are achieved within the team process,

there will be a positive impact on task accomp-

Iishment (service delivery) .

Beckhard (L974b) postulated that a productive and effective
team with high morale would have more energy to put into
patient care because less energy would be needed for team

maintenance and coping with interpersonal problems of its
members. He listed six dimensions in team productivity and

effectiveness which provide a good basis for discussion:

1) Clarity of objectives and mission: The goals
and objectives of the team should be specific,
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2) Goo@ r obl
Þrocesses: All team members
which will allow the team to
decision which is suPPorted

should
arr ive
by all

clearly articulated, and shared by all team
members.

-solvin
develop ski11s
at a rrbestrr
team members.

3) Clear role expectations: There should be open
aisffio an understanding of the
roles of each team member, realistic expectations
regarding each memberts contribution, and an
awãreness of overlaPPing roIes.

4 ) Norms that support the task.: Ground rules are
nee@m members achieve the teamrs
objectives. these norms include sharing of
information critical to the treatment plan as well
,1s shar ing anxieties or concerns regard ing
individual Performance -

5) Concern for each other's needÊ: To the degree
tf¡affirm of concern for each team
memberts needs, the team is able to function more
effectively and more energy is thus available for
patient care.

6)optimizinqresourcesforqrowth;Tothedegree
trrat tr¡e team makes use of its var ious resources
to contribute to the knowledge and effectiveness
of each member, team functioning as a whole will
be enhanced. ( Beckhard , l-97 4 ' pp'9 5-9 B )

Garner (1982), in discussing staff development in skill

areas related to team functioning, suggests that the three

processes of communication, cooperation and coordination are

essential to effective team functioning. Drawing on small

group behaviour research, Garner stresses the importance of

the group process in teams: that each member should be

valued and respected, should be given significant weight in

the decision-making process, and should be able to commun-

icate openly and derive satisfaction from the group process
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(pp. 1l-6-118 ) . Garner supports the view expressed by

Beckhard that when the team goals and the means of achieving

these goals are clearly stated and accepted by all members,

this will have,f positive impact on morale and task orien-
tation on the part of the team members.

Chartier et al (l-984), in addressing the need for interdis-
ciplinary education, stress and expand upon the need for
clear rol-e expectations. They cite three factors which are

crucial to this process: a) well-established leve1s of

collaboration; b) good professional identity on the part of

individual team members; and c) mutual recognition of the

competence of each team member (pp.13-15) Their study showed

the importance of each team member being conscious of, and

secure in, what they can contribute to the task as a result
of their knowledge and ski11s, and being abre to communicate

this effectively to the other team members. This ability
allows for an improved understanding of the unigue con-

tributions and capabilities of each team member, and al_lows

the team to specify what can be expected from each member in

their collaborative effort.

B. Drawbacks In team practlce

The desired characteristics of teams discussed above and the

benefits of team practice outlined earlier in this chapter

present the more positive, ideal side of te.emwork. In
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reality, there can be many negative or less desirable

aspects of teamwork as wel1. Bril1 (1"976 ) sees the following

as the major liabilities, or "prob1ems", in team practice:
1) Participatory democracy tends to be cumbersome
and slow-moving, and team practice, in so far as
it is a democratic form of operation, may partake
of these characteristics.
2) In team practice, there is frequently less
contact with the client or consumer of the
service, as workers are operating in the interest
of him, rather than with him.

3) There are major problems of communication in
teams, which linit the effectiveness of the work.

4 ) Teamwork often seems to lead to greater rather
than less fragmentation of service.

5) Team meetings are often more time-consuming for
busy specialists than are consuLtation and
referral outside the team framework.

6) tne tensions that exist between various
disciplines and the lack of clear definitions of
boundaries of knowledge and expertise often make
teamwork extremely diff icult.
7) Problems in role definition are very great, and
overlap is frequent.

I ) Some workers on all levels in human services
are not only not committed to teamwork but are
poorly equipped for it.

9 ) The team situation fosters undesirable
competition.

10)Differences in status among team members and
inequities in regard for service frequently make
team practice difficult. (Eri11, pp. 26-27)

Another area of concernr äs discussed by Abramson (l-984), is
the issue of collective responsibility in interdisciplinary
collaboration, and how this relates to each professional's
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value system and ethical commitments. To the extent that

this issue is not dealt with, difficulties may arise in the

teamrs decision-making process. Kanefs (f975) Iist of

rationales against teamwork in the literature contains the

same points identified by Brill and Abramsonr äs well as one

other. She notes that for the professional, teamwork may

mean isolation from colleagues, Iess professional stim-

ulation and evaluation by those outside the profession

(Kane, p.L2). However, Kane also points out that the

arguments presented against teamwork tend to concentrate

characteristics of the malfunctioning team unit, suggesti

that many of these drawbacks may be avoided by well-

functioning teams. This viewpoint appears to be the under-

lying philosophy of Valletutti and Christoplos (1,977), who

advocate the training of professionals toward goals of

interdisciplinary cooperation as a means of maximizing the

benefits and minimizing the drawbacks of interdisciplinary
team practice . ( pp.l--7 )

C. PotentlaI Barrlers to effectlve team functlonlna

I{hiIe there appears to be a general consensus about the

benefits of a well-functioning interdisciplinary team, and

also about the characteristics which contribute to team

effectiveness, a search of the literature also yields

information about potential barriers to effective team

functioning. Às a generä1 statement, each of the elements

on

ng
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which is believed to contribute to effective functioning

also has the potential of becoming a source of conflict or

dys funct i on .

In order to promote effective team processes and collab-
oration towards task accomplishment, it is necessary that

these potential sources of conflict be recognLzed and dealt

with. As noted by Fry, Lech and Rubin (L974) and Lowe and

Herranan (1978), failure to deal with conflict or dysfunct-

ion within the team or in the team's interaction with its
external environment may be easier in the immediate sense,

but in the long run it will have ä negative impact on both

staff moraLe and service delivery.

The sources of conflict and,/or dysfunction can be grouped

into four broad categories: 1-) organizationat./envíronmental

climate1, 2l role expectations; 3) the profile of individual
team members; and 4) communication and collaboration
processes.

l- ) Orqanizational,/environmental climate

Any effort to enhance team effectiveness must incorporate an

understanding and evaluation of the interface between the

team and the organization. Some of the difficulties the team

may experience in relation to the organization and its

external environment have been presented earlier in this
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paper in the discussion of the team in the hospital setting.

These include goal congruence, communication and decision-

making processes, and professional autonomy. Other aspects

of the environment to be considered include the formal and

informal linkages between the team, the organization and the

conmunity, the physical location of the team within the

organization, and the perceptions and expectations of those

outs ide the team

One potential pitfall is identified by Pray (l-969) in his

discussion of academic teams, and is applicable to other

settings as we11. Pray notes that an interdisciplinary team

may receive so much attention that other members of the

organization may feel neglected, and that this is especially

true when the team concept is first introduced. He suggests

that tra simultaneous emphasis on the contributions and

importance of other departments...can forestall the

potential growth of professional jealousyr' (Pray, l-959,

p.94 ) . Blake and Mouton ( 1965 ), in their 'rSix-Phase Approach

to Organization Improvementrt, also note that although team

training is an essential phase it is necessary to keep this
r¡ithin the context of the total organization. They see the

team as the'rfundamental building block of an organizationrr,

but emphasize that the primary goal of organization improve-

ment efforts is'fto change patterns of relationships between

people and groups or between a group and the organization so
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that more effective problem-solving and greater production

effort can occur throughout the entire organizationr' (Blake

and Mouton, L965, pp.170-178).

2) Role expectations

Members of interdisciplinary teams are expected to co-

ordinate their activities through cooperation and

collaboration. This involves a process of working together,

based on an understanding of the professional skills and

knowledge of each team member, and how these relate to the

accomplishment of goaIs. Difficulties may arise in the areas

of role definition, role conflict and role overlap.

Role definition is an important determinant in effective

team functioning. RoLe clarlty exists when team members have

a clear understanding of their ov/n areas of expertise and

responsibility as well as those of other team members. RoLe

ambiguity can result when expectations are not clearly
defined and/or communicated. Interdisciplinary studies have

shown that there is often little congruence between the way

a profession defines its or¡rn roles and the way others define

them (Kane, L975t p.22). Failure to achieve role clarity can

result in an underutilization of the team's individual and

collective skilLs.

Role conflict can occur under a variety of circumstances

34
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discussed by Fry, Lech and Rubin (7974), the existence of

murtiple role expectations is ä criticar factor affecting
the members of most groups. Role confrlct can arise when

there is incompatibility between the expectations of self
and others (e.9. being asked to rimit treatment to medical

needs when one believes in a holistic approach), or when two

or more members of the team or organization place demands

òn the individual which are inconsistent and thus in
conflict. Another source of conflict can be rore overload,

or the extent to which an individual is capabre of meeting

multiple demands and expectations. (Fry, Lech and Rubin,

L974, p.35) Studies have found that role conflict is
positively related to job dissatisfaction. tension and

anxiety, propensity to leave, lack of confidence in the

organization, and inability to influence decision making.

(Rahim, 1986, p.45) Rahim suggests that role conflÍct need

not necessarily be reduced or eriminated, but rather that it
shourd be managed to increase organizational effectiveness.

Role overlap is to be expected in interdisciplinary team

practice because of some of the commonalities of philosophy,

goaIs, knowledge base and skills among the various dis-
ciplines. Due to rapidly increasing knowledge in the human

services and adoption of the holistic approach to service

delivery, the boundaries between disciplines are fluid
rather than rigid, and are being continually redefined.
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lfhile a certain amount of role overlap may be desirable and

beneficial to client care, failure to clearly delineate the

unique contributions to be made by each team member can have

a negative impact on the team and ultimately on service

delivery. Professionals may feel threatened by overlapping

roles and fear a Loss of status on the team, resulting in

defensiveness, terr itoriality, and a resistance to sharing

information. (Kane, L975; Lowe and Herranen, 1978) If left

unaddressed, role overlap can also result in independent and

paralleI functioning, and unneccessary duplication of work,

3) The profile of individual team members

A study of interdisciplinary team functioning and proposal

for team development would not be complete without consid-

eration of the team members as individuals. Each team member

enters the team with his or her ovrn personality, values,

interests, attitudes and ways of thinking and working. Group

theory tel1s us that if openness and satisfaction are to be

achieved, all team members need to be valued, accepted ancl

respected. (Horwitz, 1970). The behavioural sciences provide

a background for considering the personal characteristics of

individual team members and appreciating their differences.

Kiersey and Bates (1984) focus on this viewpoint in their

discussion of different character and temperament types:
tf People are dif f erent in f undamental r¡rays. They
want different things; they have different
motives, purposes, aimsr Vä1ues, needs, drives,
impulses, urges. Nothing is more fundamental than
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that. They believe differently: they think,
cognize, conceptualize, perceive, understand,
comprehend, and cogitate differently. And of
course/manners of acting and emoting, governed as
they are by wants and beliefs, follow suit and
differ radically among people.rr (p.2)

The importance of respecting the individual as a necessary

factor in the accomplishment of organizational goals is also

recognized in organLzational development and management

theory. For example, P€ters and Vlaterman (L982) t in theix

study of Americars best-run companies, found Lhe theme of

respect for the individual to be most pervasive. They note

the fundamental lessons from the excellent companies

researched:

ItTreat people as adults . Treat them as partners;
treat them with dignity; treat them with respect.
Treat them -- not capital spending and automation

as the primary source of productivity gains."
(Peters and lfaterman, L982, p.238)

Of the eight basic principles for excellence in companies

identified by Peters and !{aterman, two relate directly to

employees as individuals: Principle Four, Ptoductivity

through people creating in aLl employees the av/areness

that their best efforts are essential and that they will

share in the rewards of the company's success; and Principle

Eight, Simultaneous loose-tight properties fostering a

climate where there is dedication to the central values of

the company combined with tolerance for aIl employees who

accept those values (Peters and lüaterman, sunmary of
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pr inc iples )

Other studies have lool<ed at individual workers in terms of

personal needs, and the factors which can lead to job

satisfaction or dissatisfaction. Herzberg (1968), drawing on

a sample of l-r685 employees at different levels in various

settings, found that the growth or motivator factors that

lead to extreme job satisfaction are achievement, recog-

nition for achievement, the r¿ork itself, responsibility, and

growth or advancement. The avoidance or hyglene factors that

lead to extreme job dissatisfaction include company policy

and administration, supervision, interpersonal relation-

ships, working conditions, sä1ary, status and security.
(p.57)

Another factor to be considered, particularly when looking

at newly-formed teams, is what has motivated the individual

to become a part of that team. A combination of some of the

motÍvator and hygiene factors listed above is 1ike1y. As

discussed by Sarason (7972) | members are attracted to nel¿/

settings because they believe they will have an opportunity

to work and develop in ways superior to those in their old

setting. Problems can arise when they encounter similar

conflict, controversy and disruption in their new settings.

Sarason emphasizes that if the positive characteristics of

groups in new settings (i.e, high enthusiasm, sense of
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mission, the stimulation of noveILy, the challenge of

personal and professional growth, and anticipation of. the

consequences of SucceSS ) are to remain intact, there must be

an attempt to prevent the problems from obscuring them:

"...dealing at the outset with problems and issues
that exist or may exist is not a panacea but it is
far more productive than denial, silence, and
clichés about virtue and an untroubled future.fr

(Sarason, 1'972' P.B0)

Interacting with the characteristics of team members as

individuals, members of a team, and empJ-oyees of an

org,lnization are factors related to their professional

background. Bri11 (19?6) provides a "Cross-section of a Team

Member" (see Appendix f) which, in addition to the factors

discussed above, includes reference to both generalist and

specialist knowledge. She describes generalist knowledge and

ski11 of individual workers as that which they hold in

common with other team members and makes it possil¡le for

them to work on an interdisciplinary team. In discussing

specÍalist knowledge and ski1l Bri1l notes that "professions

not only differ in the essential components of practice

values, knowledge and skilÌ -- they also exist in a hier-

archy, with the o}der, more established ones...possessing

major status and the more recent ones... possessing lesser

status.'f (p.3s) Dependent upon the maturity and openness of

team members, differences in professional background and

relative status can be either an asset or a source of

conflict or dysfunction within the team.
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4) communication and collaboration processes

It is an expectation that members of an interdisciplinary

team will coopelate and collaborate with others in order to

accomplish team tasks. For this to occur, knowledge ancl

ski1l in effective communication and the processes of group

problem-solving and decision-making are essential. Most

professionals in the human servÍces have a degree of

knowJedge and ability in these areas related to direct

service to the client system, but frequently attention must

be drawn to the need to develop these processes within the

team itself.

Tlise, Beckhard, Rubin and Kyte (L97 4) point out that

flexibility, mutual support and open communication need to

be established as norms of the team. They note four factors

which affect communication and information flow within the

team and between the team and its environment:

a. geographlcal and archltectural factors which

includes a consideration of Iocation, access, and

barriers to quick and open communication;

b. formal Lines of authorlty and status the best

sources of information to solve a problem will väry

with the problem: is participation in te::¡ns of fre-

quency, order or content limited to formal lines?

c. the degree to whlch partlcipants feel free to
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participate, challenge and express opinions; and

d. Leadershlp depending upon the situation and the

problem to be solved, differenb people can and should

assume leadership, allowing for many acts of leadership

rather than one leader . ( t{ise et ä1, p. 37 )

À fifth factor, noted by Makay and Gaw (1975), can be added

to the above list:

e. an atmosphere of trust this aLlows for clarity,
openness and honesty in communicaton. (p.ZZ0)

Makay and Gaw summarize the conditions which ought Lo

prevail if dialogic interpersonal communication is to take

place:

1. Involvement and a felt need to communicate.
2. Àtmosphere of openness, freedom and responsibility.
3. Mutua1 trust and respect.
4. Sincerity and honesty in attitude toward commun-

ication.
5. Appreciation of individual differences and unique-

ness.
6. Àcceptance of disagreement and conflict with a

desire for resolution.
7. À willingness to admit error and al1ow for

persuas i on.
B. Dealing with issues and values.
9. Effective feedback and use of feedback.

i-0. A positive attitude for understanding and learning.
(Makay and Gaw 1-975, p.144)

Makay and Gaw suggest as well the importance of an honest

(as opposed to vicious) sense of humour¿ pdrticularly in
dealing with situations which may lead to angry or defensive

communications. (p .220)
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Gibb (l-970) notes that perceived or anticipated threat in a

group setting may result in defensive communication. He

found that defensive climates are charactexLzed by eval-
uation, control, strategy, neutrality, superiority and

certainty, while supportive c1Ímates are characterLzed by

description, problem orientation, spontaneity, empathy,

equälity and provisionalism. (p.301) Although Gibb

acknowl-edges that other interacting factors determine the

degree of perceived threat, he feels it is important to be

avrare of, and avoid, behaviours that lead to a defensive

climate. He concludes that

rrarousing defensiveness interferes with conmun-
ication and thus makes it difficult and
sometimes impossible for anyone to convey ideas
clearly and to move effectively toward the
solution of therapeutic, educational or managerial
problems. f' (cibb, L970, pp.306-307)

Decision-making and problem-solving are complex processes

entered into by all interdisciplinary teams. They occur both

within the team and at the interface between the team and

the organization, and are influenced äs well by the client
group and community f orces. Chase, tr{right and Ragade ( 1-9BL )

applied general systems theory concepts to an analysis of

decision-making in an interdisciplinary team, and found that
this approach was useful not only in auditing treatment

plans but also in providing a means by which to evaluate

strengths and weaknesses in team functionÍng. (pp.2L3-Zt4)
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Rubin, Plovnik and Fry ( l-975 ) provide a simple and usef ul
summary of the decision-making and problem-solving processes

in their program for hearth team development. Their probrem-

solving model involves five stages:

a. assessment --defining the problem;

b. analysis --generating alternatives;
c. cholce --selecting the'rbest'r al-ternative;
d. action --implementing the solution; and

e. evaluation --tes'ting how welI the solution worked,

which feeds back to the assessment stage t or

reassessment. ( p. L49 )

It is noted that at each stage in the problem-solving

process and in moving from one stage to the next, decisions

are made. The decision-making checkrist presented by Rubin,

Provnik and Fry consists of four questions to be addressed

by team members:

a. Ifhat exactly are rde trying to decide?

b. irrho needs to be involved?

c. How are people to be involved? (i.e. directly.
consulted or informed )

d. trlhen will the decision be made? (Bp.L51-l_54)

Thibaut and KelIey (l-959), in discussing group problem-

solving, point out that group effectiveness can not be

evaruated wholly in terms of the group's problem-sorving
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efforts. They emphasize the importance of an adequate

understanding and acceptance of group solutions in order to
ensure commitment to, and action towards, these solutions.
They conclude that

f if general participation in developing and
planning a means heightens understanding of it and
commitment to it, the group problem-solving
process may be more economical in the long run
than one that begins with the most expert thought
and advice." (Thibaut and Kelley, p. 272)

Leadership in the team is also an important variable to be

taken into consideration when assessing and intervening in

team dynamics and functioning. Brill (L976) distinguishes
three categories of Ieadership: designated, emergent and

situational.
(a) The designated leader is selected by the organizat--

ion or by the team itself to perform the leadership

role. If this person is both a specialist on the team

and the administrative leader, she,/he may at times be

in a position of experiencing role conflict.
( b ) Emergent t ot I'natural ft, leaders usually ar ise in

the process of team operation, on the basis of personal

charisma, authority of Knowledge, ability to commun-

icate, and ability to use the system. If both a

designated and an emergent leader are present, their
ability to collaborate with each other is essential for
effective team functioning.
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(c) Situational leadership occurs when the leader

changes with the situation, dependent upon skilI and

knowledge in a particular area. This type of leadership

is increasingly used as the team matures and is able to
fully utilize the capacities of all team members,

(Bri11, L976¡ pp. 90-91)

Communication, decision-making, problem-solving and team

leadership are all very complex processes which, if handled

poorly can have a negative impact on the team and its
effectiveness, but if developed cän promote optimum team

functioning.

D, Confllct ln teamwork

rn the preceding discussion there are numerous references

made to the potential areas of difficulty or conflict which

may exist both within a team and between the team and its
environment. As dealing with conflict can occupy a consider-
able amount of time and energy on the part of the team, it
is an essential issue to be explored for the purpose of this
practicum.

The nature of conflict

Rahim (1986) defines conflict as "an interactive state
manifested in disagreements, differences, or incompatibility
within or between social entities, i.e, individual, group,
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and organization'f. 1p.2L) He classifies conflict on the

basis of its source and also on the basis of the organiz-

ationar leveIs at which it occurs. The types of confrict and

conditions which lead to them are described as forlorâ/s:

L. Àffectlve confllct, which occurs when feelings and

emotions are incompatible;

2. Conflict of interest, which occurs when two social
entities compete for scarce resources;

3. Confllct of values. which occurs when values or

ideologies on certain issues differ i
4. Cognltlve confllct, which occurs when two inter-
acting socÍal entities become ar,¡are that their thought

processes or perceptions are incongruent;

5. Goal confLlct, which occurs when a preferred outcome

or an end-state of two social entities is inconsistent;
5. Substantlve confllct, which occurs when the members

of a group disagree on their task or content issues.
(Rahim, L976 r pp.l-5-l-6 )

The levels at which confrict may occur in the organization

are described by Rahim as:

1. Intrapersonal. when a member is reguired to
perform certain tasks and roles which do not match his
or her expertise, interests, goals or values;

2. Interpersonal conflict between two or more

members of the same or different hierarchical levels or
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units;

3. Intragroup incompatibilities or disagreements

among members of a group, between two or more subgroups

within a group t ex between some or all members of a

group and its leader(s); and

4. InÈergroup

groups within an

conflict between two or more units or

organization. (pp. 16-1,7 )

Positive functions of conflict

The occurrence of conflict within a team is natural and is
not necessarily a disruptive force. As discussed by Deutsch

(l-969), Petelle (1-970) and Fisher (1980), conflict can be a

positive force which serves several functions in the process

of social interactions. Deutsch distingu.ishes between

constructive and destructive conflict, stating

fra conflict clearly has destructive conseguences
if the participants in it are dissatisfied with
the outcomes and all feel they have lost as a
result of the conflict. Similarly, a conflict has
productive consequences if the participants aII
are satisfied with their outcomes and feel that
they have gained as a result of the conflict.r'

( Deutsch t 7969 , p. J-0 )

Deutsch also distinguishes between úranifest and underlying

conflict, and notes that
ftmanif est conf l ict of ten cannot be resolved more
than temporarily unless the underlying conflict is
dealt with or unless it can be disconnected and
separated from the underlying conflict so that it
can be treated in isolation." (pp.10-LL)
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The positive functions of conflict can be sunmarized as

fol lows :

--it prevents stagnation, stimulates interest and

curiosity, and is the medium through which problems can

be aired and solutions arrived at (Deutschtl-g69, p.19)

--it generates and promotes discussion, and is a

stimulant to group interaction and increased par-

ticipation by under-involved members;

--it aids cohesiveness in a group and provides an

outlet for hostility;

--it performs a catalytic function in developing the

social organization of the group (Fisher, LgBO, pp.236-

239 )

--it is highly valuable in achieving consensus and also

promoting commitment to decisions made by a group,

because it forces the group to discuss issues and

options more fu1Iy before making a decision (Fisher,

p. 146 )

--it can be the prime agent which brings groups or

individuals together, thus establishing communication

where none existed before;

--it can be an indicator of group stability in that the

more intimate and secure the group, the more frequent

and intense the conflict will be; and

--it can encourage inquiry, promote objectivity, and

sharpen analysis (Petelle, l-970¡ ÞÞ.145-L47)
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Manaolnq confllct

Rahim (L986) differentiates styles of handling conflict
based on the two dimensions of concern f.or self and concern

for others. The five styles are integrating, obligin9,
dominating, avoiding and compromising. (pp.1B-j-9 ) Rahim

notes that although the integrating or problem-sorving style
is generally accepted as the best for dealing with inter-
personal conflict, each of the styles can be appropriate

under certain circumstances . 1 p.78 )

Fisher promotes the use of frconf lict managementfr, not to
necessarily resolve or rimit conflict, but to deal with it
as a normar and ongoing interactive process. He describes

conflict management as 'fthe interaction sequences developed

by a group to deal with social conflict and consistently
used by the group when social conflict occurs'r. (p.237)

Given the above, managing conflict would appear to be an

essential skill to be developed by a team in order to
promote and utilize the beneficial aspects of conflict and

minimize its potentially destructive impact.
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å. RÀTIONÀIJE FOR INTÐRVENTION

.4. The Àutotherapeutic Model

Às discussed earlier in this chapter, the two functions
which must be addressed by the interdisciprinary team are

the task function and the group maintenance function, and

these functions are interrelated. Both the internar charac-

teristics and processes of the team and the nature of its
external environment will have an impact on the team's

effectiveness in accomplishing these two functions

Fry, Lech and Rubin (1974) provide a useful model which

incorporates both the internal and external characteristics
of the team, and reLates process to outcome. They view the

health team as an autotherapeutic organism operating within
a given life space (see Appendix 2). Their theory ís that if
a team learns to communicate, manage, support, grow and

problem-solve, there will be less anxiety and thus more

energy availabre for patient care. This results in improved

health care delivery which in effect '|rre-charges the team

batteryrt, resurting in an autotherapeutic, serf-renewing
cyc1e. Alternately, if the team fails to develop these

ski1ls, there is more anxiety and less energy avairabre for
patient care, resulting in a ftdraining of the teamrs

battery" and ä negative spiral. (Fry et al, pp.2B-29)
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B. Tralnlne for teamwork

The frequency and quality of interactions between

professionals is crucial to their understanding of each

other and will not only influence their participation on the

team, but as noted above will also have a substantial impact

on service delivery. rn order to prevent disruptive conflict
and unnecessary duplication of service, a great deal of

rnaturity and flexibÍ1ity is required by team members. If
each discipline's roles and expertise are known and accept-

ed, it will become possible to allocate tasks and respons-

ibilities on the basis of what would be in the best

interests of the client system. However, it is only when

individual team members are conf ident in their o\.rn profess-

ionalism as well as that of their teammates that they will
be willing to let go of territorial tendencies and nro*oa"
overall team effectiveness through negotiation and collabor-
at i on.

Unfortunately, professional

prepare individuals to work

interdisciplinary teams. As

ionals in most disciplines

training in skil1s related

ski1Is, problem-solving and

training does not usually

interactively as members of

noted by Garner (1982) profess-

have usually received initial
to teamwork (e.9. communication

decision-making), but the
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quantity and quality of their experiences wilI vary greatly,
and little training is provided in understanding and

supporting colleagues in other disciplines. (pp.75-75)

Schein (L972) notes that one drawback in professional

education is that it trains professionals to think of

themselves as autonomous experts, rather than training them

to take part in the interdisciplinary problem-so,lving

efforts required to solve society's increasingly complex

problems (p.39). Chartier et al (l-984) note the need for
professionars to have a strong professional identity and the

ability to specify their thinking with regards to their owrl

discipline, as welI as to broaden their perspective regard-

ing other disciplines 1p.1-3). Williams et al (L9TB), in a

study of social workers and nurses in hospital settings,
found that before and during professional training students

had little to no contact with members of the other dis-
cipline. Às professionals they had a high degree of contact
with each other, f.or example in joint interviev/s, care

planning, meetings and case conferences, but they had

received littIe preparation for this type of interdis-
ciplinary interaction (p.3L7-318).In the work setting, as

noted by Garner (L982), most inservice training focusses on

what professionars do to and with the client system, rather
than on how they work together.

Professionals who have been inadequately trained for
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interdisciprinary practice may rack not only the skirls but

also the attitudes required for effective teamwork. The

success of interdisciplinary teamwork depends a great deal

on the attitudes or mínd-set of individuaL team members

tBriIl (1976), Falck (L977), Garner (t_982)). Fa1ck

summarizes the major attitudes required for successful_

interdisciplinary practice :

l-) Thorough commitment to the profession's values and

ethics, and belief in the usefulness of oners own

profession.

2) Belief in a holistic approach to client problems.

3) Recognition of the interdependency of practice.
4 ) Rec.ognition of the expertise of colleagues and

others. (Fa1ck, L977, p.36)

rf the above attitudes and rerated teamwork skills are not

acquired during professional training, then it becomes a

team task to ensure they are developed. Falck comments on

the importance, and also the difficulty, of this task:
ftlnterdisciplinary practice is a form of behavior
that must be specifically learned, and involves
persons who make mutual adaptations to each
otherts differences around such variables as
profession, method, use of knowledge, ski11, and
professional goal. Interdisciplinary practice is a
special case of polyvariate adaptation. It poses
the problem of individuation and groupness within
the same social framework.rr (p.36)
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C. The need for a chanqe aqent

Although team members may become aware of interprofessional,

interpersonal or intergroup difficulties, there is still a

strong motivation to maintain the status quo and resist

change. Ends and Page (L977 ) note that most adults tend to

resist change for a variety of reasons, including inertia,

the influence of past experience, the influence of the

person's self-concept, the risk of failure and the per-

ception of psychological advantage or disadvantage. 1p.75)

In addition to the above, for interdisciplinary teams a

major reason for resistance to change may be a perceived

lack of time to address issues not oþviously and directly

related to service delivery. Thus teams may continue to

function less than optimally rather than address their need

for change or growth.

In view of the tendency of individuals and teams to resist

change, Francis and Young (L979), Schein (L972i and Schon

(1983) discuss the need for a catalyst --someone who is

willing to intervene in the status quo and promote change,

and who also has an idea of how to accomplish this change

effectively. À change agent can be instrumental in helping

the team achieve a rrself-renewing cyclerr as discussed in the

Autotherapeutic Model (see p. 50).
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As defined by Schein (L972)t planned change f,involves the

learning of new concepts and ideas, nehr attitudes and

values, and new patterns of behavior and skillsrr 1p.75). In

the case of interdisciplinary teamwork, planned change can

take the form of team buirding or team deveropment in which

the change agent plays a role in facilitating optimal team

functioning. Às identified by KoIb and Frohman (1970),

planned change involves a serÍes of activities to be carried
out by the change agent. These are scouting, entry,
diagnosis, planning, action, evaluation and termination. For

a discussion of the Korb-Frohman Model for planned change

and how it r"as used in this practicum, please ref er to
Chapter Three.

5. Sumrnarv

This chapter has reviewed the riterature in an attempt to
gain a clearer understanding of the importance, nature and

dynamics of interdisciplinary teams. Both benefits and

drawbacks in team practice vrere reviewedr äs well as

potential barriers to effective team functioning both within
the team and in its external environment. The nature of

conflict and the management of conflict in teamwork was

explored. Finally, a rationale for intervention was presen-

ted, based on thertÀutotherapeutic Model'r, the lack of

training for teamwork, and the need for a change agent.
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CHÀPTER THREE

INTERVENTION

1. DESIGNING THE INTERVENTION

I{hile numerous studies have investigated specific aspects of

group or team functioning (e.g. communication patterns,

decision-making, group effectiveness), or reviewed areas of

concern (e.g. conflict management, role conflict), there has

been relatively little written about actual attempts to
design, implement and evaluate team development inter-
ventions . In this section there wi 11 be a revie\¡/ of team

development efforts discussed in the literature, and a

revie\^r of theories relevant to the pranning and implemen-

tation of a team development intervention stages of team

development, adult education theory and group theory. There

will also be a discussion of the rore of faciritator in team

development. FinalIy, based on the above, the framework for
team development designed for this practicum will be

presented.

À. Orqanlzatlonal Development

rn the past two decades team deveropment has become one of

the most respected and frequentry employed organizational
development strategies, with a widespread belief that it is
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effective in improving both internal team processes and team

productivity IDeMeuse and Liebowitz (L98l), Dyer (L977)J.

However, lack of experimental rigor has 1ed to questions

about the effectiveness and the appropriateness of team

development interventions IÏtoodman and Sherwood ( 1980 ),
DeMeuse and Liebowitz (198L) l. For example, lrToodman and

Sherwood (L9B0) found littIe research that supported a

direct causar link between team deveropment and behavioural

changes . Boss and McConk ie (l-9Bl- ) describe a team develop-

ment intervention which appeared to be highly successful for
the team involved in the short run, but in the long run

proved to be extremely negative and divisive for the

organization in which it took place. This example highlights
the importance of designing interventions in the context of

the total organization over the long term.

Àlthough there appears to be little empirical evidence

supporting the efficacy of team development interventions,
there continues to be considerable theoretical and anecdotal

support for this strategy. The problems stem from two

sources: L) methodological problems (including inadequate

controls and inadequate measures of change ) which lead to
ambiguous interpretations of results, and 2) a continuing

lack of clarity regarding the conceptual definition and

operationalization of team development interventions

lDeMeuse and Liebowitz (L981-). Hughes et aI (1983)I. The
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methodological problems wi1

Four. The conceptualization

dvelopment interventions wi

I be discussed further in Chapter

and operationalization of team

11 be addressed here.

In the literature, efforts to intervene in, and improve/

team functioning are referred to as team building, team

developmentt oy team improvement. There has been little

attempt made to differentiate between the different

conditions and approaches implied by these terms, and they

are often used interchangeably IBlake and Mouton (]-975),

Dyer (L977)t Ends and Page (L977\, Liebowitz and DeMeuse

(1982)1. In this discussion the actual terms used by the

various writers wiIl be used in describing their work.

Further reflection on these terms and tÞe approaches they

imply will be presented in the planning of the intervention

used in this practicum.

1. Fllstorleal Overvlew

Team development activities began to emerge in the late
L950ts with the application of behaviour science theory to
management practice and organ izational development, and

began to increase rapidly in these areas in the late 1960's

and early l-970's. Initial efforts focussed on training at

the management leveI, often utilizing the T-Group rnethod or

laboratory training in the hope that the results of such

interventions would have a positive impact on the whole
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organization (Schein and Bennis, L965). GraduaIly it became

evident that these methods and the focus on management as

the unit of training \,/ere not sufficient to effect organiz-

ational change, and there vras a move towards involving the

whole work group or team in development efforts IBlake and

Mouton (1965), Galbraith (1-973), Dyer (L977)t Ends and page

(1_977) l.

The 9 r9 approach to organizational improvement developed by

Blake and Mouton (1-965) and based on their Managerial Grid

is an example of an intervention strategy aimed initially at

management but also incorporating team training as an

essential phase. The primary goal of their approach is 'rto

change patÈerns of relationships between people and groups

or between a group and the organization so that more

effective problem-solving and greater production effort can

occur throughout the entire organizationrr (p. L70). Their

method involves six phases which may occur successively,

simul-taneously, or in different order depending upon the

c ircumstances :

Phase One, Learning to apply behavioural science theory
of solving problems of work in a human laboratory;

Phase Two, Team Training, initiated at the top and
continued on downward through the organization to aid
vertical linkingi

Phase Three, Horizontal Linking, with a focus on inter-
group problem-solving;

Phase Four, Setting organization improvement goals;
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Phase Five, Implementing planned change through direct
intervention, often utilizing a neutral moderator who
can participate throughout the organization to aid
individuals, teams and the organization äs a whole to
achieve identified goals; and

Phase Six, Stabilization and Replanning, with an effort
to ensure that the changes brought about in earlier
phases are able to withstand the pressures towards
regression. (Blake and Mouton, l-965r pp. I71--1-83)

The rrltimate goal of the approach.leveloped by Blake and

Mouton is the attainment of Team Management or 9 19 on the

Managerial Grid. This exists when rrproduction is f rom

integration of task and human requirements into a unified

system of interplay toward organizational goalsr' (p.1-73).

More recent literature on the use of team building in

organizations addresses such areas äs task-focussed

approaches (Davidson, L9B5), devising team building activ-

ities within the organizational constraints of time and

expense (Newman, 1985; Miller and Phil1ips, 1986)¿ and

utilizing knowledge about team roles and behaviour,al styles

to build high-performance organizational and management

teams (Jacobsen-ifebb, L985; Harris, l-986).

For ä comprehensÍve review of 36 studies of team development

interventions published from L950 through 1980, the reader

is referred to DeMeuse and Liebowitz (1981-).
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2. leam Development Ín the Human Services

A review of the riterature yierds relatively few examples of
team deveropment interventions in the human services in
recent years, despite the fact that the use of teams is so

widespread in this area. However there are some efforts
which have attempted to address this approach, and these

wiII be described briefty.

Rubin, Plovnick and Fry (l_975) developed a program for
health team development aimed at improving the coordination
of care. They state that team development 'consists of

activities aimed at herping the team to minimize the energy

spent on problems arising from having to work together and

maximize the energy devoted to accomplishing its task,
(Rubin, Plovnick and Fry, 1975, Þ.7). They view team

deveropment as a planned maintenance activity to prevent

breakdowns in team functioning. Based on the belief that
team development is an essential activity for arr teams,

they designed a series of modules for structured sessions

focussing on essentiar elements of team effectiveness and

specific problem areas which a team might encounter. The

essential or basic modules for team development presented by

Rubin. Plovnick and Fry are diagnosis of team functioning,
goal setting, setting priorities, rore negotiations, rore

definition, decision-making and planning for future develop-
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ment. The optional or problem-specific modules include

bringing nevr members on board, running better meetings,

leadership, norms, interacting with the rest of. the organiz-
ation, and getting feedback from the patient popuration (pp.

B-l-0 ). llhile providing a usef ul overvier+ of team process

issues and specific guidelines for task-oriented sessions,
the proposed program may be viewed as somewhat artificial
and directive to team members who present with their ohrn

issues, perceptions¡ and \^rays of doing things.

Margolis and Fiorelli (f984) discuss an approach to facil-
itating interdisciplinary teamwork in the rehabititatir:n
services. They do not prescribe a model or method for inter-
vention, but rather they discuss four constructs which they
berieve can promote interdisciprinary cooperation. These are

a) understanding the unique perceptual field of each dis-
cipline, b) reducing interdisciplinary defensiveness¡ c)

corlaboratively developing ideas, and d) encouraging two-way

rather than one-\¡/ay communication (pp.14-j-6). They also

discuss the inevitability and desirability of conflict, and

how it can be used to enhance cooperation (pp.16-L7).

Berry and Greenacre (1986) describe an interdisciplinary
team intervention of a slightry different nature. Their

intervention, which occurred in a hearth care setting, was

initiated by discontent and dissatisfaction among nurses on
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an interdisciplinary team. The nurses felt undervalued and

lacking in control, and cited blurring of rolesr skills and

tasks among team members as problematic. The intervention,
which spanned a year and a half, began with a discipline-
specific support group but eventually involved,an

expectations survey of all team members and finally a

presentation to the whole team by the nursing component.

Berry and Greenacre noted that this intervention not only

promoted an increased assertiveness and sense of competency

among the nurses, but also allowed the unit as a whole to

effect structural and organizational changes. They concluded

that this process (i.e. initiation of intervention by a

dissatisfied sub-group of the team) was a very helpful one

for the nursing staff, however they did not indicate whether

the remainder of the team felt equaÌly positive about the

approach.

B. Theoretical Framework for Team Develooment

t. Staqes of team development

VJhen planning and implementing a team development inter-
vention it is important to consider at which stage the team

is in its own development, in order to ensure that the

intervention will be appropriate and meaningful. As noted by

Bailey (1984) and Lowe and Herranan (1981), teams are
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involved in än ongoing process of changing, growing and

learning, and different types of problems are generated at

different stages of team development. Lowe and Herranen

provide a six-stage developmental model of team process, and

identify tasks and problems characteristic ot each stage.

Briefly, these stages are; 1. Becoming Aquainted, 2. Trial

and Erxor, 3. Collective Indecision, 4. Crisis, 5.

Resolution, and 6. Team Maintenance (Lowe and Herranen,

L9B1¡ pp.2-4) (see Appendix 3). Bailey points out that an

analysis of the stage at which a team is functioning in

terms of organization and,/or process wiIl be instructive not

only to the person who is designing an intervention, but

also to the team itself in trying to understand its o$¿n

behavi our .

Francis and Young (f979 ) discuss four stages of team

development and the tasks, processes and behaviours which

are characteristic of each stage. These are:

Stage One Testing

Àt this stage, members are finding their own place in
the group, discovering the attitudes¿ Välues and styles

of other members, and developing relationships.

Interactions tend to be at a superficial 1eve1, with

rnembers remaining polite, impersonal and guarded.

Stage Two Inflghtlng

During this stage, members begin sorting out personal
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relationships of po\¡/er and inf luence. Issues of

leadership and control are being confronted and worked

through.

Stage Three Gettlng OrganLzed

At this stage there is a commitment to work together as

a team, and the emphasis is on the work of the team,

the contributions of each member and task effective-
ness. There is greater understanding and sharing of

information and ideas among members.

Stage Four Mature Closenegs

This stage is characterized by informality, good

rapport and close bonds among members. Roles have been

identified and each person's contribution is distinct
and valued. Steps have been taken to cLarify the team's

role and contribution in the organization, and to gain

the recognition and support needed from the organiz-

ation. (Francis and young, L979, pp.g-Ll_)

Francis and Young note that these stages are not statÍc and

that a team râyr at any given time. be engaged in tasks and

processes which are characteristic of different stages. The

stages discussed by Francis and Young and the tTeam Deverop-

rnent wheelrf which summarizes these stages (see Àppendix 4)

provided a useful framework for an ongoing assessment and

evaluation in this practicum. (The results obtained from the

use of the "Team Development lrtheelr'wilr be discussed in
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Chapter Four. )

Of special interest for the purpose of this practicum is a

consideration of the characteristics of new teams. Às

summarized by Abelson and !{oodman (1983), a team that has

just been formed usually has some or all of the following

character i st i cs :

l-. There is considerable confusÍon as to role's
that team members must assume.

2. There is confusion as to the social relation-
ships among members of the team.

3. Individuals have some assets or competencies
relative to the teamts purpose. However, some
people may be unar'rare of how their skills or
knowledge relate to group goa1s. Perhaps more
importantly, some individuals may be unahrare of
(or may not value) the competencies of others, oy
may not appreciate their relationship to group
goals. This is particularly Iikely to occur on
multidiscipl inary teams .

4. !{hile there may be some understanding of short-
range goals (e.9. why the group was brought
together), understanding of Iong-range goals is
1ikely to be more elusive (e.9. implementing and
evaluating a treatment plan).

5. In the absence of established norms, there is
considerable confusion about group pro.cesses: how
the team will operate, how decisions will be made,
and so on.

6. Team members (and particularly leaders ) do not
pay much early attention to social relationships,
being more like1y to focus initially on the task.

(AbeIson and l{oodman , L983, p. L2B )

While most of the above characteristics have already been

described in the previous chapter as potential barriers to

the ef fective functioning of gy team, it is instructive to
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note that these may be particularly salient for newly-

formed teams.

The important elements of team development in the human

services are consistent with those discussed in the organiz-
ational and management context. They include application of
group behaviour concepts, team development as a change

strategyt pÍoblem-solving and decision-making, rore clar-
ification, understanding of self and others, effective
communication, interpersonal and inter-group conflict
management, and working towards organizationar goa1s. rn
addition to these elements, it is important to note that
team development is, for the most part, viewed as an ongoing

process which must continue to be addressed throughout the

life of a team.

Adult education theorv

Às noted by Francis and young (Igjg, p.B), team building
involves rrcorlective learningtt on the part of team members.

rn view of this association betr¿een team deveropment and

'learning, and the fact that members of interdisciplÍnary
teams are adults, it is appropriate to take into consid-

eration some principres of arlult learning theory in the

planning of a team development intervention. The success of

any attempt to promote learning and growth among adults will
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depend to a rarge extent on the abirity of the faciritator
to recognize and respect the characteristics of adult
learners IBrundage and Mackeracher (1980), Cross (198j_), Kay

(]-977), Knowres (1984)1. For the purpose of this practicum,
it h'as herpful to look at the characteristics oÍ. adurt
learners and their implications for facilitators of adult
learning discussed by Knowres (r9g4) in his "Andragogicel
Mode lrr :

L ) The need to know: Adults need to know why they
need to Learn something before undertaking tólearn it. Facilitators can raise the level of
ahrareness of the need by providing real orsimulated experiences in which the learnersdiscover for themselves the gaps between wherethey are now and where they want to be.

2) The Learnerfs self-concept: Adu1ts have aself-concept of being responsibre for their ov/ndecisions, and they have ,t need to be seen andtreated by others as being capable of sel_f-direction. Adult educators have to work atcreating learning experiences in which adults arehelped to become self-directing learners.
3) The role of the learnerrs experlence: Adults
come into an educational activity with a great
volume and quality of experiencel and thuã therichest resources for many kinds of learníngreside in the adult Iearners themselves. Àdulteducators should place greater emphasis onexperiential techniques such as group discussion,simuration exercisesr problem-sorving activities,
case study methods, and also on peer-helping
activities.

4) Readlness to learn: Adults become ready tolearn those things they need to know and be abreto do in order to cope effectively with theirreal-life situations. In timing aãu1t learningexperiences, it is important to be aware of thedevelopmental tasks associated with developmentar
stages.

5) Orientation to learning: Adults are life-,
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task-, or problem-centered in their orientation to
learning. Adults learn new knowledge, understand-
ing, skills, values and attitudes most effectivety
when they are presented in the context of appli-
cation to real-1ife situations. Learning projects
are an ef f ective v/ay of organ izing adult
educational programs.

6) Motivatlon: Vfhile adults are responsive to
some external motivators (better jobs, promotions,
higher salaries ), the most potent motivãtors areinternal pressures (increased job satisfaction,
self-esteem, quatity of Iife). The adult educator
should attempt to remove barriers to motivation,
such as inaccessi.bility of opportunities or
resources, time constraints, and programs that
violate principles of adult education.

(Knowles, l-984r pp.55-60)

The above principles and implications of adurt learning
theory (summarized in Appendix 5) provided a helpful
guiderine in the planning and imprementation of the team

development intervention carried out in this practicum.

In addition to being adult rearners, team members are arso

professionals invorved in the process of lifelong learning.
Lifelong learning refers to I'the process by which

individuals continue to develop their knowl_edge, ski11s and

attitudes over their tifetimest' (Howe, Lg77 | p. Z5g). Jarvis
(L983), in discussing professional education, notes that it
is important for professionals to try, change and modify

their attitudes, knowledge, ski11s and critical a\4rareness in
order to keep .abreast of alr developments and effectivery
serve their clients. The interdisciplinary team has been

identified as a good rearning environment in which ongoing
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professional development can occur (Larsen, undated).

Experientiar learning can be a valuable source of rearning

end ongoing development for professionals. such methods as

simulations, exercises, group discussions, role playing and

case studies have ar1 been described as usefur tKolb (1984),

lfalter and Marks (l-9BL)1. The importance of experiential
learning is highlighted by Rogers (1969):

r'. ..the only learning which signif icantly in-
fluences behaviour is self-discovered, self-
appropriated learning. Such self-discovered
learning, truth that has been personally approp-
riated and assimilated in experience, cannot be
directly communicated to another . 'f ( p. f 53 )

Às with lifelong learning and continuing professional

education, team development should be an ongoing process

which fosters tire development of attitudes and ski1ls which

will allow the team to adapt readily to change.

3. GrouD Theorv

As dicussed in Chapter Two, the team can be viewed as a

task-oriented group. rt is therefore useful to consider some

principles of group development in the pJ_anning of a team

development intervention. Dimock (1970), in discussing the

facilitation of change in group development, states:
ItThe success of a projected change is enhanced i f
the worker is well accepted by the group and there
is a high level of trust among the members. ReaI
needs and feelings are most likely to be expressed
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and dealt with in groups where people can be open
and honest in the ir behavior .rr (p. 4)

Dimock summarizes the assumptions for facilitating change in

a group as f o1lorr/s:

1. Those people affected by a change should be
involved in making that change.

2. The group --its standards and norms should
be the focus of change.

3, Change is more easily effected by reducing the
forces against change than by strengthening the
forces for it.

4. Resistance to change is normal and can be
expected.

5. Change in one aspect of a grouprs life will
produce a strain in other aspects.

6. Change must be a continuous process if any one
change is to succeed.

7. Trust, acceptance and open communication
enhance change possibilities.

(Dimock | 7970, pp;4-5 )

The importance of trust noted by Dimock is also highlighted
by Golembiewski and McKonkie (1975). They propose that 1ow

defensiveness, high self-confidence and high feelings of

competence and efficacy are promoted by high trust, and that
these characteristics are most IikeIy to lead to positive
learning outcomes. Conversely, low trust leads to high

defensÍveness, low self-confidence and Iow feelings of

competence and efficacy, which lead to negative learning

outcomes (p.157). In view of the above, it is apparent that
a team development intervention would have to aim for the
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promotion of an atmosphere of trust in order to achieve

maximum benef it.

The above assumptions in relation to group development and

the importance of trust were integrated with the principres
of adult education and organization development in my effort
to design an.intervention which wourd be responsive to the

unique needs and characteristics of the team involved in
this practicum.

Àlthough the importance of group dynamics and group develop-

ment principres are recognized, it is arso important for the

purpose of this practicum to make a distinction between team

development and group therapy. Fawcett Hilt (L962) iden-

tifies the need to pay attention to gïoup development and

group dynamics in ä way that minimizes probrems and max-

imizes potential, but stresses that group-oriented consid-

erations should not obscure the particurar purpose of the

group. He states that 'ra good group is one where the

process t et communication, problems are adequately handled

and the potential of the members realizedr so that the

learning. . . is enhanced.rr (Fawcett HiII , Lg62, p.2l)

Thompson and Kahn (1-970) note that in groups where the aim

is primarily educationar rather than therapeutic, the group

processes that take place serve as an educational tool in
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that they are used to develop and elucidate the topics being

discussed (p. 42). In relating morale to group effectiveness

Beckhard (L974b) emphasizes that the goals of a team

improvement effort are greater productivity and increased

motivation toward improved task performance and not high

morare in itself. He notes that "happiness and feelings of

comfort, while desirable, are not possible at alr times, noy

are they a necessary condition for achieving high

productivity" (p. 9B). However Beckhard does note further
that the satisfaction derived from achieving task goals does

have a high correlation with productivity (as discussed in
Chapter Two).

\{arter and Marks ( 1-98i- ) distinguish f ive types of learning.

experience and the patterns of objectives and purposes for
each type. These types are:

Education, which is characterized by an emphasis
on objectives in the cognitive domain. ObjectÍves
in the affective domain may be addressed but are
pursued with much less intensity than the cog-
nitive objectives.

Tralnlng, which is characterized by an emphasis on
objectives in the psychomotor domain and generally
results in participants being able to perform some
specific ski1l or set of skills in an improved
manner

Professlonal deveLopment, which is more complex
and involves a combination of cognitive, affective
and psychomotor objectives. There is a need to
create broad awareness and insights for the
participant about the personaL significance of the
ski11s, attitudes and behaviours being addressed.

Personal growth, which is oriented toward increas-
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ing participants' understanding of some aspect of
their lives as well as their abÍlity for self-
management. It is directed towards helping
adequately functioning indivÍduals to become more
effective, and there is an emphasis on the
affective domain.

Therapy, which involves participants whose
dysfunction is sufficiently great to motivate the
use of more intense and comprehensive methods.
Therapy is primarily remedial rather than prevent-
ive or developmental.

(lfaLter and Marks, 1981, pp.240-242')

walter and Marks note that, in most cases, more than one of

the above types is needed to describe a given 1earning

experience. The important point is that both the facilitator
and the participants should be in agreement about the

purpose and nature of the group experience. Dyer (1977) also

c.omments on the distinction between training and therapy,

noting that they are closely entwined, such thaE training
can occur in a therapy group and training-focussed groups

can have therapeutic value. Because of this, Dyer also

stresses the importance of clarifying at the outset what the

purpose of the program is and what the facilitator's role
will be (p.239 ) .

C. Role of Facilitator

Based on the principles and assumptions presented in this
chapter, r perceived my role as facilitator of team devetop-

ment as a combination of elements derived from organization

and team development, adult education and group work. Due to
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the nature of team development, hy intent hras to incorporate

activities related to subject matter (i.e. role of resource

person) with activities related to group dynamics (i.e. role
of group facilitator ) .

À combination of roles

The variety of rores performed by a facilitator during the

course of a team development^program are discussed by Baker

(L979 ) and Beer (l-975). These roles, and the activities they

involve, are as f ollovrs:

L. Facilltator, creating an environment appropriate for
the intervention and guiding the participants through

the entire process.

2. Data gatherert cellecting and feeding back the

information needed for diagnostic as well as evaluative
purposes.

3. Procege consultant, aiding the group in critiquing
its own group processes.

4. Change agent, serving as a catalyst in helping the

group members to increase their mutual trust, conmun-

ication, shared responsibitity, and problem-solving
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ability.

5. Resource person, providing team members with

inf ormation based upon her,/his experience.

6. Trainer, conducting lectures, frini-sessions, and

experiences to improve the grouprs ski1ls in specific
areas identified as reguiring attention.

rn keeping with the roles outrined above, r perceived my

tasks to include the promotion of a crimate of trust and

acceptance, the encouragement of open communication, the

stimulation of further inquiry and confrontation of issues,
the introduction of theory and background information as

required, and the summary and synthesis of discussions.

Arthough r anticipated playing alr of the above roles at
some point during the team development program, r chose to
refer to my role simply as that of facilitator because this
role would be consistent throughout the program and would

also be consistent wÍth both an adurt education and a group

work approach.

Intervention Modes and Techniques

rn order to accomplish the above tasks, a combination of the
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intervention modes described by Blake and Mouton (L975) was

seen as appropriate. These intervention modes are:

l-. cathartic team building
2. catalytic team building
3. team building by confrontation

4. prescription-based team building, and

5. theory-based team building (pp.105-1_20).

For ä brief summary of these intervention modes, what they

involve, and the circumstances under which they should be

used, please refer to Appendix 6. Blake and Mouton indicate
that u¡hile intervention based on theories and principles is
the most likely to result in effective overall teamwork, it
is often useful or even necessary to use the other inter-
vention modes to facilitate conditions conducive to

discussion at the theoreticaL level (pp.727-LzB).

Numerous techniques, ranging from specific exercises

addressing identified problem areas to overall programmerl

team development, can be utilized in a team developmenL

program. Techniques include didactic, experiential, and

group process facilitation. Sources which provide useful

examples and guidel-ines for intervention techniques include

Rubin, Plovnick and Fry (L975), Í{alter and Marks ( j_981), and

Pfeiffer and Jones (1972-1"980). In a team development

program it is appropriate to utilize,r variety of techniqnes
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in order to provide a wide range of rearning experiences.

This not only accommodates the different learning character-
istics of each team member, but also allows for tailoring
the technique to fit each task or purpose,

Social worker as facilitator

In pranning and implementing a team development program, I
viewed the role of facilitator as a valid one for myself as

a social worker. The knowledge, values and skirls conìmon to
the social work profession lend themselves veïy well to the

types of activity involved in the rore of change agent or

facilitator of team development t Studt ( 1958 ), ifax ( l_969 ),
Patti and Resnick (L972), Abramson (f984)1. This point is
elaborated upon by Abramson (1984):

ItThe very definition of collaboration implies
consensusr cohesion, negotiation, and common
understanding about team goals, roles and
procedures. SociaI work as a profession values
mediation, cooperation, mutual respect and
participation and coordination. Furthermore,
social workers are often seen as the affective
leaders of interdisciplinary teams because of
their knowledge and skills in small group theory,
communication and tension reduction. Finally,
social workers often see themselves as being
responsible for maintaining the collectivity,
almost as if the group is another client system."
1p.aj.)

Further to the above, the ecologicar perspective utilized by

social workers in assessment and intervention (Germaine,

1'979 ) is congruent with the perspective required in planning
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and implementing a team development strategy. rn addition,
the social work professionrs respect for serf-determination,
personal growth and self-actuarization is compatible with
the principles of adult education and group rleveropment upon

which team development is based.

For the team development intervention in this practicum it
was important not only for myself to feel comfortable in thre

role of facilitator based on my knowredge, experience and

skills, but also for the team members to accept and trust me

in this role(Dimock, L970; Golembiewski and McKonkie, 19Z5).

r berieve my credibility in this role \,ras promoted by my

training as a sociar worker and my experience as a team

member and group facilitatorr'and $ras further enhanced by my

experience in a program of Geriatric psychiatry similar to
that in which the team members were involved.

Facilitator as Learner

In addition to the roles of the facilitator discusserl above,

rny rore in this intervention was that of learner. rn

designing and implementing the team development program as a

practicum requirement¿ my purpose \,/as to embark on a

learning experience that wourd be useful and valid not onry
for the team members invorved but arso for myself as.a

student. Thus my rore throughout the process vras that of
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Itfäcilitator-as-learner", and involved learning from the

team members, their situatÍon, and their efforts towards

growth and development.

D. A Framework f,ox Team Development

Às noted earlier in this chapter, there is ä generat rack of

cl-arity and consistency in the conceptual and operational
definitions of team deveropment. one of the reasons for this
is that team development, to be effective, should be

responsive to the characteristics, needs and organizational
environment that are unique to each team. As such, it
forlows that no one prescribed method or model would be

applicable in.a11 situations. However, there are some models

of team development and planned change which were helpful in
the designing of the intervention utilÍzed in this
pract icum.

Models of team development

Beer (1976), in a review of team development theories and

interventions, outrined four distinct models which are based

on the primary issues they treat. These are f) the goal-

setting mode1, 2) the interpersonal model, 3 ) the role
model, and 4) the Managerial Grid model.
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I ) Goal:ecttlng Model. In this type of intervention the

facilitator focusses on the development of individual
and group goals and the identification of factors
interfering with goal attainment as the basis for team

development. This model is based on the assumptions

that goals influence individual and group behaviour,

and that participation in setting goals increases

motivation and commitment towards achieving those

goals.

2) Interpersonal Model. In this type of intervention
the facilitator attempts to create a climate which

promotes mutual support and trust, open communication

and sharing of feelings, and the confrontation and

resolution of conflict. The assumption is that
increased cooperation and group cohesiveness wilI
enhance team effectiveness.

3 ) Role Model. In this type of intervention there is an

attempt to examine and clarify role definitions and

expectations of team members. This model is based on

the assumption, discussed previously in Chapter Two,

that if team members better understand their own roles

and those of others, there will be a reduction in

ambiguity and conflict and more energy will be avail-
able for task-relevant behaviours.
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4) Managerial Grid Model. This type of intervention
based on the approach developed by Blake and Mouton

(L965) which r¡/as discussed earlier in this chapter.

thÍs approach team members discuss the differences
between an " idealrt s ituat ion and the ir actual

1S

In

situation, and identify problem areas to be addressed

by the team. This model di.ffers from the first three in
that it is highty structured and does not require the

use of a facilitator.

llhile the above models and the assumptions upon which they

are based can be differentiated in theory, in practice it is
more likeIy that a combination of these approaches will be

required. This is because many of the factors are inter-
dependent, and improving team effectiveness wirl usually
require attention to more than one problem area. Further, as

noted earlier in this chapter, a lack of strong research

data makes it difficult to determine whether certain team

development models or techniques are more effective than

others t ox which should be applied under which

circumstances. Thus, in developing the intervention for this
practicum r found it herpful to become familiar with these

models, but did not find it appropriate to adopt any one of
them exclusivery. rnstead, components of the first three

models i.e. goal-setting, interpersonal and role models,
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rrtere incorporated into the team development process.

Team Develooment as a Process

The purpose of the team development intervention utilized in
this practicum was to promote and enhance cohesive team

functioning, address specific areas of need and,/or concern,

and promote optimar team effectiveness. Àn attempt was made

to address these goals in a manner which recognized the team

members as individuals, professionals, members of the team

and the organization, and adurt learners. The approach was

based on the philosophy that process is an important factor
in the development of knowledge and skilIs, and that an

interactive format that is responsive to the unique needs

and characteristics of tire team can best facilitate this
process.

In planning a team development intervention a focus on

process is an important one, because team development should

be an ongoing process. Just as lifelong learning, which

emphasizes processes and concepts more than the acquisition
of facts (Parker and Rubin, 7966; Rogers , 1969) t and

continuing professionar education, which emphasizes herping

professionals plan for and adapt to change (Hutton, t977;

Larsen, undated), team development should be an ongoing

process or continuum which emphasizes continuing learning,
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gr otrith and adaptat i on .

Parker and Rubin (L966) discuss the process of learning äs

an important aspect of the content being learned, and their
comments are viewed as applicable to the area of team

development:

'rProcess. . .ref ers to all the random, or ordered,
operations which can be associated with knowledge
and with human activities...Processes are involved
in arriving at decisions, in evaluating con-
sequences, and in accommodating nevr insights...
VJhere the stress is upon process, the assimilation
of knowledge is not derogated, but greater
importance is attached to the methods of its
acquisition and to its subsequent utilization.,'

(Parker and Rubin, L965, p.2)

.Applying this to team development, a valid intervention
would be to assist the team to improve the processes whereby

their existing knowledge and ski1ls are expanded upon and

utilized towards identified goals.

The importance of a process that is interactive in nature is
highlighted by Schon (l-983) in his theory of "reflection-in-
actionfr. Schon suggests an interactive process in which the

practitioner frames the problem to be addressed, remains

open to the situation's backtalkr a.nd re-frames the problem

accordingly. The backtalk includes unanticipated problems

and potentials which arise, and further action is guided by

an assessment and appreciation of these unexpected con-

sequences. Each situation is viewed as unique, dynamic and
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complex. This rf ref lection-in-action't approach is seen as

consistent with the principles of group development and

adult education discussed earlier, and al_so provides a

suitabre mindset for the facilitator in the interactive
process of team development.

Team Development as a Continuum --
A Framework for Interventlon

As discussed earlier in this chapter, the literature
reflects a lack of consistency in defining team development,

and there is littre attempt to differentiate between the

terms team building, team improvement, and team development.

An exception is Lewis (1975) who differentiated between team

building and team development, proposing that the former is
appricable to newly formed teams and the ratter is appric-
able to pre-existing teams. However this distinction is not
systematically made in the Iiterature, and there is,i
general tendency to use the terms interchangeably.

vlhile some authors argue that there is no appreciable

difference in the processes used in each approach ( for
example Liebowitz and DeMeuse, 19 82) t I would pïopose that
there are some subtle differences in definition that should

be addressed differences which have implications for the

timingt process and techniques of an intervention.
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rn keeping with the theoretical concepts presented in this
chapter, I found it helpful to develop a framework for
intervention which invorved a continuum consisting of team

building, team improvement and team development. This

framework or continuum (see Figure Ä) looks at definitions
of the terms and concepts and considers some of the impli-
cations for intervention based on these definitions. There

is an attempt to incorporate stages of team development

(Francis and Young, 7979) | intervention modes (Blake and

Mouton, 1975) , and types of rearning experience (hrarter and

Marks, L98l-), as well as some of the underlying principles
of group and adult education theory.

rt is important in reviewing this framework to be av/are that
the three approaches described represent a continuum of

intervention, and they are not mutuarly exclusive. The uses,

characteristics and strategies described under each approach

courd be interchangeable under certain circumstances, and

any combinatÍon of the three approaches may be valid for a

specific team. Thus, while not prescriptive in nature, th;
framework does alIow for the development of an intervention
within certain parameters.

rn conceptualizing and operationalizing the team development

intervention for this practicum, my thinking evolved from a
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team building, problem-focussed approach to a more develop-

mental, process-focussed approach. This growth or change in
perspective was influenced by several factors: l_) a review

of the literature using a broad theoretical base (as opposed

to limiting my search to the areas of team and organization
development); 2) the characteristics of the team and its
members to be involved in the practicum; and 3) the

processes which took place during the actual intervention.

For the particular intervention carried out in this
practicum, due to the characteristics of the team invorved,

a combination of all three approaches described in the

continuum was felt to be necessary and appropriate. There

r¡/as then the question of which terminology would be accurate

when elements of all three approaches were to be used.

trùhereas in the proposal phase r had used the term frteam

building", r changed to the term 'tteam development. for the

imprementation because r fert it more accurately reftected
the intent of both myself as facilitator and the team

members involved. Specifically, I felt it reflected a

commitment to the philosophy that team development is a

healthy, ongoing process.

Team Development as Planned Chanqe

Team development is a process through which the facilitator
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and the team members make efforts towards growth and change.

rn planning the intervention for this practicum it was

helpful to use the Korb-Frohman Model for planned change

(Kolb and Frohman, L970) as a framework for the process. The

seven phases in this model are scouting, entry, diagnosis,
plannLng, action, evaluation, and termination. Interaction
and re-framing are possible in each phase, and as werl aïe

buirt into the process by way of two 'tf eedl¡ack 1oops" . ( see

Figure B) This model will be used to describe the team

development intervention completed for this practicum, which

will be described in the remainder of this chapter.

2. THE INTERVENTION -- A TEAM ÐEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

Phase One --ScoutInq

The intervention developed for this practicum was proposed

for implementation in a Geriatric or Geriatric psychiatry

setting because these are the areas in which r have a good

base of knowledge, experience and ski11. Once the team

development proposar was approved by my advisory committee r

submitted a proposal to ä general hospital in lfinnipeg.

Despite the fact that preliminary discussions had been held

with various concerned parties over a period of several

months, the proposal to complete the practÍcum within that
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organÍzation h'as rejected on the basis of a concern that it
rrwould not complement ef f ective and ef f icient hospital
operation'f , Àt that time a decision v/as made not to change

and re-submit the proposal to the same facility (an option
suggested durÍng informal discussions following rejection of

the proposal) because it would involve some major changes in
design and intent, and because it still remained highly
questionable that a revised proposar would be accepted. rt
was therefore decided, in consultation with my advisory

committee, to seek an alternate site f.ox the practÍcum.

Deer Lodge centre r,¡as identified as a possible site for this
practicum because of its newly-formed Geriatric psychiatry

program, and a belief that the organizationar climate would

aIlow for receptivity.

Deer Lodge centre is a geriatric facility with a history of

much change and innovation. It first became a military
convalescent facility in 191-6, then served as an acute care

military hospital during the two I'Iorld T{ars, and until
recently was an active Department of Veteran Affairs
hospital. Transferred from the Federal Government to the

Province of Manitoba in 1983, the centre embarked on a major

redevelopment project (both physical and program expansion)

designed to estabrish Deer Lodge centre as a major focus of

geriatric care in the province of Manitoba. lfithin this
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climate of growth

development is re

Centre:

and change, support

flected in two of the

for professional

stated goals of the

1) to provide a

resource for hea

personnel; and

teaching, learning

lth professionals

and demonstration

and other health care

2) to provide a research resource with respect to aging

and care of the elderly.
(Deer Lodge Centre Statement of Mission, August, l_986)

An initial, informal contact r¡/as made with a staff member

who l¡/as very positive about the proposal, and indicated that
in her opinion the organization \â/ërs very open to research

and practica being conducted in the facility. Based on this
initial response contact vras made with the Clinical Director
and the Director of Social [lork, and a meeting with these

individuals was subsequently held to discuss a formaL

proposal. At this meeting it \¡ras decided that there was

general support for the proposal in principle, and that the

clinical Director wourd approach the Geriatric psychiatry

department to determine their wiLtingness to become

involved.

Of significance during this phase r¡/as that, in the initial
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meeting r,'rith the CIinical Director and the Director of

Social lfork, the concern was raised that the proposal as

initially worded (i.e. a problem-oriented, team building
approach) was based on an assumption that there were

'rproblems that required f ixing". It was observed that the

team members might be potentially threatened or turned off
by this assumption which did not appear to be a valid
stance. It \¡/as through this discussion that I began to

formulate more clearly a plan for ongoing team development

which would acknowledge and reinforce positive aspects of

team functioning and approach development in a non-

threatening manner. It was with this more enlightened

perspective, then, that I entered phase two.

Phase Two -- Entrv

When approached by the ClinicaI Director with the practicum

proposal, the initial response of the members of the

Geriatric Psychiatry department r,.ras open and favourabl_e. À

meeting was then held between myself and four members of the

department for the purpose of discussing the proposal in

more depth. This meeting involved a general discussion of

the team development proposal, including reäsons for team

development, the basic process involved, and respective

roles of the team members as participants and myself as

facilitator. I presented tny background, expectations and
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goals for the practicum experience. At this point i
made clear that the intervention r¡/as not related to

vision or performance appraisals, and that it would

from regular staff training in that the focus would

team issues rather than on discipline-specific or d

service issues.

t was

super -

differ
be on

i rect

Although this meeting had been intended as an exploratory

meeting, the response of those present was positive and some

inÍtia1, informal contracting began. The team members

discussed \¡/ays in which they were developing, and also

identified some areas which they felt would require

attention (e.9. bringing on new team members). It was agreed

that the proposed intervention would satisfy my practicum

requirements as well as benefit the team members (i.e. there

was a good fit between my needs and expectations and those

of the team members), and the psychologist offered to obtain

the reguired administrative approval.

Àdministrative approval for this practicum was obtained

verbally from the Executive Director through the program

psychologist, and directly in writing from the Clinical
Director. Both the Clinical Director and the Director of

Social tfork offered to be available for consultation,rs
required.
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The team agreed to the proposed program of ten two-hour

sessions to be conducted over a three-month period, mid-June

to mid-September, L987. As proposed by the team members, it
was decided that in order to maximize the benefit of the

experience for aIl concerned, sessions would not be

scheduled tor the weeks when individual members would be on

holidays (a total of three weeks). The sessions were

scheduled for 2:30 to 4:30 p.m. to accommodate the schedule

of the Day Care staff whose daily program ended at 2:30.

Prior to the first session of the team development program,

an effort wäs made to familiarize myself with the

organization in general and with the Geriatric psychiatry

program in particular. This vras achieved through:

L) reviewing the Deer Lodge Centre history, statement

of mission, program descriptions and redevelopment

plans;

2) reviewing the program proposals, program

descriptions and position descriptions for the

Geriatric Psychiatry program and the Day Care for the

Cognitively Impaired;

3) individual discussions with team members, the

Clinical Director and the Director of Social !{ork; and
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4 ) participating in the Day Care program for one

afternoon. This had been suggested by the activity
worker during the initial planning meeting as a good

way to gain an appreciation of their program and their
work. I felt this hras a valid activity not only as atl

orientation to the program but also as a method of

gaining Lrust and acceptance and promoting my

credibility with the team members involved, while at
the same time giving them recognition for the work they

v¡ere do i ng .

At the point of my entry the rrteam'actually consisted of

bhe members of two di f f erent programs, the Day care f or tl-¡e

cognitively rrnpaired and the Geriatric psychiatry program,

which had recentry been combined to form the Department of

Geriatric Psychiatry. The Day cäre program had been in
operation since october l-986, while the Geriatric psychiatry

program began in February 1-987. Neither program was fully
staffed at the time the team deveropment sessions began, but

both expected to be so before the sessions ended. The team

therefore consisted of a psychologist and a clinicar nurse

specialist in the Geriatric psychiatïy progïam, a home

economist and an activity worker in the Day care program,

and a secretary/receptionist responsibre to the department

as a whole. There was also ä psychiatrist involved with both
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programs on a part-time basis who chose not to participate

in the team development sessions.

Phase Three -- Dlaqnosis

Diagnosis of the teamrs situation and the issues to be

addressed in the team development program began initially in

the introductory meeting, and continued to be a focus during

the first session. As this session \4¡as the first time the

team had met together formaLLy, as well as the beginning of

a ner¡¡ experience for all pr"uunt¡ wê began by introducing

ourselves and sharing our hopes, expectations and fears

regarding the program. This helped' to begin the process of

developing trust, open communication, and bonding,

Description of the Team

Through the introductions and initial discussions several

characteristics of the team became evident.

First, the team had never met together formally and had

never really addressed whether or not they r^rere in fact
a rrteamtr. This rr,¡as felt to be due to the fact that the

Department of Geriatric Psychiatry had been so recently
formed and its organizaLional structure had not yet

been formalized. The department consisted of two

separate programs, each functioning independently of
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the other but with some connections in the aïeas of
shared personnel, program planning and development, and

inter-program referrals. A complÍcating factor was the
physical location of the two programs and the diffi-
cuLty that presented: trife donrt really f eel_ Iike a

team...it's diff icult when lve're physically apart on

two different floors.'r

The organizational structure of the Geriatric
Psychiatry program is such that there are two teams

within a department or two sub-teams within a team.

Therefore. at the outset, participants addressed the
question t'Àre we a team?tt. Through discussion it wäs

decided that although there v/ere two distinct programs

within which direct service v¡as being provided, all
members of the department did comprise a team for a

number of reasons:

they had a common purpose, which was to provide

programs and services to a psychogeriatric
populat i on;

they were required to coltaborate and consolid-
ate knowledge in order to further develop and

implement their programs;

they had ä strong community orientaton in both
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programsi and

they felt a need to develop cohesiveness to aÍd

interactions with the rest of the organization and

the community.

second¡ dgaín due to the newness of the department, all
members had been there less than one year, with the

exception of one who had previously been working

elsewhere in the Centre. At the time the sessions

started, three staff members had not yet joined the

team.

Third, â11 members \,rere in transition, either
personaLLy, professionally, or a combination of both,

and all were very enthusiastic about, and committed to,
the department and the success of their respective
programs.

Fourth, a point worth attention because it became

significant during some discussions, \,./äs that aIl
members r¡¡ere r¡/omen and relatively young as a gïoup in
comparison with the rest of the organization.

Fifth, it became evident in the initial stages that
this team had, to some degree, är1 six characteristics
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of. new teams as described by Abelson and Woodman

(l-983), (see p.66 of this chapter).

FinaIIy, as the team had not had a great deal of time

to work together and develop, it rnlas not immediately

possible to define whether it Fras murtidiscÍprinary,
interdisciplinary or transdisciplinary. r perceived the

team at that point as having the crraracteristics of the

interdisciplinary team as defined by Bailey (see

Chapter Two)r primarily because the lack of a full
complement of staff had necessitated working closely
together in order to accomplish program planning and

implementation. There v¡ere also some elements of

transdisciprinary functioning because most members were

attempting to assume roles and responsibilities which

would normally be assigned to a different disciprine.

After introductions, the remainder of the first session was

used to review the purpose of the program, build the agenda,

and discuss the format to be foIlowed. ln order to ensure

that the experience wourd be meaningfuì-, and to promote both

ownershÍp of and commitment to the program, r participated
in (rather than directed) the discussions about agenda and

format. This involved a respect of the need to address their
issues and preferences rather than imposing mine. For

exampre, the issue of lack of crarity regarding program and
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team leadership

team chose not

sess i on .

was raised

to add this

during the d

issue to the

iscussion, but the

agenda for ä future

Through the process of introductions and agenda-building,

severar concerns were raised and addressed. These \^rere:

L) Confldentlallty.

It l/tras important at the outset to discuss the issue of

confidentiality, so that there would be a climate

conducive to expressing concerns, taking risks,
rearning and growing. rt r"as established that content

deemed confidential by the team members would be

treated as such by all present. There v¡as also consid-
erable discussion regarding my request for permission

to audio-tape each session f.or. my Iearning purpCIses.

The result was that team members gave permission for
each session to be recorded, with the agreement that
the tape could be turned off at their discretion for
the purpose of corifidentiality.

2) frPreventlonr0 vg ftTreatmentrt.

It was identified by team members that because they

v/ere so recentì-y f ormed, they had not yet experienced

any probrems as a team. They therefore anticipated that
the team deveropment program would be proactive rather
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than reactive oy, remedial for them. (This stance was

interesting for the team to consider in retrospect at a

Iater stager äs it became evident that there \^/ere in
fact some problem areas that needed to be addressed.

However, in this initial stage of diagnosis, a

generally positive outlook r¡ras taken, )

3 ) PersonaL Rlsk.

Throughout the f irst session there \¡¿ere comments which

highlighted the personal risk which was perceived by

participants in this team development program. For

myself as facilitator, I expressed the fear that I
would not adequately meet their needs and expectations

as this would be my first experience faciritating team

development. For the team members, there was some

anxiety expressed in comments such as ,are you going to
analyze us all?tr and 'fvtef re all being so nice ...how is
this going to change?r'. Acknowledgement and discussion
of these fears and anxieties at the outset seemed to
promote a more relaxed atmosphere, although the team

did remain somewhat guarded and cautious throughout the

first session. This r,ras expected and seen as normal for
this stage, and in fact the team members seemed

generally quite open and enthusiastic for a first
sess i on .
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Phase Four -- Planninq

Planning with regard to issues to be addresserl and the

format or techniques to be utilized râ/as initiated in the

preliminary meeting and continued throughout the team

development sessions. Às indicated by the feedback loops in
the Ko1b-Frohman mode1, planning is in reality a dynamic

process rather than a discrete phase. rn the first session

issues \ô'ere identified ancì the issue of role definitions was

chosen by the team as a rogical, important and non-threaten-

ing prace to begin. subsequent to that the next issue to be

addressed and the desired f ormat r^ras chosen at the end of

each session. Team members felt that it would be better to

let the process rrflowrr rather than attempt to p.riorize

issues at the negìnning and then try to adhere to a pïe-
determined schedule. Planning \^¡as theref ore a continuous

process, based on ongoing diagnosis and evaluation. which

occurred throughout the entire team development program,

This approach to planning vras somewhat dÍfficult in the

beginning for myself äs faciritator, because it meant ilrat
the sessions courd not be planned in advance, thus contrib-
uting to my anxiety about not being rfadequately preparedil to

dear with each issue. (This vras the beginning of my internal
struggle with content vs process, which will be cliscussed in

Chapter Four.) However, there r^¡ere benefits to using this
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approach which far outweighed the difficulty.

one benefit of the ongoing planning was that the flexibitity
arlowed for topics and issues to be addresserl as they became

appropriate for the team. For example, role definitions and

expectations were discussed in the beginning sessions and

then re-addressed in a later session after three nev/ members

had joinerl the team. The flexibility arso allowed for
discussion of issues as they arose in the session, regard-
less of whether it \¡ras the chosen topic for that session. rn
this wayr sessions were able to rerate to the team members'
frreadiness to Iearntt (Knowles, L9B4).

Another benefit of the ongoing planning process was that it
gave team members ,ln opportunity to get to know each other
better and build up their trust and confidence before

addressing some of the more chalrenging issues (Dimock,

L970). For example, it r¡ras not until the fourth session that
the team began to openry discrrss some issues and events that
had been problematic for them individually and as a team.

À final benefit of this approach to planning was that it
allowed me to change and adjust my role and methods as both

the team and myself grew and deveroped. rn other words, it
provided an opportunity for rfreflection-in-action'r (schon),

and äs such b/as beneficial to the overall process.
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Phase Flve -- Àctlon

The team development program consisted of ten two-hour
sessions held on lfednesday afternoons over a period of four
months. rn recognition of the fact that this r,/as an added-on

activity for the team and that service derivery was the
teamts main priority, every attempt $¡as made to accommodate

the teamts needs in scheduling the sessions. consequentry
the first five sessions took place on a staggered schedule
over June, July and August of l9gr. The remaining five
sessions took place on five consecutive [fednesdays in
September.

During this time period the team gïe\r, in membershÍp from the
initial five to a totar of eight. At the outset of the
program the team consisted of the activity worker. clinical
nurse specialist, home economist, receptionist and psychor-
ogist. The occupational therapist joined the fourth and

subsequent sessions, and two sociaL workers joined the sixth
and subsequent sessions.

sessions r¡rere held in the preasanÈ and comf ortabre Day care
area of Deer Lodge centre. Round table seating arrangements,
coffee, and an opportunity for informal sociarizing at the
beginning of each session vrere alI conducive to a climate of
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comfort and sharing.

Scheduling of sessions at the end of the day had some

drawbacks in that most participants \^/ere tired and some

occasionally had difficulty making the transition from the

direct service issues of the day to the team development

issues. This was recognized as the reality fox any team

attempting bo step back from the demands of direct service
to take a look at team development. The benefit of having

the sessions at the end of the day, apart from the practic.rl
matter of availability, was that at times they served as a

forum for discussion of practical and professional concerns

which had arisen during the day.

Team Develooment sesglons -- Descrlptlon and DlscuEslon

The actual content and processes of the team development

sessions are summarized in Appendix 7. The first session has

arready been described here under phase Three Diagnosis.

À detaired account of the remaining sessions woul-d be too

lengthy, so an attempt will be made to highlight the points

which were most important in reration to this practicum. The

following areas will be reviewed: attendance, topics
addressed, forrnats utilized, content and interaction, and my

role as faciLitator.
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L. Àttendance.

Àttendance at the sessions remained good throughout the
program and reflected a high degree of commitment to
this project. rn the ten sessions there weïe only three
absences, one due to a conflicting work commitment and

two due to ilIness. No one person missed more than one

session during the time they r,/ere on staff . (Sessions

v¿ere missed by members who didn'|t join the team until
after the program started.) one member was late for one

sess ion rlue to a work-related emergency.

It shoul-d be noted that one schedul_ed session (August

26) was postponed a week at the request of the team

because several members r¡rere invorved with other work

commitments. on another occasion some members indicated
that they were very busy but had chosen to attend the
session because they felt it was important.

rt \¡/as arso significant that for the staff of the Day

care program the sessions extended thirty to forty-five
minutes beyond their working day, and they remained

willing to accommodate this throughout the ten

sess i ons .

In general, in view of the heavy demands of direct
service, program planning and bringing on new staff
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members, I felt attendance at the sessions was

exceptionally high.

2. Topics addressed.

The following topics vrere identified during the first
session as those the team wished to address: role
definition, communication, decision-making, interper-
sonal dynamics, conflict resolution and bringing on nehr

team members. A list of these topics was compiled and

distributed to the team in the second session (see

Appendix B ) . It was recognized at the outset that some

of these topics/issues would be included in the

process of all sessions and would not need to be

addressed separately (e.9. interpersonä1 dynamics)r

while others might require discussion in more than one

sess ion ( e . g. role def inition ) .

The topics chosen by the team consisted of some but not

all of the topics for team development identified by

Rubin, Plovnick and Fry (l-975). The major difference
v/as in approach, in that the topics vrere arr ived at

through team discussion rather than being presented äs

a list of options prepared by the facilitator.

lfhile acknowledging that most issues important to
teamwork are interrelated and interacting, the team
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still felt it would be helpful to have one topic as the

focal point for each session. As noted previously, the

üopic for each session was chosen at the end of the

preceding session. Sessions two to nine addressed the

chosen topics in the following order:

1) role definitions,

2) role perceptions and expectations part one/

3) communication part one, between the team and

its external environment,

4) conmunication part two, within the team,

5) role perceptions and expectations part two,

6) decision-making, and

7 ) deal ing with confl ict.

In addition to the topics identified at the beginning,

three other issues or themes emerged at several points

during the sessions. These issues had to do primarily
with the team's perception of itself within the context

of the organization as a whole. SpecificaIIy, the team

discussed the following issues:

1) the implications of being an all-women,

informally structured team in an organization that
has been traditionally run by a male-dominated

hierarchical structure;
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2) the irnplications of being "on the cutting edgert

of the nev¡ image and direction being adopted by

the organization; and

3 ) the wish to proniote positive and ef f ective
rapport between this new department and the rest
of the organization, and to avoid developing or

contributing to an attitude of 'rus against them".

3. Formats utlLLzed,

In order to provide a varied and meaningful learning

experience, a veriety of formats and techniques !{ere

used to address the above topics. In the first session

I outl ined a number of techniques that could be userl,

and it'was agreed that the team members would decide

what they wanted to do tox each session. This wäs done

in order to promote o\¡rnership of, and commitment to,
the tasks and to avoid imposing my preferences on the

team.

Over the course of the ten sessions the following
formats/techniques were utilized :

self-introductions,

d iscuss i on,

case study,

review of theory,
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- relating theory. to practice,

bra instorming,

r o1e -playi ng,

simulation,

- problem-solving, and

peer helping.

Most of the formats utilized involved collalroration
among the different disciplines on the team, and as

such would l:e anticipated to contribute to greater

interdisciplinary a\dareness, respect, and cooperation
(MargoIis and FioreIi, L984i tfilliams et aI, lgTB; Lowe

and Herranen, L9BL).

This team was not interested in any programmed team

development exercises such as those offered by Francis

and Young (1979) or Rubin, plovnick and Fry (L975), and

members were comfortabre in stating their preference

for their own activities. For example, when I

introduced the Interprofessional perception Scale

(Ducanis and Golin, L979; see Appendix g) and asked if
the team would like to use this exercise to look at
roles, the response hras in the negative. Some team

members felt that the scale would only measure

perceptions of other disciplines based on limited
personal contact, and that this exercise would not
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serve the purposes of the team. rt was subsequently

decided by the team to try the brainstorming method

suggested by one member. This experience occurred

during the second session and was, in my opinionr ân

important one in reinf orcing that the team '¿as in fact
responsible for the process.

of particular significance for my learning in this
practicum was my observation that ownership of the task
by the team members and relevancy of the task to the

team's goals did appear to have a direct impact on the
amount and nature of interaction. For example, in
session Eight severar team members had taken the

responsibility f.or preparing decision-making scenarios
for discussion. one team member red the discussion of
the scenarios which addressed real decisions regardÍng
service delivery and other aspects of team functioning.
Althclugh other factors may have been influential, r

berieve this format directry contributed to the high
leve1 of participation and interaction in this session.

The use of a combination of formats and techniques in
each session allowed for each topic to be approached in
a number of different $¡ays. using this approach allowed
both the team members as participants and mysetf as

facilitator to experience a variety of opportunities
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for Iearning and development.

4. Content and Interaction.
The actual content discussed and interactions which

took place during the team development program were the

rnajor focus and source of learning and growth in this
practicum. A chronological account of what occurred in
each session can be obtained from reviewing the

comments on content and interaction in Append Lx :7. In
this discussion r would like to comment on the content

and interactions, over the course of the ten sessions,

as they relate to the following parameters (presented

and discussed in chapter Two): 1) individual character-
istics and needs , 2) organizational considerations, 3 )

team,/group process, and 4) service delivery.

1) Indlvldual characterlstlcs and needs

It rr¿as evident f rom the f irst sess i on that cons id-
eration of the individual characteristics and needs of
team members is an important aspect of team develop-

ment. As discussed previously, the issues of personal

risk and confidentiality \,rere addressed in the first
session. Team members also identified early in the

program that in order to function actively and effecti-
vely on the team they needed to be valued and respected
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as persons as well as professionals. This included

being listened to, having the opportunity to make

decisions and be creative, and seeing themselves as

having some impact on outcome. ,Some members relaterl a

current reluctance to become fuIly involved, citing
personal characteristics and/or past experience:

rrl rm just new so I see this as a learning

experience...but I don't have much to contribute
yet. "

'rPast experience has put me on my guard.tt
rrltrs frustrating when somebody asks f or my

opinion then doesn't listen to me.'l

frf used to'run into walls I in a previous work

experiencel so I learned to keep quiet in order to
save face. Now Ifm trying to learn to express my

feelings and ideas. . . it will take time.'f

Team members identified a need to get to know each

other personally and professionally in order to work

together effectively and provide support to each other.

Sessions Three and Seven vrere devoted to a discussion

of role perceptions and expectations as they pertained

to the different disciplines represented on the team.

Through these sessions members were able to gain an

appreciation of each other as professionals, and a
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profile for each discipline \.ras developed using four
categories: L) training, knowledge and skills, Zt tasks

and functions, 3) personal characteristics. and

4)perceived relative status. (See Àppendix f0)

rt was interesting to note that the members of this
team had ä somewhat better understanding and apprec-

iation of each disciprine than one might expect from

the literature (Kane, L975). Thei, "ont*rn= and needs

\.rere more in the area of learning how the different
disciplines and roles could interact effectively
towards goal achievement.

An increased awareness of each other as individuals
developed gradually over the entire program. one item
that received considerable attention was the degree to
which each individual contributed to discussions. As

can be expected in any group setting, some members of
the team r.rere more vocal than others. This v/as

addressed in the earrier sessions with the more vocar

members expressing concern that they \¡rere dominating

the discussions, and that they wanted to hear more

ideas and opinions from the less vocal members. An

attempt h/as made by myserf as facilitator to draw out
quieter members by providing support and encouragement

and promoting a feeling of acceptance. over the first
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four sessions there h/as a reluctance to directly
address this issue, and it was not until the fifth
session that alr members openly stated their positions
and their expectations of others. rn session Five,
quieter members indicated to the team that they v¡ere

beginning to develop more trust in the team and were

therefore gaining in confidence, but noted that it
would take time for them to become completely comfort-
abre. rn later sessions quieter members began to share

rnore of their personar t Þxofessionar and work-rerated
issues, and they received positive reinforcement from

other team members for doing so.

rn addition to devetoping an increased av/areness of
each other personally and professionally, the team

members were also involved in adjusting to an outsider
as facilitator of the sessions. Throughout the sessions

the team showed concern, empathy and support for me

personally and professionally in my attempt to
facilitate the team development program. At one point
this red to some interesting dynamics in a situation
where team members were avoiding discussion of a

particular issue. After some moments of tension-filIed
silence, one member remarked rrI feel I shoutd say

something to rescue you !'f . lthen r responded that r f elt
no need to be rf rescuedfr, the team then had to discuss
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whether or not they wanted to confront the rear issue

that vras contributing to their tens ion.

2') Organlzatlonal consideratlons

organizationar considerations were discussed throughout

all the sessions, but were specifically focussed upon

in session Four which addressed communication between

the team and its external environment, and session six
which \¡ras an orientation and general review for new

members. There \¡ras a discussion of the implications of

a number of organizationar characteristics, including
organizationar structure, organLzabionar change, formal

and informal lines of communication, and physical

location of the program.

rn generar, there was a need identified by team members

to attempt to improve contacts between their department

and the rest of the organization. rt was fert Lhat the

relatively ne\^¡ programs, the neb/ organizational
philosophy that the department represented, and the

somewhat isolated physical location of the programs had

all contributed to ä generar lack of integration wiilr
the rest of the organization. After discussing the

impact that this had on them personaLry, professionalty
and as a department, the team then began to discuss
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vrays in which they could promote a greater integration
between themselves and the rest of the organization (an

important phase relating to ilhorizontal linking'r as

discused by Blake and Moutonr1965).

The team development sessions provided an opportunity
for team members to share feelings and frustraÈions
rerated to their position in the organization, as well
as a forum in which to engage in constructive and

creative problem-solving in order to break down

perceived barriers. An attempt $/as made to deverop v/ays

in which they, as a team, could promote greater
organizational and community awareness of their
programs and improve inter-program contacts.

rn addition to considerations of the department's
relationship to the organization, there r¿¡ere also
discussions about the organization within the depart-
ment itserf. Due to the newness of the department and

the two programs it invorved, many structural and

procedurar details had not yet been ful1y defined or

formalized. For exampre, the.organizational chart had

not yet been developed, leadership was informally
rather than formarly assigned, pyocedures $/ere not
fu1ly established, and respective roles and functions
were not clearly defined. Through'discussion team
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members came to an appreciatlon of both the

difficulties and the opportunities presented by these

factors. On the one hand, members found it sometimes

difficult and frustrating to try to function without

guidelines, manuals and clearcut procedures. On the

other hand, consistent with ttre characteristics of

professionals in transition described by Sarason

(L972), they found more room for flexibility,

innovation, creativity and change, and welcomed the

opportunity to be involved in the developmental stages

of new programs.

One further issue related to organizational consid-

erations was that of orientation of new staff. The

first members of the department related their
experiences and. identified early in the sessions the

need to provide an adequate orientation for new staff
members as they came on board. However, despite an

ahrareness of this gap and an expressed desire to do

something about it, no procedure had been implemented

by the time new staf f members vrere hired. This was

reflected in the concern expressed by one new team

member rrJ rm still not sure what f rm supposed to be

doing here'f and the response by another team member

r'[fe rre stil1 working it outrr. The team development

program helped to address this need by focussing
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attention on team issues and role definitions, and it
was identified by team members that this need might not
have been formally met otherwise.

3 ) Team,/group procesE

rn the initial stages of the team development progïam,

team members vrere somewhat guarded and carrtious, arid

interactions \^¡ere f or the most part kept on a polite
and superficial rever. confricts on severä1 revels vrere

alluded to both during and outside the sessions. but

were not directly acknowredged and confronted until_ the

fourth session. rt was felt that it took appïoximately

three sessions for the original members to deverop a

degree of trust and confidence that would allow them to
proceed with more in-depth confrontation of issues.

Session Four, which was both cathartic and

constructive, was viewed by both myself as facilitator
and the team members as a turning poÍnt for the team.

Increasing trust, openness and cohesion among team

members \ÀIas notedr âS well aS increased personal

confidence for some members. It h¡as interesting to note

that the group process r,/as not adversely af fected by

the addition of a new member, the occupational

therapist, who had joined the team just prior to this
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session. There \r/as a good f it
and the rest of the team, poss

that she v¡as previously known

elsewhere in the Centre during

between the new member

ibly related to the fact
to thern from her work

the previous year.

cohesion and interaction among members remained high in
the fifth session, in which open discussion,
simulations and a spontaneous role-pray hrere used to
address the topic of communication within the team.

The addition of two new team members, both social
workers, in the sixth session had an impact on the

cohesion and level of interaction that had deveroped

among the existing team members up to that point. As

pranned by the team, session six was used to orient the

new members to the team in a non-threatening wäy¿ and

to review the purpose and progress to date of the team

development program. Session Seven was devoted to
reviewing the respective rores of the new team members

(occupational therapist and social workers) and how

these fit r¡ith the roles of other team members.

Arthough team members craimed that these sessions \¡/ere

useful, there $¡as a noticeable crimate of uncertainty
and testing. rnteractions $/ere again more format and

guarded, although communications \"rere generally more

open and direct than they had been in ilre initial
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stages of the progräm.

Sessions six and seven reflected on a small- scale the

impact of new members on team dynamics. New members

\"tere not yet familiar and comf ortable with the team

process and their respective rolesr eXistÍng members

\¡rere trying to adjust to new members, and there \"¡as

testing on all sides. Team cohesion r¡/as temporariIy

diminished, and the team required a period of re-
grouping.

The strain on team dynamics created by the addition of

new members is seen as a normal occurrence in group

process (Dimock, L970)t and it was expected that o1d

and new members would gradually gain trust and con-

fidence in each other, negotiate roles, and begin to

deveJ.op working relationships. However, for two

sess i ons the interact i on r^ras ma inta ined at a non-

threatening, Iess intense leveI, with more challenging

issues once again being avoided. Thus the team develop-

ment program temporarily lost its momentum at this
point.

By the eighth session the new team members had been on

board for a period of three weeks, and improved

cohesion and trust level was observed in the session.
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All members were actively involved in the session, and

there v/as a greater degree of comfort in expressing

opinions and opposing views. The team interacted well
together in the scenarios developed by three members

(two original members and one new member) to address

the topic of decision-making.

Because it had been avoided by team members in choosing

weekly topics for discussion, the topic f.or Session

Nine \^¡as, by process of elimination, dealing with

conflict. The initial- response of team members was

nervousness, avoidance and then acknowledgement of the

sensitivity of this issue. The psychologist was

instrumental in encouraging the team to use the team

development forum in which to confront this issue. vfith

much encouragement several team members began to revÍew

a real conflict which had occurred, how it had been

dealt with, and the impact it had had on a number of

team members as werl as the Department as a whore. This

exercise r..Jas very meaningful and relevant, and provided

an opportunity for all team members to participate in
the resolution of some previously unresolved issues. rt
promoted a high revel of participation and interaction,
and seemed to contribute to greater ahrareness and

feelings of cohesiveness.
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In the final session, which h/as an evaLuation of the

program, cohesion and interaction r¡/ere high. There was

general agreement that the sessions had been instru-
mental in initiating the team development process, and

that there was ,1 need for this process to continue orì

an ongoing basis. By this time there appeared to be a

clearer separation into two teams, each focussing on

specific tasks related to their respective programs.

Team members were beginning to identify a need for more

frequent structured meeting times in order to maintain

cohesion and promote ongoing communication on matters

relating to the department as a whole

4) Servlce dellvery

Throughout the ten sessions there r¡/as an attempt to
relate process to outcome i.e. service delivery. In

some !{ays this r^ras a dif f icult task because new members

had not yet been involved in direct service within the

Department of Geriatric Psychiatry. Thus in many

instances the relevancy of theory to practice rrJas based

on previous experience and projected involvement in

direct service delivery.

Despite the above limitation, there v/ere several

sessions which were directly related to immediate
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service delivery issues, These included the simulated

case conference in session two, the role-play in

session five, and the decision-making scenarios in
session eight. In addition, the issues discussed and

team interactions developed through all the sessions

vtere perceived by team members as having a positive
impact on future service delivery.

A further benefit of the team development sessions in
reration to service delivery was that they provided an

opportunity for team members to share information. on

severaL occasions, through the discussions and exper-

iential exercises, different team members became ar/are

of resources, program information and procedures not
previously known to them. They 'r/ere also able to
discuss ways in r¿hich they \,/ere developing services in
the two programs.

5. My role as facilitator.

As discussed previously in this chapter, I anticipated
my role as facilitator to involve a combination of

different rores and tasks. rn practice this proved to
be true, and there \,ras also an opportunity to learn

from the team which roles and tasks r.rere more relevant
and helpful for them.
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At different times during the team development program

all five intervention modes as described by Brake and

Mouton (L975, see Appendix 6) were utilized. The least
used mode was prescription-based team building, because

ny intent was to facilitate the teamfs use of its o\,,¡n

resources rather than to "give the answersfr. catalytic
and cathartic approaches were utilized more in the

beginning sessions, where they hrere combined with a

supportive approach in order to promote open commun-

ication in an atmosphere of trust and acceptance. In
later sessions, once cohesion and interacton \¡/ere

higher and a good level of trust had been developed,

there r¡¡as a greater use of confrontation.

An attempt v/as made to use theory-based intervention at
some point during each session in order to encourage

team members to relate their experiences to theory. and

to develop some systematic approaches to dearing with
future issues.

In conjunctÍon with, and related to, the above inter-
vention modesr my roles varied throughout the ten

sessions. Most frequently a combination of different
roles (as outlined by Baker, !979, and Beer, Lg76) vras

appropriate in each session. rn the initial stages the
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roles of change agent and data gatherer r¡/ere more

prominent, and the roles of facilitator and process

consultant rrrere consistently used throughout the

pro9ram.

Although I initially felt the need to focus more

attention on the roles of resource person and trainer,

the responses of team members to these roles indicated

that these were not as useful for their purposes. For

example, when handouts outlining theory on the topics

of communication (Àppendix l-l-) and decision-making

(Appendix L2) I.tere used, there was very little resBonse

or interaction generated'by them. Àn exception to this
\¡/as the use of definitions regarding roles in teamwork

(see Appendix 13), which was helpful in providing some

conmon terminology for further discussion. In

retrospect, these rrrere likely useful in that they

provided information about teams that was new, whereas

other handouts merely summarized information that was

already known to most members.

Further observations regarding my role as facilitator

will be discussed in Chapter Four.
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Phaee 8lx -- Evaluatlon

Two kinds of evaluation occurred during the time-frame of
this practicum: these v/ere formative evaluation and

summative evaluation. Methods included questÍonnaires,
descriptive data, and ongoing self-evaruation using a chart
to plot progress.

The types and methods of evaluation

results will be the focus of Chapter

used and a discussion of

Four.

Anticipation ot, and planning fox, termination is a

necessary function for a facilitator in this kind of
situation. Throughout the program an attempt lras made to
promote the teamts ownership of the pïocess so that depen-
dency on myserf as facilitator would not develop. In the
later sessions¡ ds team members became more comfortable and

interacted more read LLy, I graduarly decreased my tlegree of
involvement in addition to changing the nature of my

invorvement as previously discussed. An attempt was made to
encourage team members to deverop some plans r+hich r¿ould

provide opportunities f or ongoing team development. This h¡as

done primariry through the use of questions, such asrrHor¿

can your team dear with this concern over the long term?r'
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and rf How are you going to promote ongoing communication

among yourselves?rr.

rt was recognized by team members that the team development

.program offered a forum for discussion of issues that might

otherwise have been ignored. By the sixth session it was

identified by team members that the program was meeting a

need that would have to be met on an ongoing basis, and

discussions began regarding iniating bi-weekry team meetings

following termination of the program.

As planned at the outset, termination occurred after the

tenth session which involved a summary and evaluation of the

team development program. There $ras some difficulty with
termination for all participants because caring relation-
ships had developed over the five month period, and we had

experienced growth and change together. rn order to postpone

In" inevitable, the team members invited me to attend their
firstrrofficiar* meeting and r accepted the invitation.
Their intent and willingness to assume responsibility for
their own ongoing team development râ¡as highlighted by their
emphasis that r was being invited back as a guest/ not as a

facilitator.
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Eunmary

This chapter has provided a theoretical and conceptual

framework for team development, and a description and

discussion of the actual team development program carried

out in thÍs pract icum. Chapter Four vri I I provide an

evaluation of this intervention in terms of impact on the

team and on my learning.
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CHÀPTER FOUR

EVÀLUÀTION

Evaluation refers to rthe systematic apprication of social
research procedures in assessing the conceptualization and
design, implementation, and utility of social intervention
progrämsfr (Rossi and Freeman, LggZ, p.20). Two types of
evaluation are possible: formatlve, an ongoing evaluation
which supplies information directry pertinent to a partic-
ular program, and assists in making adjustments reguired
r¿hile the program is in progress; and summatlve, an

evaluation conducted at the end of a program to assess
results oï outcomes ( Scr iven , L<)67 ; Tr ipod i, 19 g 3 ) .

I{ith regard to educationar programs, the purpose of evar-
uation is'fto make judgments about effectiveness of the
educational activity so that the concrusions can be used to
improve the educationaL activity" (Knox, L976, p.104). In
this practicum, formative evaluation hras used in an ongoing
attempt to ensure that the intervention \¡¡as responsive to
the needs of the team members. À summative evaluation was

conducted to assess the effectiveness of the intervention in
achieving its objectives.

-As mentioned in chapter Three, the literature discusses a
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number of methodological probrems which make it difficult to
accurately evaluate team development interventions. some of
the difficulties include inadequate controls, variable
lengths and duration of sessions, inconsistency in size and

composition of teams, inadequate measures of change, and

questionable generalizability of laboratory resurts to
intact working groups (lloodman and sherwood, 1980; DeMeuse

and Liebowitz, l-981; Eden, LgBS; Hughes et äI, l_983 ) .

Although it l¡/as not the intent of this practicum to conduct

rigorous research regarding the outcome of the team deverop-

ment intervention, a review of these methodological

diff iculties hras usefur in my attempt to develop measures

for evaluation.

rn order to obtain as comprete and accurate an evaluation as

possible, a number of techniques and measures brere utilized.
rn recognition of the time constraints for team members, and

in an attempt to make the evaluation efforts meaningful

rather than intrusive or burdensome, techniques and measures

were selected for their ease of use, simplicity, minimal

time requirement, and relevancy to the task.

Ouantitative data was obtained through the use of attendance

records, rating scares completed at the end of each team

development session, and a pre- and post-intervention
quesÈionnaire. Qualitative data viras obtained through the use
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of audio-taping and process recording of each session,

observations and perceptions of team membersr behaviours
including level and quality of participation and

interactions for the duration of the intervention, and

ongoing verbal and non-verbal feedback from team members.

A finar session focussing on summary and evaluation of the

program provided verbal feedback regarding the team members

perceptions of the experience. Às wer1, a written evaluation
form elicited feedback regarding the content, format and

facilitation of the sessions. An informal forlow-up contact
five months after the program ended strengthened the

evaluation process.

rn this chapter, each of the above evaruative measures and

the results obtained from them wilr be described and

discussed in relation to the objectives for the inter-
vent i on.

ObJectlves for the lnterventlon re-stated

As presented in chapter one. the objectives for the inter-
vention were:

(l-) to facilitate improvement in the teamts ability to

work together, within the framework of proviriing
an optimal level of service to clients; and
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to help team members deal with ambiguity, change,

conflict and complexity inherent in the work

situation, in a way which promotes progïess for
both the team and service delivery.

rn order to make systematic observations of a concept, it is
necessary to devel0p operatl0nal deflnltl0ns i.e. to
translate the concepts into variables which are measurabre
(Tripoldi, 1983). The above-stated objectives involve two

concepts team functioning (the teamrs ability to work

together), and service delivery. For the purpose of this
practicum, the operational definitions of these objectives
are as f ollor¡rs:

1. Team functioninq

Team functioning wirl be operationally rlefined and

measured in terms of the following variables:
(a) roLe clarlty, defined as each team member's

perceptions and expectations regarding her own

knowledge, skirls and behaviours within the team,

and those of other members;

(b) communicatÍon, defined as the expression of
ideasr opinions and concerns to team members, even

when there is disagreement;

(c) use of team resoutces, defined as the

(2)
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perceived degree of utilization of each team

memberfs special knowledge, skills and expertise;
(d) personal effectlveness, detined ès each team

member's perception of how her contributions are

accepted and utilized by the team as a whole;

and

(e) collaboration, defined as the ability of Ehe

team to work together towards the accomplishment

of common goals.

2. Service deliverv

For the purpose

delivery will be

effectiveness of

as perceived by

of this practicum, service

defined as the quality and

service to the client population

team members.

Pre- and oost-lnterventlon questlonnalre

l- . Descr ipt ion

The questionnaire for team members was designed to elicit
information about selected variables and to determine if any

change occurred in these variables over the course of the

team development intervehtion. It hras pre-tested by three of

my colleagues from different disciplines, and their recom-

mendations regarding clarity and content h/ere incorporated

in a revised f orm ( see Appendix 14 ) . The questionnaire r^ras
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administered prior to the first team development session and

at the end of the final session.

One of the drawbacks in the use of this questionnaire for
this particular setting is that pre- and post-intervention
measures are available for only half of the team members

The secretary, who had joined the team just one week pr.ior

the sessions, was able to ansr¡/er some of the questions, but

found the majority of them not applicable to her work. The

three new members who joined the team mid-way through the

sessions had no basis on which to complete a pre-interven-
tion questionnaire. The f orms \,vere given to them as part of

theiy. axientation to the team development program, but they

did not complete one until after the program vras finished.
Thus, in most cäses. this questionnaire rôras only able to
provide comparative data for four team members.

Ànother drawback in the use of the questionnaire \^ras thaÈ

for this particular team there had been very litt1e exper-

ience with direct service at the outset of the program¿ so

questions related to service delivery \¡/ere not applicable in

aII cases.

2. Results

Results obtained from the questionnaire for team members are

presented in Àppendix 15.
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Questions 1 and 2 were designed to obtain information about

role clarity on the team. of five respondents, three showed

a change from somewhat crear to very clear regarding their
rol-es on the team, and one showed a change from somewhat

unclear to very clear regarding clarity of other team

membersf roles. rn the post-intervention only questionnaire,

one member remäined somewhat uncl-ear regarding respective

rores of team members, whire the other two were somewhat and

very clear

Question 3 was designed to measure degree of comfort with
overlapping roles. As noLed earlier in the description of

the team, members appeared at the outset to be comfortabre

with role overrap because it h/as a necessity due to their
lack of f ul] staf f ing. This r¡/as ref lected in the responses

to question 3 in which no changes \â/ere noted from the pre-
to the post-test.

Ouestions 4 and 5 were designed to measure the perceived

degree of comfort with which team members communicate with

each other. Of the five original team members, two noted

improvement in comfort both in conmunicating with and

confronting other team members. It is interesting to note

that at the end of the program four members were only

somewhat comfortable in confronting others, and two (new)
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members remained somewhat uncomfortable in doing so.

Questions 6 and 7 were designed to measure the perceived use

of team resources in general, and each respondent's percep-
tion of how her individual knowledge, skirls and expertise
\dere being utilized by the team. Four out of four respond-

ents indicated improvement in the use of team resources, and

three out of five respondents indicated improvement in the
teamrs utilization of their expertise. only one member fert
that team resources \¡¡ere being fu1ly utilized, and one new

member fert her skills and expertise were being used onry a

little by the team.

Que'stion. B was designed to measure the degree of peïceived
personal effectiveness in four major task areas: assessment,

care planning, treatment and program planning. There !üas

some improvement noted by some members in art of the areas,
with the most significant improvements in the areas of being

ristened to with regard to treatment and program planning,

and feeling ideas hrere accepted by others in assessment and

treatment. rt is notabre that new team members r responses

indicate, in all but two situations, that they usually or

always have the opportunity to express themselves, feer
others are listening to them, and feel their ideas are

accepted by others.
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Question 10 IâIas designed to measure perceived effectiveness

of team collaboration in the accomplishment of nine specific
activities. As noted earlier, some of these activities did

not exist at the time of the pre-test, and therefore no

comparison can be made. However, in the instance of case

conferencing, this activity was initiated as a resul-t of the

team development program so this is reflected as an improve-

ment. Perce ived. impf ovement viras noted in the areas of

establishing care plans, case conferencing and onþoing

treatment.

Of particular interest in the responses to question 10 was

the perception in five responses that effectiveness of team

collaboration had declined during the course of the team

development program. These changes in perception r^rere noted

in the areas of case conferencing, sharing of client-related
information, sharing of knowledge, perspective and exper-

tise, and liaison with the conì.munity. It is also interesting
to note that the team was perceived by new members as

generally less effective in collaboration as compared to the

ratings of original members. Possible reasons for these

results will be suggested in the discussion of findings.

Ouestions 9, and LL attempt to elicit information regarding

service delivery. Question 9 is a direct question regarding

perceived quality of service in general. Two of four
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respondents reflected a perceived improvement in quality of

service in general. In the post-test, afl respondents with

the exception of one new member felt the quality of service

being provided rr¿as good or excellent.

Ouestion lL htas designed to obtain information about the

perceived effectiveness of the team in meeting specific

needs of clients. This section was very difficult for team

members to respond to in view of the ne\rness of the programs

and the fact that very few clients had been served by the

program by the time this practicum took place. Improvement

in some areas \^ras noted, but in view of the circumstances

this question had little usefulness or validÍty for this
particular team.

Questions 12 and l-3 did not relate to any specific

variables, rather were intended to obtain more information

regarding how team members felt about their work experience

in general. Question L2 shows a considerable increase in

identification of factors which sometimes make it difficult

for team members to do their job as well as they would like

to, It is notable that in the post-test the responses of nevt

members indicate a generatly higher degree of difficulty
with these perceived constraints. Potential reasons for this
will be explored in the discussion of findings,
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Question 13 asked members to rate their current and previous

leveIs of job satisfaction, f.or the purpose of assessing

whether a correration existed between job satisfaction and

the other variables being measured. However, due to the fact
that aII members of the team v/ere nehr, this was not an

appropriate or useful question for this particular team.

Question L4 is an open question designed to determine

whether there is a perceived need for improvement in team

functioning and/or service delivery, and if sor in what

areas. Responses are recorded in Appendix L5.

Team Development !{heel

l-. Description

The rrTeam Development ltheeLrt (see Àppendix l-6) was used as a
measure by which team members could rate their perceptions

of how the team was developing. It r^ras completed by all team

members at the end of each session. In the first session

team members initially felt they could not complete the

rating scale because they had not had any experience

together as a team. After some discussion they decided to

complete the scale on the basis of their perceptions of the

session, and this continued throughout the program.

Each team member received one scare on which she charted and
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dated her perceptions at the end of each session. Thus at
the end the program, each participantrs trwheeltr provided a

visual representation of how the team had developed, in her

perception, over the course of the team development program.

2. Results

Positions on the graph \¡/ere assigned corresponding numbers

in order to obtain a numerical rating from each team member

for each session. Ratings from 0 to 2.9 represented Stage

One trTestingtt, f rom 3 to 5. 9 represented Stage Two

trfnfighting", from 6 to 8.9 represented Stage Three

ftGetting Organizedtr and f rom 9 to 11.9 represented Stage

Four rrMature Closenessrr. Ratings of each member for each

session are depicted in chart form in Appendix L7.

For each session the average and the range of responses r¡/as

calculated to determine if any patterns emerged. lthere an

individual respondent indicated more than one rating for a

session, alI responses were included in the average.

Àlthough it is recognized that this is a very crude analysis

of the data, it is nevertheless seen as usefut to look at
the patterns of responses, particularly as they compare to

results of other measures.

There \^rere four sessions in which the range of responses all
fe11 within the same stage of team developmer:t. These were:
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Session One, in which all but one response indicated that
the team was at Stage One, Testing; Sessions Two and Three,

in which all but one respondent perceived the team to be at
Stage Three, Getting Organized; and Session Ten, in which

all but one respondent placed the team in the fourth stage

of Mature Closeness.

In the other sessions there r'/as great variability in the

perceptions of team members, with a wide range of responses.

However, using averages for each session, it is possible to
arrive at some generar indications as to where the team fett
it vtas in terms of development over the course of the

program. These were:

Stage One Test ing Sess i on l-

Stage Two Infighting Session 5

Stage Three Getting Organized Sessions 2r3r 4r6r7,

Band9
Stage Four Mature Closeness Session 10.

It is significant to note that only five out of a total of

seventy-f ive responses r¡{ere located within stage Two on the

chart. In retrospect, it appears that the labelling of this
stage as trlnf ightingtt may have caused team members to avoid

this depiction of the team because of its potentially
negative connotations. It would Iikely have been more
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helpful for team members and more useful for analysis to

have chosen or devised a scale in which terms r¡/ere neutral

rather than emotionally-Iaden ( mature closeness implying
rrgoodrr and infighting implying rrpoortr functioning rather

than open acceptance of different stages in the teamrs

growth and development) .

Despite the limitations of therrTeam Development hrheeltr

noted above, it r4ras useful as a formative measure for the

purposes of the team it allowed members to gäuge their
progress, it promoted increased avrareness of various aspects

of team functioning, and it illustrated that teams can move

back and forth between stages which are neither static nor

mutually exclusive.

Record of attendance

A record of attendance vras maintained throughout the

program. .A.s discussed in Chapter Three, attendance remained

high throughout the entire program, with only two absences

due to illness and one absence due to a conflicting work

requirement

Recordlnq of sesslons

An audio-tape of each session was made, with the permission

of team members, f.or my purposes in learning and planning

subsequent sessions. After each session the tape r^ras
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revie\¡¡ed, and extensive process recording vras completed.

Transcribing the tapes from each session bras helpful in that

it allowed me to pick up on themes and concerns that emerged

in the sessions, and relate these back to the team in later
sessions ( f ormative value ) " It l¡/as also helpf u1 in that it

helped me to determine which of my interventions as

facilitator had the greatest and least impact in terms of

response, discussion generated, ahrareness, and self-

initiation " In this way it r¡ras instructive to me in my

attempt to be responsive to the needs of the team (as

referred to earlier in Chapter Three.

Onqolnq observatlon

In addition to process recording of each session, I noted

my observations and perceptions of individual and team

development throughout the program. This included obser-

vations regarding the level and quality of participation,

the nature of interactions, and indicators of trust and

cohes i on .

Some of these ongoing observations are included in the

summaries of each session (see Àppendix 7r. These obser-

vations, combined with process recording and data obtained

from other measures, \¡/ere very helpful in evaluating the

effectiveness of the team development program.
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Evaluatlon QueEtlonnalre and Feedback

An evaluation questionnaire (see Àppendix 1-B) was Ieft with

team members after the final session, to be completed

anonymously in order to promote freedom of expression. ÀI1

questionnaires were returned.

The questionnaire \^ras usef ul in obtaining the team memberst

evaluation of the team development program and the effect-

iveness of the facilitation of the progïam. Responses to the

questionnaire are recorded in Appendix L9,

Verbal feedback from team members throughout the program and

during the final- session was most valuable in my effort to

do an ongoing and final evaluation of the intervention. At

times verbal feedback highlighted the fact that the sessions

promoted individual growth:
rrMy conf idence is low because I got knocked down so

many times in the past. It has improved in these

sessions. rl

Other comments affirmed the value of the intervention in

terms of team functioning and service delivery:

'tYou have to make people feel that they belong. You get

the work done better if you share information, respect

each other and feel comf ortable.'t
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rrlt r^rould have taken a lot longer to develop this much

cohesion, communication between members. rr

ftThe more feedback we receive, the more r¡/e feel
supported...this gives greater confidence in doing the

job""

I'Time constraints prohibit team-building interactions
unless you force yourselves to set time aside.tt

DISCUSSION OF FTNDINGS

The use of several different kinds of measures \¡rras helpful

in the evaluation of this intervention because it allowed

for comparison of results, perceptions and observations.

One of the major areas in which the team felt the program

r¡ras effective vras that of improving role clarity. This

finding h/as confirmed by questionnaire results, evaluation

questionnaire results, and verbal feedback from team

members.

Questionnaire results and verbal feedback indicated that the

program h¡as effective in promoting improved use of the

teamrs resources. The same measures also indicate improve-

ment in perceived personal efficacy in terms of direct
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service delivery and program planning

Some interesting findings appear in question l-0 in the pre-

and post-intervention questionnaire, in which five responses

indicate a decrease in perceived effectiveness (coIlab-

oration). In looking at verbal feedback and the stated

intentions of team members for future action, it woul-d

appear that one explanation might be an increased awareness

and greater expectations for the team. In discussing what

the ideal should be, team members may have become less

satisfied with the reality and more motivated to change.

Another possible explanation might be that as the program

progressed the team had more involvement in direct service,

and may have become more acutely aware of the need to

coI laborate .

fn the same question on team effectiveness with regard to

collaboration, it was also interesting to note that the neht

team members' perceptions v/ere of a lower level of effec-

tiveness. Às in the above, this could be related to higher

expectations and increased involvement in direct service.

However, in view of some of the verbal feedback, it is also

possible that the new members felt team issues hlere being

worked through and wanted to concentrate more on service

delivery issues.
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As wiLh the responses to question 10, the responses to

question 12 which indicate increases in perceived barriers
or constraints to job performance may also be related to

increased ar¡tareness and/ox increased involvement for direct
service.

As noted earlier, the questionnaire did not yield data

regarding impact'on service delivery. VerbaI feedback did,

however, indicate that team members felt their improved

cohesion and communication would have. a positive impact on

service delivery in the long run.

In general, the rough measures obtained from the ffTeam

Development Wheelrr \â¡ere supported by observations made by

myself as facititator and by team members in their verbal

f eedback " The one ma jor exception to this r¡/as their reluc-

tance to cite their stage of development astflnfightingtt,

even though other indicators showed that they hrere in this

stage.

Finally, results obtained through many of the measures lend

support to the premise of this practicum regarding the

connection between socioemotional (team) functions and

service delivery (task) functions. Both verbal and written

comments reflect the interrelationship between these two

functions, and the need to address both in the daily routine
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of work as well as in team development programs. This

connection is perhaps best illustrated in the responses to

question L4. This question requested respondents to give

comments and suggestions regarding team functioning and

service delivery in two separate sections. However, the

responses in both sections contain both team functions and

task functions, suggesting that from the team membersr

perspective these two functions are inseparable.

Follow-up confacf

An informal contact with team members five months after the

intervention indicated that the motivation and enthusiasm

present at that tÍme has been sustained. Meetings are being

held on a regular basis within each program to address

program and service-delivery issues. In addition, meetings

for the entire team are being scheduled approximately once a

month for the purpose of maintaining the level of commun-

ication and cohesion they had achieved in the team develop-

ment program.

It is possible that much of what occurred during and

subsequent to the team development program might have

occurred naturally over time, without any intervention.

However, responses of team members indicate that thay

perceived this process to be facilitated and accelerated by

the intervention. My observations also suggested that,
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without a facilitator, certain issues might have remained

unresolved for a long time, and have a detrimental effect on

team functioning and service delivery.

In sunmary, in view of the responses to the questionnaires

and the verbal feedback received, and the fact that the team

development program vras instrumental in the initiation of

several new team processes, the objectives for the inter-
vention in this practicum v/ere met. It was not possible,

however, to demonstrate as clear a Iink between socio-

emotional functions and task functions as had been

anticipated.

EVALUÀTTON OF LEÀRNING EXPERIENCE

To summarize my learning objectives for this practicum, I
had hoped to gain an increased awareness of the structure
and dynamics of interdisciplinary teams, and acquire skiIls
in assessing, planning , facilitating and evaluating a team

development program (see Chapter One). In the final
analysis, these objectives have been met.

Ilhile a review of the literature greatly increased my

understanding of team development, group dynamics, and adult

education principles, by far the greatest contribution to my

learning came from the members of the team. It \ô/as their
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interactions, responses and feedback that allowed me to

learn and grow in the new role I had assumed for the

pract i cum.

Às I had anticipated, the role of facilitator r¡ras a consis-

tent one throughout alL ten sessions, and was often used in

combination with other roles. However, I had not anticipated

that the team would so clearly identify this as my major

role. For example, in Session Five one member commented

"this is a therapy group, isnrt it", and the team agreed

that there r^rere some elements of "group work fr in the

sessions. Ànother example occurred in Session Nine when a

team member encouraged the others to rftake this opportunity

of a competent facilitator to discuss this issuert.

Às noted briefly in Chapter Three, the major learning for
myself r¡ras in the area of emphasis on E9EE rather than

content. Although I had been prepared for this approach on a

theoretical level, in the initial stages I found it somewhat

more difficult to actually carry through on a practical

leveI. Àt the outset I thought the teamrs expectations of

R€, (probably my own expectations of myself), would be much

more focussed on the roles of trainer and resource person.

To that end, I felt the need to offer theoretical background

and prescription-based interventions, and to enter each

session with the expectation that a certain amount of
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content r¡tou1d be covered. !{ithin a few sessions however, Lt

became evident through verbal and non-verbal responses that
this approach was not necessary or even desirable for this
particular team.

tr{hat was most relevant for this team appeared to be the

working through of their o\^rn issues with the assistance of a

catalyst and facilitator. In later sessions I became more

comfortable in letting go of my perceived role of trainer
and focussing more on the other roles. In other words, I

directed less attention to content and focussed my energy on

facilitating the process " The relevant content v¡as then able

to emerge from the teämrs actual involvement in the process.

Carl Rogers might have suggested that my initial need to
trimposert content reflected a lack of trust in the learners
(team members) . However, f f eel it r^ras not so much a lack of

trust in the team members as it rrras a lack of experience and

conf idence in rnyself as a facilitator,/educater.

The use of an interactive, process-oriented approach appears

to have been most useful and appropriate for this team. It a

prescribed team development model had been used, it is
possible that the real issues may not have been confronted

because the process wouldn't have evolved in the same way.

As the process did develop, team members showed greater
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levels of confidence, trust and cohesion. There v/as also a

greater use of humour rather than silence to broach more

difficult subjects and to release tension.

There are two examples which illustrate the increased

comfort and trust 1evel in the team, and the fact that
people need to be ready to deal with issues. One occurred in

the last session when one member acknowledged to the others:

II wasnrt completely up front in the first few sessions

---I \^/as just feeling my vray around.rl

Another example occurred in the ninth session after the tearn

had just discussed at length a conflict which had occurred

and had considerable impact on the team. lrrhen I noted that
'in earlier sessions they had told me there vras no conflict,
the response (accompanied by much laughter) was rrlfe lied!rr.
The fact that the team was able to openly share this and

work on problem-solving together seems to validate the

approach used in this intervention

In summary, this practicum did meet my learning objectives

in terms of gaining knowledge and developing certain ski1Is.
However¿ äs remarked by the team members involved in this
practicum, I also feel that this experience r¡ras, for myself,

just the beginning.
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CI{ÀPTER FI\Æ

CONCLUDING REMÀRKS

The intervention described in this practicum report involves
the pranning, imprementation and evaluation of an interdis-
ciplinary team develópment program.

The objectives of the intervention vrere:

(f) to facilitate improvement in the team's ability to
work together, within the framework of providing

an optimal level of service to clients; and

(2) to help team members deal with ambiguity, change,

conftict and complexity inherent in the work

situation, in a way which promotes progress fox

both the team and service delivery.

verbar and written evaluations of the team development

program were generally very positive. There h/as a general

consensus among team members that this \¡/as a valuabre

experience for them, and that it wourd be a varid activity
for all interdisciplinary teams to undertake. There rdas also

a consensus that even though this program had helped to
improve their functioning as a team, they saw it as iljust

the beginning"
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At the end of the tenth session team members were highly

motivated to carry through with a number of activities

discussed in the sessions, including case conferencing,

regular information-sharing meetings within each program,

and scheduled meetings f.or the entire team in order to

maintain the rapport and cohesiveness that had developed. A

follow-up contact five months later indicated that the

momentum had been maintained, and meetings were being held

as planned. The team also noted that there has been a

turnover of two of their eight members since the team

development program terminated. In my opinion this
reinforces the need for ongoing team development¿ äs there

will always be the need for the team to adapt to changes.

The team development program implemented in this practicum

took place in a Geriatric Psychiatry setting. Having

completed the program, I feel it would be equally applicable

to interdisciplinary teams in most human service settings.

The framework f.or. team development would be applicable in

most settings because it relies on an interactive process.

Thus it can be used to address the unique characteristics of

a particular team, while at the same tirne dealing with the

common characteristics of team structure and dynamics.

The flexibÍ1ity and responsiveness of the approach used in

this practicum appeared to be most beneficial for this team.
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Hov¡ever, depending upon individual characterlstics and

preferences, other teams might want more structure built in
to the program. The framework presented would al-l-ow for the

use of more directed experiences if required,/requested by a
particular team.

The intervention confirmed the premise that professionals do

have the basic knowledge and skilIs required for teamwork

(i.e. interpersonal communication, decision-making, problem-

solving), but they do need to develop increased awareness

and skills regarding how to apply these in the team setting.

The use of a model for planned change h¡as helpful for the

purpose of this practicum because it provided a focus for

the intervention and highlighted the importance of remaining

aware of the team in its context. Interactions among team

members and verbal feedback supported the premise that team

development must be implemented within the context of the

needs of team members as individuals, the team as a whole,

service delivery, and the external environment including the

organization and the community.

Quantitative and qualitative data indicated that there \¡ras

improvement in cohesion and collaboration as a result oÈ

this intervention. As well, verbal feedback from team

members supported the premise presented in the Autothera-
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peutic Model. However, the connection between team function-

ing and service delivery could not be substantiated by

objective data in this intervention. Stricter measures of

service delivery variables and an intervention with a more

established team rnight yield stronger results in this area.

The need for a catalyst or change agent to intervene in the

status quo r¡/as validated in both written and verbal evalu-

ations of the program. In my observations, this was

particularly important in helping the team to confront and

deal with difficult issues. The team development program

provided a supportive environment in which team members

could address problem areas and deal with them in a const-

ructive manner.

Às a note of interest, the avoidance of conflict evident in
the iniÈial stages of the program may have been due in part

to the f act that it r¡/as a team comprised totally of \i/omen.

It is possible that the team members were avoiding confront-

ation of certain issues in order to maintain relationships

on the team (Gi11igan, L9B2¡ Schaef , l-985) . it would be

interesting to see a similar program conducted with an all-

male or mixed-gender team to see if any differences occurred

in this interaction pattern (note Aries, I976).

This practicum was ,ln excellent learning experience which
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allowed me to achieve my stated objectives as follows:

(1) I did acquire a greater understanding and working

knowledge regarding a) the value, structure and

dynamics of interdisciplinary teams, and b) how to

promote improved team functioning within existing
program and organizational constraints.

(2) I was able to develop skills in:

a) assessment of need,

b) planning and implementation of an effective
approach to team development which was

appropriate to the time, setting and

circumstancesr'

c) an ability to facilitate interdisciplinary

discussion in a manner which promoted growth and

learning and enhanced team development,

d) a beginning attempt to evaluate results in a

meaningful and accurate way¡ and

e) an ability to re-define the situation and make

observations regarding r¡rays in which the interven-

tion could be strengthened, both on an ongoing

basis and for application in other settings.
In conclusion, this practicum experience was a beneficiat
one both for myself and for the team members involved.
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The lndividual as a Team Member

Figure 2. Cross-section of a Team Mcmber
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ÀUTOTHERAPEUTIC MODET
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ÀPPENDIX 3

TEÀM DEVELOPMENT ROLE MODET
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TEAM DEVELOPMENTAL ROLE MODEL

- a dynamic, developmental process

- stages are not static or predetermined

- the timing is different for each situation, dependent upon setting, personalities,
stresses etc"

STAGE I "BECOMING ACQUAINTED"

- superficial, polite and impersonal interactions
- each member strugglint to find place on team

- low group productivity, minimal conflict

STAGE 2 "TRIAL AND ERROR"

- emerging confidence in individual roles

- testing boundaries, seeking allies, proving self

- jealous guarding of turf; little team communication and collaboration
- increasing role ambiquity, conflict, overlap of responsibilities and

parallel play

- team productivity minimal, but individual goals may be achieved

STAGE 3 "COLLECTIVE INDECISION'

- attempt to minimize conflict and maintain equilibrium

- assumption of shared responsibility and pseudoconsensus decision-making

- no norm of accountability, little or weak leadership, little accomplished

- discontent, helplessness, low morale; members not listening to each other

- role conflict continues, but is not directly dealt with -à covert anger

- team and individual productivity low

- scaPesoating may arise when one frustrated individual makes a unilateral
decision and the team doesn't support this
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STAGE 4 "CR6IS EVENT'

- may be internal or external

- team forced to face issue of collective indecision and begins to delineate
more definitive roles and responsibilities

' - guilt, open expression of anger, depression, and recognition of conflict

- individual members assume major responsibilities for the ongoing care of
patients, but team productivity remains low

STAGE 
' 

'RESOLUTIOT{'

- growth toward maximal team functioning

- flexible, open communication

- shared responsibility for decision-making

- shared accountability for carrying out team tasks

- high group and individual productivity, collaboration and satisfaction

* a fragile state, easily threatened by stress, crisis, or other changes.

- evaluation of overall group productivity includes:

- how effective is the team?

- how efficient is the team?

- what has the team produced in terms of maximum patient care
and best use of resources?

Lowe and Herranan, P.328 - 329
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TEÀI.I DE\¡ELOPMENT WHEEL
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TEAÍ DEVELOP}ÍIiNT I'JIIEIII-

Name
Date

InstruCrionS." PlilCe a mark on the circunrfercn<:c of the whecl to repre-

senl (he present status of Your tcam.

STAGÉ FOUR STAGE ONE

10t.

MATURE
CLOSENESS

Resourceful

Flexible

Open

Effective

Close and
suPPort¡ve

GETTING
ORGANIZED

Developing skills

Establishing pro-
cedures

GMr'lg feedback

Confronting issues

TESTING

Polite

lmpersonal

Watchful

Guarded

INFIGHT¡NG

Controlling conllicts

Confronting PeoPle

Opting out

Difficulties

Féeling stuck

Sï,1GE nrY'O
STAGE
THREE

SolrRcE: F*,RNCr5 nHo Vo,^,.,3 (rcrr)
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CHARACTERISTICS ÀND IMPLICATIONS

OF ÀDULT LEÀRNTNG THEORY
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Tlrcsc basic proccsscs are

Interve¡ltion
modc

Kcy words Indicatcd when

Cathersis

Catalysis

Confrontation

Prescription

Theory

Emotional tclcase Pant-up fcelings aæ
blocking thought and
action; "immobilizing
tcnsions' are barrics to
aonstructive aclion

Streagthcn pcrception ' Poor communication h¡s
resultcd in pluralistic
ignorance about what's

vatue identification T"""illin"n hidden. are
having negative effects
and must bc brought into
focus before thc causcs of
problems can bc workcd
on

Giving answers Thcre is impasse.
hopelcssnesg or despair,
and yet immcdiate action
is imperative to avoid
further negative
consequsnces

Concept based insight Tcam members are ready
to diagnose and to solve
problems systcmatically,
using pcrtincnt tbeory as
the basis for contcnding
with future problems

Soucca; 13l"[e ôî,À not¡ton ('lrs)
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8t4DgÊtvB rruìor
tàån conlror¡tåÈlw

ldlng,

dlacr¡sged lggus o! conltde¡¡llalt
obtat¡ed Dennlsslon to tÀpo

Præc98 åP
prlûtc for

sesslons¡ dlso¡ssed t€ål¡rg optlon

thtg speclftc
teån

- ÞrcÍþte t¡BL
o",n€rshlp ¡
ccrÌmltÍEnt,

Organlzablon/
lean Derætop-
rcnt

Lc'€ t ll€rrù€¡1
Frèncls e Yq¡rE
Brlll,, Ârglrl¡

laelllt¡tor
- ÞnFe88 ængUltant
- d¡t¡ qat¡erer

dlscr¡sslon ¡bq¡È stâg€s ol team
develogrerrÈ, hor tlrey seo tÌ¡erF
g€lvet !B ô teåJn

peyctologteÈ ¡¡rd nr¡rse troeÈ
åcttwly tnvolwd ln, tho dl¡-
orclon¡ ard rocognlzed rane.

@Î€.¡rs ¡ ÀssEss}o\¡ÎS

-a! tùoy had llÈtle hlstory rr
6 taa¡n, ¡rErùsrs doctded to
rue tho lnÈe¡acÈlqr¡ drrrlng eaclr
¡es¡lon a¡ tùc b¡¡l¡ q¡ rtrlclr
to cqlptetâ t¡o "îe¡Jn
DovsloFrp¡t, tlhe€l,¿ åfÈer eåcl¡
seg¡lon.

- 8qþr.fi¡È grJüded a¡rit c¡uttq¡sl
recognltlon of arDdotler, nêed
to tsst ouÈ eåch otùer ùd
tho gesslons

- gernral,Iy ecered open a¡d er¡tÌ¡u-
stastlc for r tl¡sÈ soeslq¡

- utl¡ wa¡ tùo ltr¡È Èlm tloy
had over mÈ ÈoggtlEs ¡r ¡tt€¡¡[r.

rfl
æ
r{



SESSICN

II

July 8/87

All Present

þle
Deflnltlons

Âbelson Ê bl-Yrá-
man

Brlll
t(ane
Wlse, BeckÌì.rrd,
llubtn t t(yle
R:bln, Plovnlck.
& Flly
Ìlllllarrs et ûI
Lotit & llerr.anen

- rcle dcftnl-
tlon .

- role clarlÈY
- þle confllct
- tþle cÁærlaP

FOn¡íÀÎ,/PÍ€CESS

ll u¡e of case
stu¿ly ctÍplled
ard presented by
one team rsìber
to håve a
slm¡lated caseõ;ffi-ffi
lfãñEIÊ[Eherr
l¡teracÈlon åg
a tean.

2l dlec,¡sslon of
corGõf¡:ãfãE
to roles

HY fÐI,E/

¡ì¡I,OLìÆ¡IENI'

lssues relabed to role
deflnltlon for dlscus-
slon purposes

tu¡rdouÈ wltlr

I

ccMÞrr,/rNIER,¡\CIrctl

guency of lnteractlons
ln dlscr¡sslon a¡d
gave feedback re Bå¡rE

nature ard fre-

guestloùral¡e lters

than ttte rest

8q1e ÍeÍùers .rrere able to share
lnfor¡natlon regardfng prcaram
ard procedure noÈ kncÊtn by all
¡rsrùerB

pa¡tlclpaÈlon ln câse con-
, 2 nore actlvely lnvolved

feedback frcnt

InterprofeBBlonal
Perceptlon Scale
to læk at ¡olee for
nejÊ eeselon,
sugEestlon reJected bY
trerberBr r+trc proPosed
an ålter¡ate format
{1e. bralnstorÍúng)

- preess consultånt

- regOUrC€ DerAOn

- data qatherer

use of

íÞnt of all ne¡rbers

csl{brs ¡ ,\ssEssME¡[s

tff to prcßote lnvolve-

dlgcnsslon of very real role
confllcÈ8 lrhlù had æcr¡rredl
dlaer¡ssed ro}e o\¡er}ap ard pote*
ttaL confllct ln general

-trelpful er(erclse because roles on
the Èeå¡n lud rpt been clearlY de-
ftned, ard many Procedures tnd not
bee¡ r+e1l esbbllshed

-use of câse sÈudy was telPful ln
brtnglng to ltght areas wtrlch r¡e€d

attenttón reg.rrdlng roles ard pro-
cedures relâted to senrtce dellvery

.t

-tearn lder¡t,lfted a rced to develcp
Eocd raporÈ ard rnechanlss rrn,
before thetr erseload demards
l¡tcrease

-[Ere opeñr b,egrnnftg to-"rçfot"
lesuesl rþÈ Yêt readY to deal
oæ¡lv ulth con¡ttct - nray ¡ced
tà t¡ËreaEo ønfort leræI ff¡st

\o
-@-_{

to confllct but at/olded

of læklng after personal needs
for recognltlon, reslEct, etc.
ln order to PrcÍÞte truxlmJn
lnr,¡oh¡emp-nt

ldenttf led ttre lÍportsnce



sEsslcl

¡II
,tufy 27187

Âll Prose¡c

I lst duo
to ån
efæ19encv

N@RElICA¡J

BåCKGTq.[.D

PüT I

Int€

I

roRIBT./PAæESI;

ÞIe Perccptlcrs

rpeclaltsÈ
lgm æsl.
l¡g

Ergn

tcllvtty
er

nut¡a

lrtoploa

Brafnstornlml#

addressed each
dlsclpllne
proaentrIr

sÈ sl

Îtrcoryr

Þfy Ior,E/

I¡¡riÞLlÆXINI

ôl ot¡€rs gåvo
tblr perceptl,

3 lþ,¡ton

lsslEs r

t erçoctauñs

prcrtotæd furtl¡êr fn-
grfry ard cla¡lffca-
tlon

Sch¡et
lgan

tù,ots lt4flìs cn tltp
c!¡ùt, ltÀt¡¡ orgcr'-
lzÆd å¡¡d prtnted otÈ

cl geræral
dt¡cr¡sslon

dl reeultg re-
corded on fllp
cÌrârt

COrnNV!¡'¡¡EÎ¡ìCIIO¡

tls tnlo¡¡r¡È.lor¡ a¡rd
ill.¡t¡lbut¿d to tem)

- faellltabor
- õ'ãffier

.tjrrcugh dlecuealor, 1È !,ar dla-
coræ¡ed th¡b, clraracÈartgtlc¡ cor¡Id
be grq¡p€d lnto tcr¡r câtêgorlo¡t

- tr¡l¡rl¡rgr krurledge ¡ ¡ktlls
- task¡ 3 tu¡¡cÈldt
- perrorul ctra¡actart¡ttc¡
- rsl¡ttw ¡t¡Èr¡¡

otlsr t!¡e¡rs¡ ergryed repeatodly
througtþr¡E ths dlsq¡¡lq¡, lc.-

- Eerde! tssue!
- \È v.o. tàem, lsgueo
- organlzaLtonal, úange

co{'G}t¡s 3 åssDss}cnls

-tea¡n nerùerg gt¿t¡d t.}re o<erclso
ua! very hslpfut and cuggeeÈed
l€ reÈurn to r iÞre eJoarded
dlscu¡¡lon o! role¡ ltrãn ¡re* te¡¡t
¡neÍÈerE ( I O.T., 2 S.W.l a¡e
on boüd

-çneralty pollt ard nrtüally
support¡/B cll¡lttt

-Èo¡n tslÈ ærrfort¡blc sltì tl¡lr
a¡proach - fþ qtttsttåLlon

- lar rur¡rtrer
- àc$w prrttctpaUan

-tll¡ otcrct¡o prùably gronldod
recognlÈtql úd rrt¡tdatlcn tor rc¡rp
rrctÌbêrr, cla¡tllcaLtcn tor otlrer¡

r-tào percepÈtqlr r¡d eFectactcnr
of eadt dtoclpllnc ¡eeneå sarpr.+r¡t
fÈ*" qy 3"t om ntghÈ c¡ç€crur vfeû, of t¡c tttar¡tr,¡¡¡ r\

@
Fl



w

r¡.¡Sr¡È l¡lt?

Nl Pr¡o¡¡rÈ

tlr¡l trtoÈtng
tor O.1" r*þ
Jr!È Jot d

I
'¡,

.t

edîrü\l côttofl

Þur, I

¡l@ruilcÀt
B,¡€GfqND

I

¡ÞRH^T/PICCÎSS

trrtpta¡ of

¡l¡Iåy ¿ cil,

!¡rrtcrr to
offocUw
@ñ\¡¡rlc|tlon

crbb
l{t!., tr&¡¡Àrd,
tubtn c.Xltr

.org¡r¡t¿!tlon¡t
OurEi,

Coa

+trlltplr llnl-
tg6¿, hortæ.r-
tal llnkaget

X¡t*rluo
Bl¡Ìo ¡ lþl¡ton
Prày

lon
Com.nl,c¡Llon
bob,Don U¡ô tosn
¡rd th.

lu rorE/
D¡¡Ctt/¡lEN¡

tlûr cÌÞse¡ by
tà. t!¡n tor tD-
dlay'r rceoton
bæ¡u8o 'tt,r¡
prcb¡bly tlro

- pqrcepttve ol tlr6u
tDdoty. ård t€n¡ton

- o¡rçor¡¡¡god rolo¡¡o
å¡d contro¡¡Èôlton of
l!suo

- reaponrlvo to tìôtr
ærìcarÌLt| grcnoled
Èrust, rrd oqìlort
lswl by otlortng
to furll olt t¡0.

lnicsr.nu¡o

- c¡tjr¡¡¡l¡
- dt¡cls¡tdt
- ¡ccr-holplna

cwÞrvD¡r€RcTtc¡t

- PsychologttÈ ùd trurso ¡t¿Èod
tÌìey $Erc þtdl¡c b¡cl boc¡u¡c

. t¡Êy dlihrÈ rran! to dciîln¡to
üú lnLlrtctlon

- næh-rclwt¡¡ro to lpo¡l, hlgh
tevcl ot ÈGnrlon Þ!ädt irgrówaqEo t¡p€ turn€d oll

- ¡ddre¡¡ed re¡l ccrcorn¡ to ccants
uúcrtlcnr b.t$e.J¡ tlro progrra
¡¡d thc ¡c¡t o! ttra orgän¡iåttcn
tJrp¡ct, thlt lu¡ þd gl-thsr
por!ü¡¡,!y, prototrlan¡lly à¡drr ¡ progrr¡lt bcg¡¡r by rrti¡¿tng
fcolt¡gr brt, Fová¡ to-dl¡cr¡¡iq¡
ol dowlçttry ¡tr¡t6ll.r to
Prqlo t¡ clu'r9./rrfProrrcË¡t g

florlblc ltcr þC..,.
lorrt¡u¡g PrtP¡rodgor r€rrlo¡r buÈ,
¡ddre¡¡¡d th¡tr
modr r¡tì¡r tlu¡r
Frrrul¡g rV q.n
oEondal

lacttôtrtor
eh¡¡qe aqont

æFla)rrs 3 r\ssDs9ov¡¡

þc rcpuatoty vrf,
lneu renbor l0.T.l I
I to dtscuss trlrFosc I

13! 
rearlonr J

h¡¡ltttoi! trcn c¡tjur¡lr
trcroartr¡ t¡¡¡Èr G¡!¡r¡r¡¡ ¡¡Ú
cLtìoslqr

- ltt€íptl¡t to r¡dertt¡¡d o¡rvtrs¡-
rqr! ¡{ìd lcd< for portttn rayr
of doå¡t¡t vt$ d\tltct

- broalrtluan¡h tor porurat qútdo¡s,
ænlorÈ hwl - ¡uy t¡tc thlt lqn @
lor t¡¡n to ¡clssddg./râûlÈ - oq
P¡oblcnu - r'l

- g@d ttt b.Err¡ ¡ur ruùs¡ ùd . ' -
ruct, of t¡¡¡t prrvlauly tss.n to '
c¿clr oth¡ a¡ þd rDd(d ¡l¡¡.firn
fn oo¡s 14ta Cr,rtra for at y.¡s

- otpr.rr.d r¡tdt to a¡rg¡ça l¡ qì.
I t¡lrcÈ,lw -Dsûl6.rotvtr¡ ln ord¡r
to bro¡Jr rlcrar porcrtwd t¡¡¡t¡¡¡

- tuaue of srltdr¡rtt¡lttv ¡rd lo/¡ltv
to Dco¡ tadga Ce¡rt¡¡ r¡iy t¡Cori¡nt'



sEssrq{

v

Àugr¡sè t9/87

Àll Èt¡snte
buÈ, Þessd¡¡t
¡¡d ro¡h

a

CcÍfnlnlc¿Èlon

Dar-u 2

9fttìln th¿
Te;"r,

¡t¡otraa
by reveral,
renùars Prtor
to ¡aÚtc¡r

'rlEonEír¡C^L

B¡CXGü¡D

Int¡rpersonâl
ord eull grcup
co¡m;¡rlcaLton

clÞ
Flgher

Deàll¡g vlth
lntarpe¡eøul
oqltltcÈ

n¿¡tn

*rrrt r" *
CtÉngos

Ehds t P¡go'
rlücts t Yor¡ng
Sclreln
Scþn

t'.

ronlr¡\T/Pf€cEss

- oæ¡r dlsqlgglon

- U,!¡6 of teàl-
ltfe ørffife
lnr,rclvl¡g 3
to¡¡n.¡erùqr¡

lfr rolJ/
I¡¡VoLVtilÐrI

ol

spontåneci¡8
role.olav
l¡lclatBd by a
te¡n ¡rËnb€r

- elrr¡rôgdur¡o ol
rsal exarple to
dtacug¡ thl¡ leauer
t¡Èroduced toptc
of conlllct t68o1-
uÈfo¡r

- relôt¿d- !,rlfo¡¡¡¡r"u
ol ømi:nlc¡tlon
b¡ck to tè¡¡t¡ t¡¡st
a¡d edre¡ton a¡d
ærvlct deltverY

- provlded te€dbüc¡
trcri gJ6stlonnâ1.rêo
a¡d rete¡e¡æe¡ to
corm¡ntcaÈton ln
earlter s€sslons

- aurr¡¡rlzedr Provlded
b¡ckgrou¡rt lnfor-
nEllcn, encouraged
controntåtton of
Lgeræs

COTITNI/¡}I¡EN'Û¡IO{

- contlnu¡tton of laat 8€oglon,
tolt, fl t¡åd bæn ¡ tud¡g pol¡b
r,trere to go lrcn here?

- returnÞd to tssrs gl degroo o!
pütlclprÈlan by eadt re¡berl
tûdf¡rg tÈ ¡cnsttuÈ dtfflcult
þ alldres¡ and resolvcr buÈ dld
illrcr¡s¡ lÈ

- ¡oret¡Ì¡aÈ lesr lnteracttw f€t-
lupo dw to perrøu! strô8ses
h¡È, bsElnntni to ¡h¡¡o ¡iorc on
r psrlon¡l lewl a¡d dlscl¡eslon
Ee¡ur¡lly ¡ore free-llcrl¡g

- used ha¡douÈ arid
revlew of ecrie
ttreory to faclll
dlscr¡sslon¡

æm€.Irs 3 ÀssEssra]¡¡s

- looked tÈ st¡rættu. of trho
depar'tmnË årral hcht tûrlr proroto
åtd trùlbttt ctfoctlv€ @rmtn-
lcatlqr

- þgfrurf¡rS plurr to !¡elccí€ ård
l¡rcoryoraÈo Èr€ r¡8r, s.l'l.
begl,nnlr¡g neJÈ bee&

- t€an ldenLltled olerents of grcup
t¡e¡afy tn ¡c¡¡lø¡l ¡þl !æ¡r ¡g
tåreatanfag by arnbe¡r

- bêgtJr¡tþt tg hÂ\tr greåÈs¡ tr.¡st,
rf\fch alloÈd tor ¡ore cçe¡r ard
lpne¡È qrlrcntåÈlql gl l¡¡r.s ol
deqrr o! Frrtlcr,pùÈtoo by dltferøÈ
[EÍber¡

- gooil rorrlor tor t¡dlvldr,¡¡I $çÈrtltlor rorr ¡sÈer¡l l¡ærea¡¿d
undanteDdJng/t[fghÈ tor ot]re¡¡ rtt €rqh erçrereod c{rre¡È FerceP-tlon¡, tællnot .¡d G¡çoct¡tloru

- ¡pt ÞeU rec€ld
ry med rore t,ìan
thslrs

- factltt¡tor
- EEr'¡qõ aqer¡b
- resoulce Þer80n
- t¡alner

or
@
F{



sEsstot

vt

bpteñer 2/8

fio Polsor¡
abær¡È, dw
a¡Ptlur tprlt
€flrtttsr€nt,

e.

xl@nErlcÀtrJ

B¡CXGU¡p

ættlon rat
delayed orc

I

roRHÀT/PfCCtSS

tr€íbcJ¡,

8gr¡lcv of
prg$cso to
dåt€ à.ül
outstardlnE
lr¡ue c

ræ€¡r rr
¡æ¡¡be¡¡ lud
oÈlBt rÞrk
ccrfllltfier¡t¡

^utoLþrrpeuUlclr¡dol

. tl¡rÈ ¡e¡¡

lqf, tæh 3

lor bæ n€s
S.Ìt. rño h¡¿
Ju!È Jotn€d
taå¡rl

Iàrbtn

- Ìt¡le dett¡rl-
tlons

- tc¿¡F{r¡tldl¡g
Es Àn onTotJg
proc€sr, rr¡,ul-
l¡ tl€ ænÈÐßt
of se¡vfc-e
dotlrreþ

ft¡rì r€rîberg ô!
l¡dtvfdr¡l¡
(Sce Sos¡ton tl

-'dtgcusslon.
eharlng of ln-
for¡¡¡tlon ¡¡d
o<pectabfons

e'

Hv roLE/

D¡IÀ]LV¡}ENI

rcdel, tean
rsùe¡s ag tn-
dlvtdr¡¡ls

- brtet revlen gl
msÈestsl a¡d taaues
Provtou,sly ævared

- laclllt¡ted orchange
o! lntorm¡tton,
tdeae ¡¡d teell¡gc -
h¡d to re-læus as
te¡¡¡ ¡pÈ'reallv
adlrerelng.ænèornr

CEôII€NT/¡}I¡EN¡úTIOI

elçreseed by ner
ænber¡

- co¡ulder¡ble u¡E€rtâlnby on
tls. Fart- ol. ær¿ ¡tatt regürdlr,S
þlr roloe ¡¡d ts, tlrey-ftt tnto
tùa tean¡ orlsltng te¡.ñ uc¡r,l.¡ors
hld boe¡ 'dolnE 1¡-¡1¡'

lãt seoa¡¡tehr-1
I wttl¡ ti,¡¡ ¡ras' I

| ¡re¡r¡sr¡ ts.w.l I
I to dlsoua prr- |
I poeo ot aeaatoru 

I

- factlftaþr
- process consultånt
- resôurce Þer80n

- dlscusslon of orgü&¡ttonðl
.tn¡cÈuro of tean¡ leaderahtpt, u¡.ot4ctôl _) aUo^,s fðrlle*lblllty a¡d t¡¡prntton, bub
r.lEo creât€r uncertalnÈy r.tten
tlære a¡e m grldeltnee

ccm@¡rn¡ s åssEssl€¡vÎs

- îeå¡rì etçrerred de¡l¡o þ ralcqr8
ard orlent n$r rt-¡! buÈ r¡¡uu¡e
Ìs, to ptwêd

- lbtr rtatt teellng ur¡r¡¡e ol rolesr
tunsÈtqrl - rþ tonî¡I !¡ôy o!
aillressl¡rg tlrlr ettìln t}¡ -t¿am

- Sorc plarlz¡tto¡¡ reted bobÈ€n
ettfrUry toå¡! and lùræ nee teà¡r
¡rs¡borl

- Sesstqr EÉrtut lerr helptul tor
t¡oi¡o ¡¿Þ hd lttßnt€d prävtcu
lereloru, b¡È q$ holp to lnt¡odrs
n€w BsÈsst to ¡¡¡rlon¡ tn ¡
rnn-tlueatubg ray

- ltenben ¡pt¡d ¡er¡qrùl tf¡c¡
thrq¡gls¡È ¡r¡¡tsr t¡aÈ, håd tÈ
r¡cl-been t9r thtr prrcÈtc1¡ll, tJEy
r,Eirld rþÈ haw gotlan togot]rer -

to dlscus¡ trrrrer rahed todayn
te, -t}orc tr rÞ ûE€tlno il¡s i¡eÈ,
artde, anil n¡ e¡Èa rlw orlentåtlon

t

o
or
F{



iEsslol

vlr

$çtcrUer S/O

l. per¡sr
q,bse¡È dluc to
i tl¡s¡¡

þla Þercorr
tlons ard
bæt tlorus

Pôrt 2

l.¡en Uefiùa¡e

llIEORSTIC¡\L

B¡clGEJò@

S€ô So¡slon II¡

I
rcnmî./PSCCESS

lcr þI¡/
DW![,U]ü]tl

trhcÐry 16

EE rbers

Dl¡rcck

use ol lllp chart
to reærd dlsct¡s-

to

lon ol OI a¡d sW

roles üd tErt
tÌæso c¡n bo fn-

tactltt¡tod dtscug-
slon, encouagod
fi¡rtåer {tqt¡frY ard
lnferencee frst'
dlsct¡gslon

rærded resulLe
ol dlscrrslon re
O.1" åtd 8.1{. roles
ant prtnted ouÈ for
tsån

dåtå qatì€rer

faclltt¡tor

,¡to
teåJn

corÐIr/DrrER¡g¡¡ol

- lnloracÈlon lc8ú rFontanæut
tlra¡r usr¡all lese actlvE
pårtlclpaÈlon ln dtscruslon

- ofis new'r€¡ber atrared percep-
ttons rs hor eho h¡d bfilally
fell she ms Þùq t¡st¡d ot¡È
by taå¡n, ¡¡d ¡sl fæl¡
accepbed

- cc¡nlt¡rent to toptc aeered
tnlnlÍsl, even thcr¡gh te¿n
Ìuil choee¡ lt a¡d stated tÈ
rno rrery usetul

ccilcvrs ¡ ÀssEssrûx¡t¡

- ,,* norrUo., rþl qì¡¡tâ lunlllar
ard ønfortrble yet

- el{lrt!¡g nr.¡rber¡ t¡ytng to adJtJ.B¿
t¡ neu qlcg

- tssttng orr ¡ll ¡lderl Þ!'ñ æhoslcn
tn flr¡(, rcod perlod of ro-
ErctFl¡q

Fl
ol
Fl



;ESSlcl¡

WII

Septefter t6l8

Al! Present

ÎHEOREÎICAL

B¡€XGFqND

I

FOR¡{AT/PnæEss

Declston Krkt¡g
Xubfn, Plowrtck
ard Fry
Flst¡er
Chase et al

Inte!üscfplln-
ary @llalora-
tÍon¡
tlä¡goüs 6

Florelll
Iå¡se¡l
Wlllla¡¡p et, al
vslleÈuttl e
Chrfstcplos

Organlzattonal
Charger

Schel¡
Coe

Úslng ongotng
tagks ard rele-
vanÈ Præesses I

I(rm,les
Sclpn
Pårker & Itubln

deræl.oped by
three tea¡n
¡r€flùerB

¡ry RoLE/

II'¡IOLVEHENT

- on€ tean Íenber
assured res-
ponsfbilfty
presentlng

- rnl¡fngt tnr,¡olvene¡rt
as lnteractlon ver:v
good

- asked græstloru to
clarlfy potnts made

scena¡log a¡d
ørdtnatlnq
tÌþ dlecr¡sslon

- Íe¡rbers dls-
cr¡ssed ts,

- åfter dldcr¡sslon of
Bcenarlos, used

rætûd go âbont
¡rìakfng t¡es6
declslonsl

coòr¡E ¡rlIMrEn/\crlof

ha¡douts on
solvt¡g ard
tÍåklng to surnra¡lze
process tÌrey trad
wedl related
lûreonr to Þhat had
acturlly occu¡red lnt¡elr dlecr¡eslons

- hlgh level of pårÈÉlpaÈlon,
erJ€n trom $lleter reflùers

- scenarlog covered qlEsÈlons
regardlngr

U deltræry of Eenllce to
cllents

2) at lñat, level tn tlu organ-
lzatlon do certåln dectõlong
gef mad€?

3l tp,r do declslons get, nade
wltl¡ln tl¡e tea¡n? 

-who 
tras

l$r"uuotrtY, 
r€sronslbll-

4l BtrategteE. for lnt¡oduclng
charrge wttàtn tlre proqram.
t¡ê organlzatlon, i¡nil-tlre'
cumulty

- se'¡eral deelsfons r+ere actually
nade durlng tÌ¡e dlscusslons '

Bpectftc
dectstons

lesor¡rce ærson
- præess consultânt

ct-î@\rs r r\ssEssf{Ð¡¡x¡

- ¡rerùe¡s ¡¡ore ccrnfortable ln e¡ores-
slng oppostrry vlø.æ, coheslon ird
t¡ust level a¡€ l¡prÞvl¡g

- hlgþ ,fç,æl of partlclpar,!.on,
probabty duc tö træ fãct¡rai
I) rerbors hod omarshlp of, ârd

resFonBlblllty for, scenarlo8
a¡d dlscrsslon¡ tro ecenarloe
developed r,ere dlrectly rele+anÈ
to servlcÊ delfr¿ery a¡d otler
tean¡ t¿sks

2) lncreas€d ccnfort cn my part
b ."t"pptrrS back, allc¡^rt¡tS teå¡,r
ÍellÈers þ Èåke regponslbiuty
¡or præss

C\¡
oìrl



SESSICN

D(

lgpterber

OÉ ¡bsantæ
dtp to tllrc¡¡

aa

TTEONET¡CAL

Br€GfqJhtf)

De¡llm vfth
€onfllcL

Þlsher
Brlll.
LÈß & llarrârìen
Batley
Eetolle
Deutsch
n¿hf¡r

- q¡rce3 0l
cor¡lltct,

- posttlræ
åsF€ct¡ ol
conlltct'

- æntltcÈ
¡nanag€íEnt

roF¡.tÀvPl€Ess

- qe¡reral dlscus-
rldr

-J*o *on
of reâI exa¡o).e
on conlllct
EæFF6'*a¡1t
þ æn$en

!n rct¡/
¡l¡lo¡,t/E}o¡¡

- rtteryt€d to lnt¡o-

PqphologlsÈ
îßry lnst¡rurôr¡-
t¡I tn enæur-
ågl¡g t€¡n to
us€ thl¡ tonn
tn bi¡lch to
ær¡lror¡1, thle
t¡$E
pet-¡"tptftq
or¡blenreolvlm

-

dæe toptc ln a
threatenlng uay

- enæruaged tdenÈt-
tLcaÈtq¡ ol po¡ftt
fr¡¡ætlo¡s ol con-
tllct ln addltton
to n€Eôblve eftæÈ¡

ccùJrtln/¡¡nEn¡gltcût

- lntttål restÞru¡o rl¿¡9. nB¡i.ì/g!L9nê!0,
Èetuton, aroldaræe, ard ack¡g¿:
ledgerent of seEl,ttvlty ol
toplc area

- ¡Èterpt¡ to 'tresc1¡or tâcl¡ttâlor

- utlltzed botl¡ an
educåÈtw role¡ ln
prbvldlng tl¡æretl-
c¡l b¡ckgrol¡¡d re
contltcÈ, as $sll rt
tactltt¡Ètve rote,
bot}t conlront¡tlw
and eupportlve

- facllltator
- clu¡qe aqenÈ

Þ r€8ource Ergon

- uttrh crþcr¡rôgem¡tè, began to
t6vlgl, ô real co¡rlllol rit¡tch h¡d
æcr¡¡r€d, lE[{ lÈ håd been de¡tt
etUr, rnd tìa ùfpacÈ lt, had h¡d
on ¡ nuber of tsån ¡neÍùFrr a¡t€ll !r tJæ proEran

cq'$E¡rrs r ÂssEsslcltfs

- ln prep¡nÈlon for Urlt æartor,
I r4ac preparod to råÁ'Bgt tha
a¡é¡¡ o! co¡¡lllcl tlcn tÌs tleore-
tlcat perspccÈtw tt tê¡¡! lslbsrr
rq¡enrÈ ready to ænftglÈ seÂl
lsBuêt

- u3e ol real exarçh n¡d¡ tù¡ dl¡-

a¡d ra¡ ¡ valld Ì¡r. o! tllt -;

- faclllt¡Llw .klllt, rbillty to
romrln calrn, tlorlÞ,lc an! rcapcrrlw
tp t¡tdtvtdu¡l r¡d têå¡û r€€& vat
rÞ8! cnElol ln tlrlr !€rricn

r,r)
ct\
F{



sEgsrol

x

$eptenOer

Alt kesenÈ

Revler.,
ËãiGtton
ãEft:tõñe

Çroup 9tcrk
Iheory

Organlzatlonål
Develogænt

res termlJì¿tlon
ptuse

lGlb t Prolman

FON¡AT/PCGS

- revlei¡nd lssue
of ccnflder¡-
tlrl.lty

- dlscllsslon re
valw of tlp
sesslong ln
termg of teåÍr
crctæsltJ€ness
a¡d eenrtcs
dellvery

- evaluatlon by
verbal and
wrltten feed-
back

!fl ROLE/

I}.¡I¡CLI/R{EN¡

- prùnarlly eought
feedback frcn te¿¡n
re the r¡alue of tJlE
lnterventlon

- ackrrnledged rlsk
taken a¡d ccfintt-
nEJ¡t rnadê by teaÍl
ßErrbersr er<pressed
a¡preclatlon for
tletr partfclpatton

CIIITÞIT,/ INTETIÀCTICN

- conte¡t fær.¡ssed on sunnlng
ÌdÌìat had æcr¡¡red fn tÌ¡e
dlso.rsshg the degree to trtrlch
tt håd bêe¡¡ helpful, a¡¡l form¡-
latlng a plan to contl¡ue teåÍr
neetbgs on å regular bâsls

- group coheslon strong

- hlgh level of lnÈeÌactlon

- revlerEd lssue of confldentlal-
tty

co+{âns É t\ssEssMÐrrc

- ge{¡eraUy posltlve¡ m.rtrully
appreclatlve of erçerlerre

- scne dlfflculty Hltà closr¡re .
þcause re).atlorshtps Þd
developed

.ill
orrl



ÄPPENDIX 8

tIST OF TOPICS

FOR TEAI.Í DEVELOPMENT SESSIONS
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EULIIDTgqIEIINôEY-IEAE- DEVELqEEENI

rSEIç-ôBEôg

The fÊl 1,:,r"ring tapic areas far dirussic,n in team develapment
seSSi':'ns, were identi f ied in ttre f irst 5e55i,:rn" It r.ras re':r:'gni zed
that Sc'fne ASPetrtS Of meny C'r al I t:,f theSe tc,pic Arees r'rr-,Ltld

tikely be addressed in eaclr sessiúnr but that it w':uld be ugeful
to chsose sne ¿r-rpic as the fc,cus fc,r each sessic,n- The topics åre
not listed in any,trder af priority as it was decided t,: pri,:ri:e
Ên a weelrly basis.

ROLE DEFINITION -discipl ine-speci fic
-where da yaut belc,ng?
(individual r Pr'f fessi'rn, Pr'lgramr tlentre-¡

cor'rrfuNIcArI0N :i:.t;:1" :,::.::".
-with ttre rornrnunity

DECISION-l"lAKING -hc,r.r are decisisns made?
-r,rho is invc,lved-/
-spheres of influence

INTERPERSONAL DYNAÎ'4ICS -getting to knaw each c,ther
-Iearninç¡ hc,w to helP each c.ther
cúpe with/reduce stress

CONFLICT RESOLUTION -dealing effectively with cc'nftict
frc,m various sources

-rnay c'ver I aP aI l otlrer ar eas

BRINGING ON NEt,, TEAIÍ mEf'lBERS -prtrviding suppctrt
-providing goad c,rientatiqn
-inc,:rparating in tearn
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APPENDIX 9

TNTERPROFESSTONAL PERCEPTION SCALE
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Flgure 3-6 lnterprofesslonal Perceptlon Scalo

Answer thc following Íæms in relation to Your Own Profession

Pononrtnlhl¡
pml¡r¡lom

l. l¡r csnPrtad

¿ tlrlvr:lT-.l¡tms¡rf

& tÍrd¡nt¡rd lho capû!ür¡
ol oô¡rfsl¡¡¡¡on¡

. ¿3. 

^rD 
t{Crl, æünsd $th eû

wclrr of tho Padcnt

6. Gomcltfìat ctu¡¡cl¡ on oü¡or
. trofæsbod ùcíttorl€¡

0. Ar. hlgttlY lüÈd

1. Erpecl loo rllt¡Ctl ol otlror profocrlcu

O. tlsv. r tIgñ.r strü¡ üu¡ì ollw'
trof.ts¡ons

(

0. A¡l wY dclen¡ån ùot¡t lltst
prolæ¡borl grtrggsüva¡

10. Thrll othro' PrdcoslutC
Inlgmnb

11. 8.1ûtt ult otlrcr¡' folers¡ctd
údco

l¿ Futt ut!¡r th¡ csp.Dilü€! ol
ollrpololllm¡

13. Do mt cæpcrate wc[ wlth
oll¡Í pnÉc¡¡lon¡

l¡1. 
^r. 

çol Elh¡d

lg. t{ryt good rshüðn¡ wlth othr
gr9f.ldü¡

lldìYodd
Yc¡¿fr¡wci?

ligrrWdrdOlñ¡r
tle¡¡th Prolcr¡¡o¡b

Arcwcí

llorWc¡d
Oürllc.lüt

Prsl¡s¡¡æ¡¡¡S¡Y
You¿ln¡rs¡d?

TTIJE FAI,SE

go
oo
o o

o o

CI o

o

o

tr

o

g

o

o

o
o

tr

o

tr

tro

o

'o
o

o

o

o

ÎruÊ F r,sE

o

o

o

g

o

o

o

o

sol
g

o

o

o

tr

tr

o

E¡

o

o

o

o

ô

o

o

o

o

t-..

o
o

Tru€ FAI.SE

o
,o

g

o
oo
uo
go

Iioo
Ilo o

lo o
I

l" o
I

.o o

oo
oo
oo
o

oo

iour""', Dntañ;s Â^4 Gelir, (tere)
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Interprofessíonal ReløÍonshíps 39

Flgure 3-S lnterprofessional Perception. Scale

Answer the following iæms in rclation to this profession:

Pt¡onc lR lN¡
trolo¡¡lo¡r

l" Ärr cørpclanl

2- H¡ra vc¡y ltüo frtoñoírf

3. uodoc¡¡¡t<t tho cåpúõü..
ol yort prol.s¡br¡

a. ¡r. tr¡Cltly csæom€d with üt.
woü¡r¡ ol ûra p¡!.ol '

6. Somotknss.flcroadr olr yo{.r
fohss¿or¡e¡ tefiltory

ô. An lúghly chbd

7. &Þ.ct bo msdt oú yoø profocrbrr

E. tl¡il . h¡Ch,r ¡t¡¡us thgl yoú
golesrbn

0. ¿f¡r wry d.lcru¡ð.òod ürcf
pttl.¡¡bñ¡¡ fa.ogslhr.t

10. Tru¡l færr prdr¡s¡qrd
þdgrr¡.nt

I t. S€ldorn ¡!¡( yoú grol.¡¡bfl¡¡
a¡tnlc¡

t2. Fuly utilrc tlrc ceprôEttcr ol
yqr folorsb.r

t3- Do æl coopcrato wcl rlth
ttqt prol€sbo

ta. 
^r. 

w¡l brlr¡d

t6. t{¡rr good r.hüoû¡ slth tEú
Drof.r¡b¡

How Wor¡d
Yor, 

^n¡nr?

How WedC
Thry Anrwol

¡low WerU nr€y
Sry lhat Yotr
A¡rswcred?

IRUE FAI.SE

o o

o

o

o

o o

o o

o

c¡

o

oo
oo

18UE FAlsE

o

o

o

o

tr

o

o

o

tr

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o
o

IRUE FA¡SE

tr o

tr o

o o

o o

b o

o o

o u

cl E

o o

o o

o tr

o tr

o o

.o o

o tr
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APPENDIX 10

SUMHÀRY OF ROLE DESCRIPTIONS
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AEIIY!Û-EqEKEE

f ra¡.nins/Kcsgledse/9tsrLLs

-di verse bac llqr,:,ltnds
-past image oi "babysitter" and "bLtsy-w.:'r[í"
-i"net.t1i perceived as. doing garnest cooking'
-ao* focus 'ln therapeutic appraach
-new and developing area in terms 'lf roles and

la=k=LBunç.È!9Eg

-educatión and re-educatian c'f clients and caregivers
re abi'lities

-develops prc'grams fcr activities and functic'ns
-p1 ans ""o';::;i;:";t:, l';:1":::::":,;: :,?""3ïii';TE='="

developiÃg sel f-esteem, t¡nf iden':e
devel ,rpi ng l ei sur e ski I 1s
i mpr,:,vi ng rn*t i vat i an
prtrrrncrt ing creative retirement

-r eÉrfrd i ng /rePt'r t i ng
-suPervising valunteers

Pgtsseal -Qbereglet i EgLsE

-versatile, flexible
-creat i ve
-kind, understanding
-good listener--getiing to know wtrat people like
-Patient
-c,rgani =ed
-high "n.igy, 

haPPy, willing to "be t-here"
-auif ity to be ob jective, open-rninded
-abilitY to motivate

9!e!c=

-low status, not viewed as a profession
-insights aåd recommendations rnay be disregarded due tc'

above e.S; Ã't¡' usually has gooã rapport and trusting
- ,relationshiþ with client, and can share

different periÀption of social skillst but
other professionals often dontt see this

lrandicrafts

st andards
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ËL E EK - T Y E IST ¿EE g-EE I I qN I SI

Ir.e!rins/Kqecl-edse/9ErLL=

-knc,wIedçte c,f medical terrnin,¡lt,9Yr grÀrnmar r etL-.
-knc,wled-ge and understandinç +f staff and pr¡rgrams

Duties

-tYP i ng
-ordering suPPlies
-ph'--'ne ånd in-person reteption
-rerord-lleePi ng r f i I i ng

Eelsega!-c hêlagt etf g!!gs

- " pe':,p I e per sc.n "
-¡:,:'mmuniCat¡r
-able tc, r:eIate tc, clients, team, D"L.rl:entre and cr-'rnmutnity

-r:'rgani ¡ed
-efficient
-dependable :

ELalcs

-crucial to running of the Prùgram
-helps; Professional Ísm

admi ni str at i on
PubI ic relations
time factor
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HqIE-EgaNqIIgr¿
EôEILY-gIUDIEg

fralni ¡glKCe,'rledqg/9!i r !s

-tln¡r¿l edge re nut r i t i c,n t
family dynamirsr the¡ries

c¡f whol e 1i f e-
devel c,pmental
f r,=rn Pre-

cc,nception to death
-knurwledge crf budgets and
fÍnancial management, and
':'lunself ing skil1s re
SAfne
-skitl in working with
,:lilents ånd':åreqiVers

Iesk=/ECnc!i ons

-,:runsel 1i ng c I i ents and
¡:aregivers in the areas
'¡f nutritic'nr financial
management, fami IY
dynamics and
developmental stages
-front-line perEon ta
deal with problems in the
client system

Personal Characteri st i cs

-good coíllîuni cator
-peop J. e-or i ent ed
-diverse in skiIIs

9!s9s=

-Iower status and PaY
(related to being a

. female-dorninatedr helPing
profession )

EEgEBô[
gAqBSINêT8B

-manacement sllills
-kn¿w1 edge ,¡ f P,rI i,: i es
and pr*cedures
-ltn,rwledge af budgets and
financial rnanagement

-adrni ni strat i ve tasks
-deveI ¡:,pment øf p*1 i ,: i es
and procedr-¡res rel ated to
pr '3qr am

¡f fam-ily
-knc'wl edge
SPAn e

stages

-participate in
devel aprnent

the
and

implementatien of ongoing
Prügrarns
-communicate and problern-
s,f,Ive with cl ient systemt
staff facility' IIHSC' and
Ê 'lfnrnuni ty

-abi I ity to communicate
and be assertive
-organi:ed

-lawer status related tc
discipline and to gender
i n a rnal e-domi nat ed
faci I ity based on the
medical rnodel
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NUEEE

ir c tn tqs.Ltíes g I-cés.cl.9 r¡- i Le

-diverse training, n,¡t strictly rnedically-based
-kn¿wledge ab¡ut di agn,=ses, diseases, medicati¡:,nEr res':'urÈes
-use c,f assessrnent scales and t'r'rls

re=kelEcogtien=

-direct service to client: helping/careçliver
assessment
ccunsel I Í ng
edutc at i ¡n

-,¡i th tearn and cc,mmr-rni ty: slrare kn¡wl edçte re c I i ents
re ference/res,¡ur':e PersÊ'n
prc,vide consultati,:n & edutcatic,n
publi.: relati¡ns

-r eseaf .: h

Perqonal Character ist ics

-'3pen and warm ':'fmmunicator
-understandi ng, tol erant
-flexible, br*ad-minded
-sutPPi:,rt i ve

9!etce

-relative lack c,f status
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qçquEôuaNêt-rHE8ôergr

KnegLedsel,Ir.ainrns/9Er! !s

-phYsiologY, badY mechanics
-grL-luP dynarni cs
-adaptive activities

ie=k=lFcncËigss

-cagnitive assessment and re-traininçt
-assessrnent s f '-rr app I i ånc es t ai ds
-4. D. L" assessments, management, and rehabi 1i tatir-rn
-perceptual assessrnents and training
-adapt inçl hc'mes f or accessi Þi I i ty
-çtrÊup facilitation
-patient education

Ee¿=ener -Çher,es!er, 
i 5t i ss

-abilitY tcr rnotivate
-suPPrrrtive and sensitive
-good cc,mmunication skills
-ãoifity to relate well to '¡ther dis¡iplines

9!a!.u=

-status dependent upan the orçlanizationt the
the team

-sften have to colrnterract an oversimplified
,:thers have of their Profession

program and

perceptiun that
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EEYgEgLgÊI9I

ïlei ni qs /-6sev.LeéscL9Erl-lc

-expert clinician
-trained in di f f erent treatment rnc'dal i ties: indivi duals

,:,:,LlP I eS
fami I i es
grÉuPs
organi=atic,ns

-kn,=wledge and skiII re numeraus therapeutic aPPrÚaches
-knowledge ef psychc.logical thectries

Tasks/Funct i ons

-assess¡ment c,f funtt i Lìni ng: cc'gni t i ve
emr--'t i,:,nAl
per sc,naI i tY
t-'t g¡¡¡ r-rp S/r: h¡I ¡¡Q Í rl aI

-ext ensi ve ':ßunseI I i ng and psyc lì':'t lìer åpy
-c I i en t advr-,c ac y
-tea,:hing: clients

families r'
staff

-reference/res,:'urc e Per scn
-¡c,nsulting, assisting in prablem-s,:,Iving (s,¡rnetimes tlre
abject gf-unrealiEtic expectati,=ns re "perfc,rming rniråc1e5"

-trase management r report-writing
-research
-adrninistrative functions (related to position rather than
t¡ disciPline)

EeLgsn êL-Qber eç.t stlgt i c 
=

-supportive, understandingr Påtient, tolerant
-objective
-flexible
-"people Person"
-.issert i ve, di P1 ornati'c
-ability to be confrc'ntati'rnal wittr staff

with client sYstem

S9a!.cs

-higherstatusonteamandinfacility'butlowerthan-
medical staff

-aPPeerstobedependentupongenderinthisorganization
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gSCIAt-HABKEB

KnecLedse/Ir.eleins/9k!!L=

-generalist training
-knor¿ledge af res¡urt:es
-deal with relationships and gr'f,up dynamics
-liaison v¿ith,:ther w,:rkers

Iêsks./Eunggi oeE

-assessment and c,:,unsel I i ng --psyc hogoc i al
--i ndi vi dual
--c nup I es
-- fami I y
--grouPs

-gr'f,up faci I itati'fn --cGnferences
--farnily conferences
--therapeutic çtrsuPs

-crÍsis intervention
-resource findingr referral
-practical assistance
-counselling and referral related to financial and legal
concernS

-patient education
*r.¡les overlap with those of rnany .-¡ther disciplines

Eergsoel-Cber ggt er, i E!,i sE

-empathy
-rcmmunication ski I Is
-pat i enc e
-hi çlh tol erance f c.r f rustr at i qn

Slgtgs

-status utsually dependent upcn individual personality and
the organi zat i c,n
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COMMUNICÀTION
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NTES_AN- gqUIUNIEôIIA!

f gr,-di EgusE i'trE-Pgr P'!seE

Eag!ots_sht -=b_cf f esÈ_!¡f gtOqt i eA-f I qsi

l.geographical and architectural factors
-1 c,,: at i cn
-actre55
-barriers tc, quiclr and c,pen cc,mmunicati'¡n

!" forrnal lines of authority or status
-is partiripation in terms,=f frequency, ':rderr or
cantent l imited to fgtmÊL I i nes'?

-best sources,rf infcrrrnatic¡n tc, salve a prtr'blem will
vary witlt the pr,rblem

S"degree to which participants feel free to participate,
challeng€lr and express opinions

4" I eadership
-many agls nf leadership ratlrer than ¡ne leader
-depending uPc.n the situation and the problem to be

s'--¡Ivedr di f ferent people €an and slr':uld assune
I eader sh i p

S"atmosphere of trusü
-aI 1¿ws f ¡t¡r c I ar i ty, 'fPenness and lr,¡nesty in

ccrrnmurnication

$oqe-i mggrLag!-el ernent=-of -ggqmgtr!ç.êt 
i Sn

-active listening
- feedbac k
-se1 f-di sc I osur e
-,:Dnstruct i ve con f 1 ict
-sense of humour
-nan-ver bal ': 'fmmun i r at i on
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DECI SION-MÀI(ING À¡IÐ PROBLEM-SOLVING
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EEE -EçI M - E B Q E t E E 
= 

SA t V ! NÈ - Ô N A - Þ E Ë I g I 9 N - E ô K ¡ N E

E¡oÞ!eo:so!v!q9-Ogdel
Assegsment

-defining ttre Prc,bIecr-
Iv

Anal ysi s
-qeneråt ing aI ternat ives-

I

.t
Choi ce

-selecting the "best" alternative-
I
.t

Act i on
-i mp I ernent i ng the sc,l ut i r-rn-

.'
Eval uat i on

-testing haw well the selutic'n wc,r[:ed-
t
I

r¡At each stage in the pr*blem-s¡Ivinq pr,=,:ess and in moving
fr,¡m one stage to the next, decisic.ns are made.

Degi. si ss_mats!trs_gheg.E!!E!

1. lhat exactly are we trying to decide?
-uhich stage of prc.blern-solwinq are we in?
-is every qne in agreement ab¡ut this?

3. !þ9 needs to be involved?
-who has valid and necessary inputs inte the
assessment, the generatir:n .=f alternatives, ett.'¿

-r¡ho must be involved in the implementationr and
therefore needs to understand and be tornmitted tc,
the decision?

3" Hgw

4. tlhen

are people ta be involved?
a)directly i.e. actually malte the decisians
b)consulted i.e. invc,lved before the decisi--,n is

made so that tfrey can give needed inforrnatian
and opinions

c)infor¡ned i. e. informed r=f the decisiqn made

wi I 1 the dec i si on be r¡ade?
-one person should be identified frorn the
beginning as the one "in charge" of making sure
that the decision gets rnade by a certain time-

R.^ti.,.Plo,rn¡ck Âr\d ÉeY (rrrs)
I*gco;ìr'q *['e C**o(À)Alo^.] oF Leeá
pp t41- I s5 
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ROLE DEFINITIONS
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BSLE-PEEI N I rrcNE-.IN - ]EA!! g 8K

lfembers rff muLtidig,:iplinary tearns åre e_vrpected t,_,
':oc,rdinate activities thrrugh ,:LìEperatirf,n and
¡ollaboration-This inv,tlves a pr'l':ess ':'f w,:lrking t,-roether witlrshared goals and phi l,¡soplry, and an understandinq of the
Pr'trf essi¡:tnal and individural ski lIs, kn¡wledge and characteristi,:s,¡f eac h ,_rther-

Iqpottatt_aspggts_gf _role_def!nL!i eni
ROLE EXPECTATICINS

ROLE DEFINITION

ROLE CONFLICT

-internal and external
-each mernber strives tr maintain cc,ngrLrenËe
between her internal values and ideas and
expectations frr,m external seurces

-based ürl yr¡¡¡¡ previ':'Us ey¡periente, b,=ttr
persc,nal and pr,-rf essignal , what âFÊ /r_ru¡expectatians abgut lrow y,rlr str,:uld betrave
Ðn this team?

-what da others on the team e:,lpect af yau?
-what d,: y,=u e:rpect ,¡f them?

-rc,lC_cIa1i!y is the cr¡nditi¡n where team
mernbers have a perfe¡tly clear under-
standÍnçt of tlreir .j'rb resF'¡nsibi Iities
and these of others

-qc'le____ggþigui!y ,:an resul t when
expertations are not ËIeårIy defined
and cornmunicated

-interdiscipl inary studies !rave sh¡t¡rrr.ì
that there is,=ften littie c,-_rnqruenr:e
between the way a professi,¡n defines its
rfr.rn rrlles and the way others define them

-are the roles of your tearn members
cl ear 1y def ined and csrnrnunicated',..

-between sel f and 'fthers e.çt . beinçt
aslred to limit treat¡nent to rnedi,:aI
needs when you bel ieve in a [r,rl istic
approach

-between several '¡tlrers i. e. when tw,r ,:r
rnc,re ,:ther team members rnake demands on
you that are inconsistent, and tl.¡us in
conflict

-role c,verload i"e. rnultiple dernands and
expectations being placed ,fn yLìu, to the
extent that you cantt rneet them aII and
thus e:,tperienr:e c':n f 1 i¡t
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ROLE OVERLAP -is likely ts occurr in rnultidisciplinary
teams utili=ing a hc.Iistic appr*aclr t':
servire del iverY

-team member= ,rf ten trave simi Iar llnc'r¡Iedge
base, expertations and gøaIs f*r patient
rrêt-Er and the dif ferences in what they
have t,: ¡f fer rnay nr-,t be delineated

-a trertain amc,unt ,=f rc'Ie t'verlap rnay be
desirable ånd benefi':iaI ti¡ Patient ':åre

-i f nc,t addressed, rc'Ie ¡'verlap can have
s¡-rme negat i ve ef f ects '-rn tlre team and
ultimately c,n service del iveryr e" g'

defensi veness
territc,riality
fear of lr:ss nf status
resistance t¡ sharing inf'¡rmatirn
independant and paraIleI fun':ti':'ning/

unnecessary duplicatic'n '=f work

ROLE NEGOTIATION -teams are n'=t static--tfrey have tlre
capacity for gruwth, rhange and self-

renew.i. Therefc're r¡Ies åre surb'je':t
to ronstant negotiation that is never
comPletelY final ized.

-role negotiation requires great
flexibility 'rn the part of tlre tearn
and its individual rnernbers

Eur.ee=e-!q-eddreEEi trq-toLec-!n-leËo-deYe!ogqest :

-t,= þrornote a çtreater utnderstanding Êf each team mernberts
r,¡Ies and hsw ttrey are interlocked

-tc,provideanopp.=rtunityforÍnter-profesgionaldiscugsic.n
abc¡ut exPectat i,:ns and f eel i ngs

-tadealwithfrustratians,uncertainties,andactual'fr
patential conf l itts in å sLtPP'¡rtive atm*splrere

-to pramc,te aptirnal service delívery by the effe'-tive utse

¡f aI I tearn mernberst roles
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EUESTIONNAIRE FOR TEAI.I

Dat e

E!eeEe_!,i r,: I e_responses

f.. Is it clear to you what your role is on this team?

not at al I sorner¡hat neurtral sornewhat very
c I ear unË l ear ,: I ear ,: I ear

2" Are the roles of all other tearn members clear to you?

nct at al 1 scmewhat neutral sc,rnewhat very
clear unclear ,:lear clear

3" How comfortable are you with overlappinq roles?

very somewhat neutral sc,mewhat very
unc¡mfortable uncgmfc,rtable ,:,rmfr¡rtabIe,:omf,:,rtable

4. How comfortable år€r you in comrnunicating your ideas, opinions
and concerns to other team rnembers?

ver y gomewlrat neutr al s'f mewhat ver y
unc,¡rnfortable uncomf,=rtable ':'trmfDrtåbIe cornf¡rtable

5. Hoc, comfortablEr are you in confrsnting other team members when
you are in disagreement with thern?

very somewhat neutral somewhat very
uncomfortable uncomfortable ,:,fmfortable comf¡rtable

6. To what extent are the knowledge, skills and expertise of al1
team me¡nbers being utilized in your program?

not at all a little somewhat quite a bit futly

7. To what extent ère yggE knowledge, skills and expertise being
utilized in your prograrn?

not at all a little sømewhat quite a bit fully

2L6



A" For each of €he foller;ing Program activities, please indicate
hoç¡ often:

A" ôgse=sgen9

A1. You have the epportunity to exPress your cpinion.

never rarel y gc,atet i mes r-tsual 1y al ways

A2. You feel others are listening to you"

never rarely sernetimes usually always

43. Your ideas are accepted by others.

never rarel y sc,met i mes usetal 1 y aI ways

B. Çatre-plaonitrg

B1- You have the opportunity to express your opinion.

never rarely scrrnetirnes usutal Iy always

B2- You feel others are listenÍnçt to yau.

never rarely sornetimes usually always

Els" Your ideas are accepted by others.

never rarely sometimes usual 1y always

C. Tqeateee!

Cl. You have the opportunity to express your opinion.

never rarel y sc,rnet i mes usual I y aI ways

C2- You feel others are listening to you-

never rarely sc'metirnes usual Iy always

C:t. Yqur ideas are accepted by others-

never rarely semetines usually always
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D. Svef,CLI -Erqgr gm-El aqni Dg

Dl.. You have the oppartunity to express your epinion.

n=.r"t r ar eI y =amet i rnes utsual 1 y al ways

D2" You feel others are listening to you.

never rarely sc,rnetimes usual 1y always

D3. Your ideas are accepted by others"

never r ar el y scmet i rnes usutal I y al ways

2" In your opinion, what is the quality øf the service
currently being received by Prtr'çlrarn participants?

pÉ'¡fr sL-rmewhat satisfact+ry Qrsr:rd exrelIent
satisfact,:ry

10. In your opinion, how effective is your current use of the
multidisciplinary team appraach in terms of the following:

a) assesgnent

Pcúr sc'met"hat sat Í sf actary qr¡nd extel l ent
satisfact,:ry

b) establishing care PIans

poúr ssrnewhat satisfactary gc,ad excellent
_ satisfactc,ry

c) case conferencing

pc.qr somewlrat sat i s f actar y qsod ey¡¡eI I ent
sat i s fac tor Y

d) ongoing treatment

poer sqmewhat satisfactory çtood excellent
satisfactorY

e) sharing of client-related information among tearn members

pE.'-Jr scrmewhat satisfactory gar'd ev:ce1 lent
satisfa¡tc,ry
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f ) sharinçt of knor¡ledge, perspective and expertise arnong
tea¡n rnembers

pc'r¡r somewhat satisfactr'rY çt'rc'd er:ce1 lent
- satisfaut':ry

g) Iiaison with family/significant others

pßc.r s,¡mer¿hat sat i s f ac t or y qac,d exc el 1 ent
- -iisfactoryládl, ISldr-LUf y

h) liaissn with involved ccmmunity services

pc'trr sc,mewlrat satisfactary qa*d excellent
SatiSfa,:t,-rrY

i) discharge planning

poc,r s¡¡rnewhat satisf actory çtc,c,d ex¡el lent
satisfartnry

11. In your opinicn, to what degree is your tearn meeting the
needs of prograrn participants in the followinq areas:

a) medical/physical health

not at all a tittle ssrnewhat quíte a bit greatly

b) emotional well-being

nst at all a Little Erfrner.rhåt quite a bit greatly

c) social functioning

not at al I a littIe somewhat qr-tite a bit greatly

d) rnental heal th

not at all a little somewhat quite a bit greatly

e) support and information to farnily

not at all a little sornewhat quite a bit çtreatly

f) åccess to cornmunity services

not at aI I a little sc,rnewhat quite a bit greatly
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L2" De any of the following factors make it difficult for you to
do your job as well ås you would like to?

a) insufficient training or experience in specific
treatmFnt rnodal ities?

never rarel y s¡met i mes ,=f ten always

b) prablems.in tearn functianing?

never rarely s,=metimes r-rf ten al ways

c) the physicat environment of the progra¡n?

never . rarely sc,metimes ,¡ften always

d) prograrn structure and policies?

never rarely sr-'metimes often al ways

e) other?

13- a)How r¿ould you rate your current level of job satisfaction-/

very sarnewhat neutral sornewhat very
dissatisfied dÍssatisfied satisfied satisfied

b)How would you have rated your level of job satisfaction
6 months ago?

very sc,rnewlrat neutral sornewtrat very
dissatisfied dissatisfied satisfied satisfied

14" Do you have any other comments or suggestions?

a) regarding ways in which your team functioning could be
iraproved?
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b) regarding ways in which your service delivery cc,uld be
i mproved?

c ) other-r'

THANK YOIJ"
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RESULTS OF PRE- A¡ID POST-INTER\¡ENTION QUESTIONNÀIRE
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QUESTTOT{NATRE FOR TEAM

l" Is it cle

Scale 0

Pre-test Post-test Change Post-test Only
33
34+1 3
34+1 4
44 1
34+1

2. Are the roles of all other members clear to you?

Scale 0

not at all
clear

not at all
clear

very
uncomfortable

very
uncomfortable

to

to

to

4

very
clear

4

very
clear

4

very
comfortable

Pre-test Post-test Change Post-test OnIy

3. How comfortable are you with overlapping roles?

Scale 0

33
33
33
44
14

3
4
I

r2IJ

44
3

333
443
22

Pre-test Post-test Change Post-test Only

4. How comfortable are you in communicating your ideas,
opinions, and concerns to other team members?

Scale 0 to 4

very
comfortable
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Pre-test Post-test Change Post-test Only
4
3
4
3
3

4
3
3
3
1

+1

+2

4
4
4

5" How comfortable are you in confronting other teammembers
when vou are in disagreement with them?

ScaIe 0

very
uncomfortable

to 4

very
comfortable

6. To what extent are the knowledge, skills and

Scale 0

Pre-test Post-test Change

+1

+1

not at all

33
23
33
23

4

3
3
3

3

2
2
I

Post-test Onl-y

4

fu11y

Post-test Only

1
4
1

3
3
2

to
not at all

Pre-test Post-test Change
+1

+1
+1

2

7- To what extent are your knowledqe, skills and expertise

Scale 0 to 4

fulIy
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Pre-test Post-test Change

+3

*i
+1

Post-test Only

B" For each of the foflowinq proqr

Scale 0 to 4

always

3
3
1

4
3
3
3
3

4

3
2
2

never

1" You have had the opportunity to express your opinion"

Pre-test Post-test Chanqe Post-test Only
Assess-
ment

Care-
planning

Treatment

+I
+1

4

3
3
0

4

3

3
2

4

4
4
4

4

4
4
3

3

4
4
3

+2

4
4
3

4
4

3

4
4
3

3
4
2

*1

;

.l

+1

3

4
4
2

3

;
4
2

3

;J
3
3
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8" For each of the following program activities, please

2. You feel others are listening to you"

Pre-test Post-test Chanqe Post-test Only
Assess-
ment

Care-
Ptañinq

Treatment

+1
+1
+1

Program
Planning

For each of the following proqram activities, please

3. Your ideas are accepted by others.

Pre-test Post-test Change Post-test Only
Assess-
ment 2

4

3

3
2

4

3
3
3

4

4
4
3

:
3
4
3

3

3

3
0

3

3

3
2

3

3
3
2

2

Ĵ
3
2

*1

*i

.]

+1

+1

4
3
4

*l

+1
+1

4
3
4

4
4
4

3
4
3

3
3
3

*?

*t
3
3
0

4

3
3
3
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8" 3" Contrd

Pre-test Post-test Change Post-test OnIy
Care-

-ptanninq

Treatment

*t
+1

+l

+1

9. In your opinion, what is the qualj-ty of service currently
being received by program participants?

4

3
3
3

4

3
4
3

3

3
4
3

3

J

3
2

3

;
3
2

2

3

3
3

*1

+1

+1

4
3
3

4

3
3

3
3
2

Scale

Pre-test

0

poor

Post-test

poor

3

3
4
1

3-
4

4+1 3

4-2
3+2

to 4

excellent

Change Post-test Only

4

excellent

10. In your opinion, how effective is your current use
of the m

Sca1e 0
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:
2
3
1

;
3
1

3
3
3

1

J
4
1

c)

Pre-test Post-test

a) assessment

establishing care plans

23

case conferencing

2

N,/e
2
1

ongoing treatment

N/A
3
1

Change Post-test OnIy

-1

+3
*?

+3
+1
+2

3

3
3
2

2

3
4
3

2

3

4
3

+1

+1

4
3
1

3
3
I

b)

+1

+1

2

d)

0
3
0

3
4
1

e) sharing of clj-ent-related information

-1

-1

*ì

f) sharing of knowledge perspective and expertise

-1
+3

3

4
4
1

2
3
1

2
3
I

33

33
43
14
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s)

Pre-test Post-test

liaison with family

33

33.24
12

liaison with community

Change Post-test Only

+2
+1

-;
+1

2
2

N/A

3

;J
4
0

i ) rlischarqe planning

*10

N,/A
3
2

3
2
1

2
2
1

3

3

3
1

h)

3
3
3

3

4
4
3

3

4
3
3

*10

N/A
3
2

11" In your opinion, to what degree is your team meetinq
the needs of program participants in the following
areas:

Scale 0

not at all

Pre-test Post-test
a ) medical,/physical health

22
N/A

2
2

emotinal well being

to4
greatly

Change Post-test Olry

2
N/A

3+1
+1

b)

+1

3
4
3
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Pre-test Post-test

c) social functioning

2

3
4
3

d) mental health

e) support and information to family

3

N/A
3
I

f) access to community services

L2" Do of the followin factors
ou to do our iob as well as you

to?

Scale 0

never

Post-test

Change Post-test Only

+l
-1
+1

make it difficult

to4
always

Change Post-test Only

3

3
4
4

3

3
3
3

3

3

:

+1

+1

+1

+1

1
3
2

2
3
3

3
3
3

+2

3

3

3
3

33
23
32
23

2
3
2

2
1
3

Pre-test

a) insufficient training or experience in specific treatment

2

1
2
1

1

1

1
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Pre-test

b) problems in team functioning

1

N/A
1
2

1

N/A
2
1

d) program structure and policies

other: stil-I short team members
organízed policies and
procedures at times' lack
of administrative support

13"

Scale 0

i/ery
dissatisfied

Pre-test Post-test

Post-test Change Post-test Only

c) the physical environment of the program

2

1
1
1

2

2
2
2

+1

+1

-1

+l

+2

*i

I
1
1

2
2
0

3
I
0

-1

3
3
2

4
4
3
2
3

?l
2

2T
22

-l

e) lack of established
patient intake
conferences

4

very
satisfied

Post-test OnIy

a) How would you rate your current level of iob
satisfaction?

to

4

3
2
3

Change
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Pre-test Post-test Change Post-test OnIy

b) How would you have rated your level of -iob satisfaction
6 months aqo?

*10

2
3

N/A
N/A

2

3
2

1
N,/A
N/A

14. Do you have any comments or suggestions?

a) Regarding ways in which your team functioninq
could be improved?

organizing regular meetings with all team
members "

more team meetings to co-ordinate and share
information, particularly with the number
of part-time staff

implementation of specific intake meetings
for planning patient care

case conferencing on a regular basis

ongoing dialogue re program direction

clarification of roles

adjustments in physical environment

b) Reqarding wavs in which your service delivery
could be improved?

too early to teII

having more team members will probably help

having one office instead of two

more team meetings

it is very necessary that communication be
kept up
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increased education to team members re field
of geriatric psychiatry

identify case managers

formal case conferencingr and qoal setting

T = Team Functions (Socio emotional)

S"D. = Service Delivery (Task functions)

Note: Although question L4 divided into team

and task functions, responses were mixed
in both sections Further supports inter-
relationship between these two functions"
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TEAM DEVETOPMENT T{HEEL
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TEåfi DEVEIPI,}fI:NT t{ilEEl.

Namc
Dacc

Ínstructions.. Pluce a rnark on the circuntfercncc of the wheel to reprc-

scn{ (lìc prcsent status of 1'our tcarìl-

STAGE FOUR STAGE ON€

MATURE
CLOSENESS

Resourcelul

Flexible

Open

EfÍective

Close and
suPPort¡ve

GETTING
ORGANIZED

Oeveloping skills

Establishing pro-
cedures

Giving feedback

Confronting issues

TESTING

Polite

lcnpersonaf

WatchÍul

Guarded

INFIGHT¡NG

Controlling conllicls

Confronting PeoPle
Opting oua.

Difficulties

Féeling strck

t

ST,'.G€. ì.ti'O
STAG E

THREE
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APPENDIX I7

RESULTS OF TEAI'Í DEVELOPMENT T{HEEL
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zo
H
Ø
Ø
Ê1u I 2 3 4 5 6 7 I Average

Range

ï I I I 1 t"1 I
I - 1"r

ïï 7 7 "5 7 9.6 7.I 7 .69
7 - 9.6

ïïr 6.5 8"4 7 -4 8.5 9.2 B

6.5 9.2

ÏV 7.75 6 -9 7.L 7.4 r0.6 9.1 8.14
6.9 10.6

V 7"3 2"9 5 8.3 2 -7s 8.9 5"85
2"75 8.9

VT 7.9 7.5 7.9 6.6 7 2.6
8-3

1.5
6.5

6.2
l.s 8.3

VÏÏ B 9.4 9.4 10.2 9.5 2"8
6"5
9.1

.1
7.L

8.9
1 r0-2

rTÏÏ 8.25 4.5 3 10.4 9.6 9.8: .75
7 .25
10.5

8.5 7.5
.75 10.5

ÏV 8.9 9.4 4.2 9.9
1.9

r0.1 3.1
oq

9"1 7"7
1. 9 10.1

x 8.75 9.1 10.3 9.1 10.9 10.9 10.4 9.8 9.9
9.1 10.9

TEJAI{ DEVELOPT,TENT f{ffiEl, RESITI,TS

TEAM MEMBERS I RESPONSES

SCALE STAGE DESCRIPTION SESSTONS AT THAT STAGE

0 - 2.9 One "Testing" f
3 - 5.9 Twc¡ "Infighting" V

6 - 8"9 Three "Getting II, Iff, IV' VI' VII'
Organized' VIII, IX

9 - 11.9 Four "Mature x
Closeness "
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EVÀLUATION QUESTI ONNÀIRE
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EYôL-Uê I I E N- gT- IEê [ - 
gEE 9 IA N E

A . _ EeO len !. -C 
qd 

- I 
gl m et - 

q f 
- !.he - 

E es s i=,1 n 9¿

1" Were the sessi,:ns helpful to yor-r as a team member?

n¡t at aI I s¡rnewtrat very
IreI p f uI trel p f u1 FreI p f ttI

2. tlere the sessi,tns helpful in increasing y'rur awåreness
of the team approach to service de1ivery-r'

nc't -at al 1 g¡mewhat very
trel p f u1 hel p ful lrel p f url

3" Did the sessic,ns address the issues that v¡ere irnp'=rtant
to you?

Yes

r¡t ---- --.-t -i -l- I tjdbe H.t FI ctI I l_______

4" tJhat was rnsst useful tc, yau in the sessi¡ns'?

1l

:)

JJ

=. What was least useful to you in the sessiqns?

1)

:)

3)
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-:-

6" Were the sessic,ns helpful to y,ru in raising any
questions or Eoncerns yor-t might lrave lrad w.ith the
tearn-j

ñc-rt at al 1 si--'mewhåt Ver y
trel p f ul trel p f ul ftr=l p f ul

7. [,las the format af the sessic,ns c¡nducive to team
sharing and learning?

Yes

PIease explain-------

A" Please rank your preference of rnethods used in the
sessiqns (1=rnost preferred, 6=least preferred)

1) distusgi'¡n f,¡rrnat
:) case study
31 de,:isi,:n-rnaking srenaric,s
4) Iiteratr-tre and bat[<qrc,utnd rnateria]
5) brainst,rrminc
6) ,=t her ___

9. Please comment trn the nurnber, frequency and duration
of the sessiL-|ns:

nurnber : tc,,¡ rnany jutst r i glrt nc,t enc,lrgh

frequency: t,fr-, f requent jurst r iqtrt not frequent
enLìugh

durati,=n: t,¡,¡ 1,:ng just rigttt n¡t 1':ng
en,:utçlh

10. Overal1, hew wourld you rate the tearn develaprnent
sessions?

pc":'r 1 : 3 + 5 ex.:ellent

11. Do you have any other ¡:omments or suggestícns?
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-3-

B. _Faqi I i!e!rsn-ef -!he-s€Êslr-rtr=I

1 . Was the f ac i I itator adequatel y prepared f r-'r the
sessi ans?

never r arel y s'-'met i rnes etsttal 1 y al ways

2. Did the faqilitator prc,vide additi,:,nal information and
clari fication when necessary?

never rarely s,:,metimes usually alway=

3. Di a ine f ac i I i tatc,r prc,rnote the i nv'f,I vement and
participation of all team members?

never rarely sc,metimes usutaì. 1y always

4. In what ways was the facilitator mast lrelpful tcl you?

1)

':)

3)

5. In what ways was the facilitatsr least helpful ta you?

1)

.__1 1

af\

6. Overall, hsw would you rate the facilitator?

P,fÊ,r 1 = 3 4 5 e:4,:e11ent

7. Do you have any ather ç,¡mrnents or sugge=ti¡ns-/
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RESULTS OF EVALUÀTION QUESTIONNAIRE
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A"

EVAT,UATIOT{ OF TEA}I DE\TELOP!,ÍENT SESSIONS

CONTENT AND FORMAT OF THE SESSIONS

1" Were the sessions helPful to You

not at all helPful 0

somewhat helpful 2

very helpful 6

Were the sessions helPful

a\^/areness of the team approach

not at a1l helpful 0

somewhat helpful 3

very helpful 5

yes 7

no0
no response I

Comments: They discussed

negotíation.

as a team member?

r-ncreasan9 your

service delivery?

roles and role

IN

to

¿-

3. Did the sessions address the issues that \¡7ere

important to You?

As \^re \^/ere helped to set out the

session topics, it made them meaningful-

Gave me a chance to become familiar

with the opinions and personalities

of other members of the team.

Very real issues \^/ere addressed

very necessary.
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Issues important to me in understanding

what everyone does "

Sessions all-owed us to work on some

important issues of role blurring'

role of team within overall institution,

conflict resolution, which might have

been more difficult. to tackle outside

the context of the sessions "

4 " What was the most useful to you in the sessions?

The roles and functions of each member"

Identifying areas of expertise"

Made me aware of sorts of professionals'

responsibilities .

Made me aware of sorts of conflict that could

arise.

Communication sharing of ideas and concerns"

Structure direction"

Total building of group cohesiveness through

role descriptions, dealing with conflict,

communication "

I found all the sessions equally useful"

I enjoyed watching ways in which the facilitator

di-rected the sessions.

Strangely, the fact that we had to sit down
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as a team and find the time which we had not

done before.

Getting to know other members as people and

team workers their views, etc"

Getting to know new team members.

Learning how the team defines various roles "

Getting a picture of how team fits into larger

institution.

The opportunity to work through scenarios"

We del-iberately chose certain kinds of issues

that required further discussion, Yet altered

them in such a way as to reduce their potential

for threat for various team members" That

exercÍse clarified a number of issues (e.9.

accountability) "

The increased group cohesiveness which developed

particularly for nel¡¡ team members (our acceptance

of them and their acceptance of us ) ; I feel

the sessions facilitated this goal.

5. What was least useful to you in the sessions?

It was all useful.

Some of the material distributed I was familiar

with it already"

Backtracking over events occurring in former

sessions.
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6"

No response 4

I found the parts dealíng with roles somewhat

redundant (especialty since I wrote the job

descriptions ) . But I do feel it helped other

team members gain an understanding of the

contributions other disciplines can make, and

helped them in their task of defining their specific

roles "

I don't f eel there was anything that \Àlas not

helpful "

Were the sessions helpf ul to you j-n raising any

questions or concerns you might have had with

the team?

not at all helpful t
somewhat helpful 4

very helpful 2

no response 1

(Comment = not yet.)

!{as the format of the sessions conducive to team

sharing and learning?

7.

yes
no
no response

Comments:

7
0
I

The round table, the facilitator's

ability to involve, her ambience set

the tone.

Everyone on the team is fairlY new.

People have not worked together before
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8"

and in this situation the format was

conducive to people sharing views.

Discussion with a good facilitator

was conducive to sharing. Brainstorming

re decision-making also helped with

this.

Informal, flexible yet directive.

Lots of opportunitY for Personal

sharinq in examples and case studj-es '
etc "

It was interesting to see that

participants were more willing to take

risks and share often Personal

information as rapport and cohesiveness

became established"

Please rank your

the sessions.

preference of methods used an

Based on 7 responses:

most preferred: decision-making scenarios
second:
third:

brainstorming
case study

(equa1 preference) and

least preferred:
material

Please comment on the number,

of the sessions:

discussion format
literature and background

o
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Comments

Number: too many t - we should now continue
as a team

just right 6
not enough MaYbe a few more
no response 1

Freguency: too frequent 2 -.Could be every 2 weeks
in actual practice

just right 6
not frequent

enough

Duration: too long 3 - Too long at times
just right 3 - Would have liked Lo

see this done over a
longer period of time.

not long
enough 1
no response 1

10. Overal1, how would you rate the team development

sessions?

ScaleI - poor 4- 4resPonses
I 55 = excellent5-4responses

11" Do you have any other comments or suggestions?

I response " I f elt it really helped Íl€ r as a
brand nev¡ member' get to know everyone
eIse.

B" FACILITATION OF THE SESSTONS

1. Was the facilitator adequately prepared for the

sessions?

always B

2. Did the facilitator provide additional information
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and clarification when necessarY?

usually 1
always 7

3 " Did the facilitator promote the involvement and

participation of all team members?

usually 3
. always 5

4 " In what \^rays rÄras the f acilitator most helpf uI

to you?

Helped focus discussion, tie things together-

Able to draw everyone into the discussion"

Able to pick up the underlying meaning and

connections "

Brought in quieter members.

Summarized well and kept us on track when $7e

ttwanderedtt 
"

Calm' non-threatening personality or manneri

able to easily elicit sharing of informatj-on most

of the time"

Picked up the conversation during periods of

silence.

Made me feel comfortable.

Was relaxed, informed, and flexibIe.

Very relaxed, informed, knowledgeable.

Provided opportunities for breaking up of silence'

quiet spots.
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Helped me recognize that I "v¡ear too many hats"

colleague, friend, team member' supervisor" This

would have helped in my interactions with all

members of the team"

the facilitator least helpful5 " In what waYS was

to you?

. two responses -Can't think of anYthing
She was always helPful

6"

7"

Overal1, how would you rate the facilitator?

Scalet = poor 4- lresponse
I 55 = excellent5-TresPonses

Do you have any other comments or suggestions?

This type of project or exercise should

compulsory for all teams at certain points '

be

e.9 "

ïonce a year with an outside facilitator.

think many issues would be resolved"

Although I was initially ambivalent about this

project, I feel that $¡e as a newly developing

team benefitted from the experience. lVould

recommend it for other teams in this and other

facilities.
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